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ABSTRACT

This report supplements containment venting risk evaluations performed for the
Mark-I Containment Performance Improvement (CPI) Program. Quantitative evalu-
ations using simplified containment event trees for station blackout sequences were
performed to evaluate potential risk reduction offered by containment venting, an
improved automatic depressurization system with a dedicated power source, and an
additional supply of water to either the containment sprays or the vessel with a dedi-
cated power source.

The risk calculations were based on the Draft NUREG-l 150 results for Peach Bot-
tom with selected enhancements. Several sensitivity studies were performed to investi-
gate phenomenological, operational, and equipment performance uncertainties.
Qualitative risk evaluations were provided for loss of long-term containment heat
removal and anticipated transients without scram for the same set of improvements. A
limited discussion is provided on the generic applicability of these results to other
plants with Mark-I containments.

FIN No. A6878-Mark-I Containment Venting
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FOREWORD

As part of U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission-sponsored research to provide
closure of severe accident issues, the Containment Performance Improvement (CPI)
Program was established. The CPI Program objective is to determine what actions, if
any, should be taken to reduce vulnerability of containments to severe accidents. This
program will analyze all reactors by containment type, with Mark-I containment
plants receiving attention first.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This study summarizes the methodology, assump-
tions, and results of an evaluation of potential Mark-I
containment enhancements. Quantitative evaluations
using simplified containment event trees for station
blackout sequences were performed to evaluate risk
reduction offered by potential Mark-I containment
performance improvements. The risk calculations were
based on the Draft NUREG-1150 results for Peach
Bottom with selected enhancements. Several sensitivity
studies were performed to investigate phenomenologi-
cal, operational, and equipment performance uncer-
tainties. Qualitative risk evaluations were provided for
loss of long-term containment heat removal and antici-
pated transients without scram for the same set of
improvements. A limited discussion is provided on the
generic applicability of these results to other plants
with Mark-I containments.

Quantitative results for risk-significant station
blackout sequences were determined using simpli-
fied containment event trees (S-CETs). The
S-CETs were developed and benchmarked with the
Draft NUREG-1 150 central estimate results for
Peach Bottom. Subsequently, the S-CETs were
modified to reflect new offsite power recovery fac-
tors that will be used in the final NUREG-1 150
document. Three potential containment improve-
ments, plus the use of the containment spray water
supply as a backup low pressure reactor pressure
vessel (RPV) injection system, were analyzed using
the S-CETs. The three improvements were (a) an
enhanced hard-pipe vent system with a dedicated
power source, (b) an enhanced automatic depres-
surization system (ADS) with a dedicated power
source, and (c) a backup water supply for the con-
tainment spray system with an independent power
source. Six separate S-CET cases (Cases 1-6) were
used to evaluate the three potential improvements
individually. Case 7 evaluated the three improve-
ments simultaneously. Case 8 examined the bene-
fits from the low pressure RPV injection system
alone which operates during a station blackout
sequence. Finally, Case 9 was performed to evalu-
ate all the improvements, including the benefits of
the backup RPV injection, simultaneously. As dis-
cussed in the results, the backup RPV injection
source with the other modifications could prevent
core degradation, whereas the other improvements
only mitigate the accident consequences.

The results from the S-CET analyses show that
the enhanced ADS and the enhanced containment
spray system individually provide a larger reduc-

tion in the risk measures than the enhanced vent
system for the station blackout sequences. As
expected, Cases 7 and 9, the two combined modifi-
cation cases, provided the greatest reduction in
offsite risk, with the backup RPV injection system
being the most important. When operating cor-
rectly, the combined package of improvements
change all the station blackout sequences to achieve
a similar end state; i.e. backup low pressure injec-
tion providing core cooling while the decay heat is
safely removed from the containment to the plant
stack using the hard pipe vent system.

Potential improvements for the other two impor-
tant plant damage states for Peach Bottom were
analyzed qualitatively. Similar to the station black-
out sequences, anticipated transient without scram
(ATWS) and loss of long-term decay heat removal
(TW) sequences represent short- and long-term
challenges to the reactor, respectively. However,
unlike the station blackout sequences, the TW and
ATWS sequences can cause a containment pressur-
ization above the primary containment pressure
limit (PCPL-the BWR venting pressure limit)
prior to core degradation. High containment pres-
sure can lead to a core melt sequence unless specific
operator actions are taken.

Venting has been proposed as a method of pre-
venting or delaying core melt in TW and ATWS
sequences. Qualitative and quantitative discussions
are presented about the potential performance ben-
efits derived from a dedicated vent system rather
than utilizing existing plant hardware. Due to the
high containment pressurization rate during an
unmitigated ATWS sequence, a very large venting
capacity would be necessary to prevent contain-
ment failure. Conversely, the TW sequence pressur-
izes the containment slowly over many hours.
Therefore, it is likely that a vent system could con-
tribute to effectively prevent core melt during the
TW sequence, while providing additional time to
scram the reactor in an ATWS sequence.

Sensitivity studies were performed to investigate
selected phenomenological, operational, and equip-
ment performance uncertainties. Several insights can
be gained from the results of the sensitivity studies.
First, for station blackout sequences, changes that
effect the probability of early containment failure have
the greatest risk significance. In particular, the proba-
bility of early containment failure by liner melt-
through and the probability of overpressurization at
vessel breach have the most significant effect on risk.
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The results from the S-CET analyses show that the
50-mile population dose varied from approximately 11
to 57 man-rem per reactor year as the probability of
early containment failure by liner melt-through varied
from 0 to 1.

Second, early or inadvertent venting did not have
a significant effect on the station blackout
sequences. Early venting increased the risks slightly
during the short-term station blackout while caus-
ing a slight decrease in the risks during the long-
term station blackout. In general, these effects were
secondary relative to the changes noted in the liner
melt-through sensitivity study.

Third, successful operation of the vent and vessel
injection systems is sufficient to prevent core degra-
dation during a TW sequence. An evaluation was
made of the risk from a TW core melt sequence
with a frequency of 1.0 E- 5 using WASH-1400
source terms. Failure to remove decay heat from the
containment and maintain vessel injection caused
the population dose risk to increase from 34 to
146 man-rem per reactor year. For example, using a
ductwork vent system (which ruptures) to mitigate
the TW sequence could lead to injection system
failure. Although this was a bounding case in terms
of failure probability, this sensitivity had the great-
est impact on the plant risk. Higher TW core melt
frequencies, typical of some Mark-I plants, show
the potential for 50-mile population doses in the
thousands of man-rem per reactor year from the
TW sequence. Based upon questions about vital
equipment performance, the safety of onsite per-
sonnel, and the ability to continue repair opera-
tions, a reliable hard pipe vent system makes good

engineering sense. Furthermore, procedures and
equipment necessary to maintain an alternate ves-
sel injection source during venting operations are
needed.

Fourth, in contrast to the results from the TW
sequence, failure of the vital injection equipment
during station blackout sequences while using a
ductwork vent system had an insignificant effect on
the risk. Two factors contributed to this result.
First, the station blackout is a core melt sequence
with no injection, whereas the TW sequence may
become a core melt sequence if venting is unsuc-
cessful or if the alternate vessel injection source
fails. Second, the only sequences affected had
injection recovery and venting. Consequently, the
effect on the risk-dominant early containment fail-
ures was negligible.

Applying the Peach Bottom results to other
plants requires careful consideration. The sequence
frequencies, local population density, evacuation
plans, and unique plant features could have a sig-
nificant impact on the results. To partially address
the general applicability of the Peach Bottom
results, cumulative population densities near other
Mark-I sites were compared to Peach Bottom. The
population density is an important factor in deter-
mining the consequences following an accident
with fission product release. In general, the Peach
Bottom population densitywas larger than average
when compared to other Mark-I sites. Population
doses for a Peach Bottom TW sequence (with a
core melt frequency of 1.0 E - 5) were similar to
those for a constant population density of
200 people/mi 2.
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AN OVERVIEW OF BWR MARK-I
CONTAINMENT VENTING RISK IMPLICATIONS
ADDENDUM 1: AN EVALUATION OF POTENTIAL

MARK-I CONTAINMENT IMPROVEMENTS

1. INTRODUCTION

The Containment Performance Improvement
(CPI) Program is one of the six elements defined in
the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
plan to provide integration and closure of severe
accident issues. 1 The CPI Program objective is to
determine what actions, if any, should be taken to
reduce vulnerability of containments to severe acci-
dents. This program will analyze all reactors by
containment type, with Mark-I containment plants
receiving attention first. Analyses of potential
improvements are included in this Addendum to
NUREG/CR-5225, supplementing the contain-
ment venting risk evaluations described in that
report.

An efficient method of analyzing containment per-
formance issues was developed at the Idaho National
Engineering Laboratory (INEL) to support the NRC
CPI program. Although, the NRCs reactor risk
efforts2 have produced similar analyses to evaluate
potential improvements, using its models to perform
sensitivity studies is not easily accomplished. The
development of the methodology used for these analy-
ses concentrated on producing a model of containment
performance that is flexdble and concise, yet provides
enough detail to analyze containment performance
parameters. The development of simplified contain-
ment event trees (S-CETs) relied on information gener-
ated in the NRC's risk evaluation efforts.3 " The
models were benchmarked against the central estimate
results from the Draft NUREG-1 150 results to illus-
trate that the method could adequately simulate the
detailed containment performance models. The
method was then used to evaluate potential contain-
ment modifications and enhancements to quantify the
risk sensitivities that affect the containment response
during risk-significant accident sequences.

The S-CETs were used to evaluate potential
equipment enhancements and additions in nuclear
power plants with Mark-I containments by simulat-
ing the Peach Bottom plant response during short-
and long-term station blackout sequences as

described in Draft NUREG-1150. The station
blackout sequences represented approximately
85% of the core melt frequency for the Peach Bot-
tom plant and nearly 100% percent of the risk.
Therefore, any potential containment improvement
must be operable during station blackout condi-
tions. The next most dominant plant damage state
at the Peach Bottom was the anticipated transient
without scram (ATWS). Although the ATWS con-
stituted most of the remaining 15% of the plant
damage frequency, it contributed less than 1% to
any of the overall plant risk measures (i.e. early
fatalities, 50-mile population dose, latent cancers,
or economic costs). During the ATWS sequence, ac
power availability and operator mitigative actions
made the consequences less severe than the station
blackout sequences.

A final class of accidents, loss of long-term con-
tainment heat removal (TW sequence), was not
considered an important contributor to the total
core melt frequency or plant risk in Draft
NUREG-1150. Containment venting, along with a
realistic assessment of the availability of alternate
injection systems such as the condensate system,
high-pressure service water system, and the control
rod drive injection system, was credited with reduc-
ing the frequency of the TW core melt sequences by
three orders of magnitude, from approximately
1 E - 5 to < 1 E - 8 per year. This reduction is pri-
marily due to an assessed probability of 0.999 for
successful venting given the long time period avail-
able during the TW sequence (greater than
10 hours4). For perspective, the median core melt
frequency listed in the Draft NUREG-1 150 evalua-
tion of Peach Bottom is 8.2 E - 6. If venting had
not reduced the TW core melt sequence probability,
the total core melt frequency would be double the
estimated value and TW would be the most domi-
nant plant damage state.

These three accident classes, station blackout,
ATWS, and TW, were selected as the most

1



important sequences with which to evaluate poten-
tial containment improvements. A description of
the S-CET methodology is given Section 2. Next,
the application of the S-CET methodology to eval-
uate potential improvements during station black-
out sequences is given in Section 3. A qualitative
discussion of performance improvements during

the ATWS and TW sequences are provided in Sec-
tion 4. Section 5 discusses the impact of uncertain-
ties in phenomena, equipment performance, and
operations. The generic applicability of these
results is presented in Section 6, and conclusions
are given in Section 7. The references are given in
Section 8.
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2. SIMPLIFIED CONTAINMENT EVENT TREE METHODOLOGY

Analysis of the Draft NUREG- 1150 results sug-
gested that a simplified containment event tree
could be used to describe containment events and
phenomena for the station blackout sequences that
were identified as important to risk. Using off-the-
shelf software that edits and analyzes event trees,a

specifically, Science Applications International
Corporation's ETA-II package, 6 a simplified con-
tainment event tree was developed for the Peach
Bottom station blackout sequences. Only the
parameters that most significantly affect the
sequence consequences were modeled.

The simplified containment event trees used 17
top events as compared to the 107 questions used
for Peach Bottom in Draft NUREG- 1150.2 The use
of off-the-shelf software specifically designed for
developing, editing, and analyzing event trees facil-
itated both the construction of the S-CET and sub-
sequent changes to reflect proposed modifications
in hardware or procedures. The development of the
S-CET and corresponding branch point split-
factions relies heavily on the data and insights gen-
erated by the NUREG-1150 effort. 3 "5 However,
instead of trying to consider the entire range of pos-
sibilities and their uncertainties, the S-CET
assigned best-estimate branch probabilities. While
this approach only produced a point estimate of the
risk and does not identify the range of uncertainty
in the calculations, it provides a concise and flexi-
ble model which can easily be rerun for a large
number of sensitivities. The impact of uncertain-
ties is partially addressed in Section 6. The output
from the S-CET is a table identifying each event
tree end state (i.e. the unique accident scenarios
identified by each specific path through the event
tree) and its associated probability.

The next step in the evaluation was to assign the
end states from the S-CET to similar accident pro-
gressions from the list of Peach Bottom accident
progression bins. 3 First, the end states from the
S-CET had to be characterized according to the
NUREG-1150 accident progression bin format.
Once the S-CET end states were reformatted, they
were compared and assigned to the best-match
accident progression bin from the Draft

a. Mention of specific products and/or manufacturers in this
document implies neither endorsement or preference nor disap-
proval by the U.S. Government, any of its agencies, or EG&G
Idaho, Inc., of the use of a specific product for any purpose.

NUREG- 1150 data base. This process reduced the
number of source terms that need to be
considered.

Conversion of the S-CET end states and their
assignment to the Peach Bottom accident progres-
sion bins were accomplished with the Ashton-Tate
dBase III Plus software package.7 A report file was
generated from the ETA-II software that listed each
S-CET end state and its description. This report file
was utilized to build a data base of S-CET end
states and their probabilities. A dBase program was
then used to generate the corresponding
22-dimension bin identifier based on the S-CET
end-state description. Rules were established to
generate the designators for each of the dimen-
sions. Therefore, the 22-dimension identifier
describes the accident progression that character-
izes each of the S-CET end states. The use of
22-dimensions is necessitated by the desire to con-
form to the Draft NUREG- 1150 structure identi-
fied and documented in Reference 3.

A second dBase program was then used to deter-
mine the most appropriate match of the S-CET
22-dimension bin identifier to the Draft
NUREG-1 150 bins (and, hence, corresponding
source terms). The S-CET end state accident pro-
gression descriptions were compared to a data base
of accident progression bins described in
Reference 3. The outputs from this process are the
conditional probabilities for the NUREG-I 150
source-term bins attributable to each specific plant
damage state. (Absolute frequencies could also be
generated; the form of the output can be changed
by changing the dBase program.)

To provide the best appropriate match of the
S-CET end state 22-dimension identifier to the
22-dimension identifier for the NUREG-1 150
central-estimate accident progression bins, 3 a
prioritizing scheme was developed. This scheme
provides for a matching of the 22 positions in a
three-level hierarchial fashion such that the charac-
teristics judged most important are given greater
weight. These levels are labeled as vital, non-vital,
and unimportant. The vital category identifies
those accident progression characteristics that are
considered to be of prime importance when select-
ing the most appropriate bin (and source term) to
represent a particular end state. The non-vital cate-
gory contains those characteristics that are consid-
ered to be important but not vital for the estimation
of the appropriate source term. The last category

3



(unimportant) is for those characteristics that have
the least effect on the generation of a specific
source term. The designation of vital status was
partially dictated by the accident progression char-
acteristics and available bins in the Draft
NUREG-1 150 data base. Consequently, some iter-
ation in the selection of which dimensions war-
ranted vital status was required.

Completion of the accident progression binning
task resulted in a report file which could be used for
risk analysis. The report file correlated S-CET end
states into plant damage states. For each plant
damage state, the S-CET end states were matched
to the most appropriate Peach Bottom accident
progression bin with information about the quality
of the comparison. In the present example, all the
bins satisfied the vital accident progression criteria.
Consequently, the existing Draft NUREG-1150
consequence analyses could be used to determine
the risk. (If in future evaluations a S-CET end state
did not satisfy all of the vital criteria, a new source
term and consequence calculation would be
required to accurately reflect the effects of a partic-
ular containment modification or new mechanism
on the specific scenario.) In some instances, minor
hand modifications of existing source terms may be
sufficient to define the new source term (e.g. one
which reflects the effects of a reduced or enhanced
decontamination factor). That is, it may be possi-
ble to apply scaling factors (decontamination fac-
tors) and interpolation to generate the new source
terms.

Each source term that is identified requires cor-
responding consequence measures produced by

that source term. Since the source terms were taken
directly from the Draft NUREG-1 150 work, the
consequences are treated likewise. In those few
instances where a new source term may be defined
to reflect a parameter not explicitly included in the
original analysis, the resulting consequences can be
calculated using either the CRAC28 or MACCS9

codes. In order to maintain a consistent set of con-
sequence measures, any new measures should be
generated by modifying an existing source term bin
and using a CRAC2 or MACCS input deck consist-
ent with the original calculations.

Once the new bin probabilities are generated, the
risk is calculated by multiplying the plant damage
state frequency, the bin probability and the conse-
quences of that bin together using Equation (1).
This process of calculating the new risk measures
presented by the new configuration is facilitated by
using Lotus Development Corporation's Lotus
1-2-3 software package. 1 0

N
RiskPDS FPDS X (Pbini X Cbin ) (1)

where

FpDs = frequency of the plant damage state.

Pbini = conditional probability of bini for the
plant damage state.

Cbini = consequences of bin,.
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3. SIMPLIFIED CONTAINMENT EVENT TREES
FOR STATION BLACKOUT SEQUENCES

This section describes the development and
application of the S-CETs for the evaluation of
potential containment performance improvements
during station blackout sequences. Section 3.1
describes the quantification and benchmarking of
the S-CETs using the Draft NUREG-1150 data
base. A description of the potential improvements
is described in Section 3.2. Section 3.3 discusses
the risk results from the potential improvement
evaluations.

3.1 Verification of Containment
Event Trees for Station
Blackout Sequences

S-CETs were developed to characterize the pro-
gression of events during long-term station black-
out sequence (TB), low-pressure, short-term
station blackout sequence (TBU), and high-
pressure station blackout sequence (TBUX) plant
damage states. Table 1 describes the important
characteristics of the major plant damage states
with their frequencies, as given in Draft NUREG-
1150 for Peach Bottom. As seen by the description
of events in Table 1, TB is commonly referred to as
a long-term station blackout while the TBU and
TBUX are short-term station blackouts.

The S-CETs were originally set up to simulate the
containment response as described in Draft
NUREG- 1150. As stated previously, the supporting
documents for Draft NUREG- 1150 were used to
generate the S-CETs, quantify the branch points,
evaluate their accuracy, and as a data base for the
consequence evaluations. Table 2 shows a compari-
son between the Draft NUREG-1 150 risk results
for the station blackout sequences and the results
generated from the S-CET. Column A, which is a
comparison of Columns B and C, displays the risk
resulting from station blackout sequences for
Peach Bottom as a percent of the total risk as calcu-
lated in Draft NUREG-1 150. 3 As can be seen, 99%
of the population dose risk at Peach Bottom is
attributable to the station blackout sequences.
Therefore, a cursory view would conclude that
modeling only the station blackout sequences
would provide a good estimate of the sensitivity of
the risks to various plant modifications. Column D
displays the results for the S-CET analysis based on
Draft NUREG- 1150 assumptions. 3 The compari-

son between Columns D and C provides a valida-
tion of the precision of the S-CET in reproducing
the original Draft NUREG-1 150 results.

Table 3 provides a comparison of the frequencies of
the containment failure modes for the station blackout
sequences as predicted by Draft NUREG-I150 central
estimate and the S-CET methodology. The three
columns in iable 3 provide a comparison of the con-
tainment failure modes of Columns C, D, and E in
Table 2. As noted previously, the original S-CET base
case (Column D) was constructed to match Draft
NUREG- 1150 results (Column C). In general, there
was very good agreement for the frequency of early
containment failure modes. However, the Draft
NUREG-1150 central-estimate analysis eliminated
low-consequence risk results from the final risk profile.
Consequently, the total Draft NUREG-1150 contain-
ment failure frequency does not sum to one. Based
upon review of the late venting criteria used in the con-
tainment event analysis4 and the results from the sim-
plified containment event tree results, it is suspected
that late venting or late leakage bins comprised most of
the low-risk results not considered in the final results.
As evidenced in Table 4, these late failure bins had a
negligible relative contribution to the overall station
blackout risk profile.

Also included in Thbles 2, 3, and 4 are the revised S-
CET base-case results (Column E). A new S-CET base
case was established to reflect new assumptions.a
These revised assumptions primarily include a new esti-
mate of the probability of recovering from a loss of
offsite power. 12 Based upon a review of the prelimi-
nary revised Draft NUREG-1 150 documentation, new
power recovery factors are the most significant change
that would effect results. The new power recovery fac-
tors lead to a slightly greater core melt frequency than
the Draft NUREG-1150 results (compare Column E
with Column C or D). However, the greater likelihood
of early power recovery in the new S-CET base case
(Column E) led to a reduction in containment failure
(see Table 3) and lower risk than the original base case.
The new S-CET base case had a substantial decrease in
containment failure and overall risk relative to Draft
NUREG- 1150 and the original S-CET. The new

a. A. Kolacykowski et al., Analysis of Core Damage Frequency
From Internal Events, Peach Bottom, Unit 2, NUREG/CR-
4550, Volume 4, draft version, August 1988.
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Table 1. Dominant plant damage states for Peach Bottom

Plant Mean
Damage Annual

State Description Frequencya

TBUX Loss of offsite power, either as an initiating 4.2E - 6
event or following a trip due to another cause, with
coincident failure of all dc power such that all core
cooling fails and vessel depressurization is precluded.
Power is not recovered and core damage ensues.

TB As with the sequence above, the TB sequence is 1.2E - 6
initiated by a loss of offsite power as an initiator or
after a trip. The core is cooled successfully for about
7 h until the batteries are depleted. The vessel
pressurizes after batteries are depleted due to a loss
of ADS control.

TCUX Any initiator followed by failure of the reactor 4.8E - 7
to trip (ATWS). The standby liquid control system
(SLCS) is successfully initiated, but HPCI fails and
the vessel is not depressurized.

TCSRX2 An ATWS with failure of the SLCS. Core cooling is 2.4E - 7
initially maintained by the HPCI, which then fails
due to high pool temperatures. The containment fails
due to overpressurization (prior to core damage) but
by a leakage failure mode that does not depressurize
the containment. Because of high containment
pressure, the safety relief valves cannot operate in the
relief mode, the vessel remains at high pressure, and
no injection is possible.

TBUP Loss of offsite power, either as an initiating 2.OE - 7
event or following a trip due to another cause, with
coincident failure of all core cooling. For TBUP, one
relief valve sticks open, leading to a slow
depressurization of the vessel. Power is not recovered
in 35 min, and core damage ensues.

TCSX Any initiator followed by failure of the reactor 1.7E - 7
to trip (ATWS). The SLCS fails or is not initiated,
and HPCI fails later (,35 minutes) due to high pool
temperature. The vessel is not depressurized
successfully.

TBU Short-term station blackout with failure of all 5.6E - 8
injection, and power is not restored in 35 min. For
this sequence, the dc power failure of core cooling is
not included, and primary system depressurization is
likely.

TBP The sequence is initiated by a loss of offsite 6.OE - 8
power as an initiator or after a trip. A relief valve
sticks open. The core is cooled successfully for about
7 h until the batteries are depleted.
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Table 1. (continued)

Plant Mean
Damage Annual

State Description Frequencya

TCSRV23 An ATWS with failure of the SLCS. Core cooling is 2.5E - 8
initially maintained by the HPCI, which then fails
due to high pool temperature. The containment fails
catastrophically due to overpressurization prior to
core damage. The low-pressure systems fail due to
saturated pool conditions, and neither the
high-pressure service water nor the condensate is
initiated in time to prevent core damage.

TW Transient event followed by failure of long-term < .E - 8
decay heat removal. Unless the operator successfully
initiates venting and initiates an alternate coolant
injection source, the containment will eventually fail
from overpressurization. With a 0.001 probability of
failing to vent, the frequency is reduced from about
L.E-5 to < L.E- 8.

Total (96qo of total frequency) 6.6E - 6

a. The sequence frequencies are based on sensitivity study 4 as reported in Draft NUREG/CR-4550 and used in Draft
NUREG/CR-4551 (p. 5-3).
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Table 2. Comparison of the S-CET results for station blackout with Draft NUREG-1150a

Percent
of Draft

NUREG-1 150
Base Case

Due to SBO
(A)

Draft
NUREG-1 150

Total
Base Case

(B)

Draft
NUREG-1150

SBO w/CV
Base Case

(C)

Original
S-CET

SBO w/CV
Base Case

(D)

Revised
S-CET

SBO w/CV
Base Case

(E)
Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Early injuries
(per reactor year)

Individual risk
(per reactor year)

Latent cancers
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

85

85

100

99

100

98

99

100

6.53E - 6

4.33E - 6

2.33E - 5

1.31E-4

1.17E - 8

1.96E - 2

6.14E - 1

3.53E - 4

5.66E - 6

3.60E - 6

2.33E - 5

1.30E - 4

1.17E - 8

1.93E - 2

6.07E - I

3.53E - 4

5.66E - 6 6.60E - 6

5.15E-6 2.81E-6

2.47E - 5 1.38E - 5

1.31E-4 1.01E-4

1.33E - 8 4.99E - 8

2.18E-2 1.14E-2

6.90E - 1 3.38E - I

3.26E - 4 2.19E - 4

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence
code produces the early fatalities and injuries expected to occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected
to occur over the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living with 50 miles of the plant, the early
fatality risk to persons living within one mile of the plant, and the offsite costs of emergency response actions and of the interdiction
of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. Containment release frequency = core melt frequency x containment release probability. The summation of containment release
probability for most sequences is < 1.0. The release frequency includes intentional releases through venting and unintentional
failure releases.
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Table 3. Comparison of the S-CET and Draft NUREG-1150 station blackout containment
failure mode probabilities

Failure Mode Probabilities(%)

Failure Mode

Early vent and no containment failure

Early containment failure

Reactor building bypass
No reactor building bypass
Early vent

Late venting/containment failure

No containment failure or vent

Draft
NUREG-1 150(C)

1.92

51.11

10.10
41.01
0.00

10.58

8.28

Original
S-CET

Base Case
(D)

1.33

54.47

8.87
44.81
0.80

35.28

8.92

Revised
S-CET

Base Case(E)

5.09

22.45

3.48
18.46
0.20

14.98

57.48

Totala 71.90 100.00 100.00

a. The Draft NUREG/CR-4551 central estimate analysis eliminated low-consequence risk results from the final risk profile. Based
upon review of the late venting criteria used in the containment event analysis (Draft NUREG/CR-4700) and the results from the
simplified containment event tree results, it is suspected that late venting bins comprised most of the low-risk results not considered
in the final results.

Table 4. Comparison of the S-CET and Draft NUREG-1150 station blackout population
dose risk versus containment failure mode

Population Dose Risk
(07)

Failure Mode

Early vent and no containment failure

Early containment failure

Reactor building bypass
No reactor building bypass
Early vent

Late venting/containment failure

No failure or vent

Total

Draft
NUREG-1150(C)

0.01

99.78

26.20
73.58
0.00

0.22

0.00

100.00

Original
S-CET

Base Case
(D)

0.23

97.51

20.34
75.73

1.43

2.26

0.00

100.00

Revised
S-CET

Base Case(E)

0.09

99.37

19.98
77.23

2.16

0.54

0.00

100.00
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S-CET base case was used for all evaluations of
potential containment improvements.

Figures 1 and 2 show the S-CETs used in the analy-
ses with the base case (Draft NUREG-1150 plus new
power recovery factors). As seen in the figures, many
of the end states have zero probability. However, gener-
alized S-CETs were developed so that all the potential
enhancement sensitivity cases could be handled expedi-
tiously. Figures 3 and 4 show graphical comparisons
of selected risk results from the Draft NUREG-l 150,
original S-CET, and the revised S-CET risk results pre-
sented in 'Tble 2, Columns (B)-(E). 1 The events and
event probabilities are given in Table 5 and described in
detail in Appendices A through G. The S-CET branch
point probabilities were reviewed and are judged to best
approximate the mean response (relative to the offsite
consequences) of the plant during station blackout
sequences. For comparison purposes, Appendix H
summarizes generic station blackout frequencies and
equipment availabilities from a variety of sources.

3.2 Description of the
Improvement Cases

Nine separate analyses were performed to evaluate
the containment enhancements 13 during station black-
out sequences. First, a revised base case was established
to simulate the Draft NUREG-I150 results with con-
tainment venting and the new ac power recovery fac-
tors. Case 2 established a new base case for station
blackout sequences without containment venting.
Cases 3 and 4 examined two sensitivities to a dedicated
hard pipe vent system with and without a dedicated
power source to permit automatic operation during
station blackout sequences, respectively. Cases 5 and 6
investigated the plant improvement with an enhanced
automatic depressurization system (ADS) system and a
backup containment spray system, respectively. The
enhanced ADS could operate during station blackout
sequences using a dedicated power source. Case 7
examined the benefits from all three improvements
(Cases 4, 5, and 6) taken simultaneously. Case 8 exam-
ined a backup low pressure reactor pressure vessel
(RPV) injection system with a dedicated power source.
Finally, Case 9 considered all the enhancements simul-
taneously, namely Cases 4, 5, 6, and 8. The assump-
tions used to perform these sensitivity cases are
described in more detail below.

1

3.2.1 Case 1--Revised Base Case. This case
represents the reyised Peach Bottom base case for
the station blackout sequences, which includes con-

tainment venting according to Revision 4 of the
BWR Owner's Group Emergency Procedure Guide-
lines (EPGs). 14 The primary change between the
original draft and the revised Draft NUREG- 1150
calculations is a new model for predicting the prob-
ability of recovering offsite power (see
Appendix A). Revision 4 of the EPGs instruct the
plant operators to vent the containment before the
containment pressure reaches a prespecified limit
(see Table 3 for success probability). This limit is
referred to as the primary containment pressure
limit (PCPL) and assumed to be 60 psig.

3.2.2 Case 2-No Venting Sensitivity. This
case determines the risk resulting from a no con-
tainment venting situation at Peach Bottom. To cal-
culate the bin probabilities, all venting events on
the containment event trees were set to a failure
probability of 1.0. Therefore, this case calculates
the risks for the Peach Bottom station blackout
sequences if containment venting were not used.

3.2.3 Case 3-Revised Base Case plus
Enhanced Hard-Pipe Vent System. This case
models the effects of containment venting through
a hard-pipe vent path (using existing power depen-
dencies). The use of a hard pipe for containment
venting precludes the possibility of a rupture of the
vent path and maintains the routing of the vented
effluent to outside of the reactor building. Hard-
pipe venting also prevents the release and subse-
quent burn of combustible gases in the reactor
building, thereby precluding the possibility of fis-
sion product bypass due to a burn in the reactor
building. The effect of the hard-pipe venting is
reflected in the (S-CETs) by setting the probability
of a reactor building bypass event RB on the S-CET
to zero when there is no containment failure.
Sequences that include containment failure main-
tain the 0.8/0.2 split fraction for reactor building
bypass (see Appendix G). Also, the hard-pipe vent-
ing affects the binning procedure since it ensures
successful operation of the standby gas treatment
system (SGTS). In cases with ductwork venting,
discharge of effluent into the reactor building
would cause the protective blowout panels to open
and allow fission products to escape to the environ-
ment without SGTS filtering.

3.2.4 Case 4-Revised Base Case plus
Enhanced Hard-Pipe Vent System with Dedi-
cated Power Supply. A hard-pipe vent with a dedi-
cated power supply and rupture disk is also included in
the sensitivity study and provides a comparison with
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Table 5. Summary of quantification of the S-CET branch points

Event-X, fail to depressurize the RPV

* If dc power is available, P(X) = 1.0E - 3.

* If dc power is not available, P(X) = 1.0.

* Improved ADS
P(X) = 1.OE - 3, independent of any other event.

Event-SF, backup containment spray system fails

" For backup spray system, P(SF) = 0.05.

* For normal spray system, the following is implied by availability of ac power
- If ac power is available, P(CSS not available) = 0.0.
- If ac power is not available, P(CSS not available) = 1.0.

* It is assumed that the backup spray system does not affect containment pressure. (Hence, it does
not affect the probability of venting.

Event- VI (SBO-LT), fail to vent containment early (see Appendix D). Early containment venting refers to
venting before RPV failure (if any).

* If RPV is depressurized, P(VI) = 0.9 (i.e. 90% probability of not venting if ac power is not
available because of difficulties associated with manual venting. Likewise, if ac power is available
early (prior to RPV failure), venting is still unlikely since it requires defeating the containment
isolation to open the vent path, see Appendix D.)

* If RPV is not depressurized, P(Vl) = 1.0 (because containment pressure does not reach the venting
pressure if the RPV is not depressurized).

* Improved vent system with independent power supply
- If RPV is depressurized, P(Vl) = 0.01 (since venting would be automatic and is not dependent

on ac power).
- If RPV is not depressurized, P(V1) = 1.0 (unchanged since containment pressure does not

reach the venting pressure).

" It is assumed that operation of the containment spray system does not significantly reduce the
containment pressure since the high containment pressure is largely due to non-condensibles.
(Hence, it does not affect the probability of venting.)

Event- VI1 (SBO-ST), fail to vent containment early (see Appendix D)

• P(V1) = 1.0, since containment pressure does not exceed the venting pressure if the RPV is not
depressurized or the operators cannot operate the vent path in a timely manner.

" Improved vent system with an independent power supply.

- If the RPV is depressurized, P(VI) = 0.5, the containment pressure is estimated to just reach
the venting pressure; therefore, this value is judged as indeterminate (i.e. 50% probability of
venting).

- If the RPV is not depressurized, P(VI) = 1.0.
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Table 5. (continued)

Event-RV (SBO-ST), RPV fails (see Appendix E)

If ac power (RPV injection) is recovered between 0.5 and 1.8 h (during core damage phase), there
is a 50% chance that RPV failure will be prevented.

Event-RV (SBO-LT), RPV fails (see Appendix E)

* If ac power (RPV injection) is recovered between 6 and 11.6 h (during core damage phase), there is
a 50% chance that RPV failure will be prevented.

Event-OE (SBO-ST), containment fails by early overpressure (see Appendix C)

* If RPV is depressurized, P(OE) = 0.0.

o If RPV not depressurized, P(OE) = 0.20. (NOTE: The availability of ac power, i.e. containment
sprays, does not affect this event, since most of the containment pressure rise at VB is caused by
non-condensibles.)

* Early containment venting prevents the occurrence of early containment overpressure failure.

Event-OE (SBO-LT), containment fails by early overpressure (see Appendix B)

* If RPV depressurized, P(OE) = 0.0.

* If RPV not depressurized, P(OE) = 0.46. (NOTE: The availability of ac power, i.e. containment
sprays, does not affect this, since most of the containment pressure rise at VB is caused by
non-condensibles.)

" Early containment venting prevents the occurrence of early containment overpressure failure.

Event-NC, coolable debris bed does not form (see Appendix F)

" If ac power is recovered (hence, injection and containment sprays are available) during core damage
but before RPV failure, P(NC) = 0.36.

* If only the containment sprays are available (e.g. the backup spray system sensitivity case), P(NC)

= 0.54.

* If neither injection nor sprays are available, P(NC) = 1.0.

Event-LM, containment fails by liner melt-through

* If RPV fails, P(LM) = 0.5 (regardless of whether or not any containment sprays are operating).

Event-V2, fail to vent containment late (if containment has not failed or been vented earlier and therefore
containment pressure is greater than venting pressure)

* Late venting refers to venting after RPV failure.

* If ac power is available, P(V2) = 0.01.

o If ac power is not available, P(V2) = 0.9.

" If the debris is cooled, P(V2) = 1.0.
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Table 5. (continued)

o Improved vent system with independent power supply
- P(V2) = 0.01, independent of ac power availability.

Event-OL, containment fails by late overpressure

* If the RPV fails and containment has not already failed, been vented, or the debris is not coolable,
P(OL) = 1.0.

Event-RB, reactor building bypass (see Appendix G)

* If containment has failed or been vented, P(RB) = 0.2.

* Otherwise (no containment failure), P(RB) = 0.0.

" Hard-pipe vent path results in no reactor bypass for venting scenarios where the containment has
not failed, P(RB) = 0.0

Case 3 above. This case is analyzed in the same way as
Case 3 with additional modifications to the probabili-
ties of successful venting. Specifically, the failure of late
venting (event V2 on the S-CET), given ac and dc
power are unavailable, is set to 0.01 which is the proba-
bility of not venting late given power is available. For
the long-term station blackout (SBO-LT) sequences,
the failure of early venting (event VI on the S-CET) is
set to 0.01 since it is now automatic (reliance on a rup-
ture disk rather than manual initiation by the opera-
tors) but is only credible for those scenarios where the
RPV has been depressurized. Otherwise, the contain-
ment pressure does not exceed the PCPL (venting set
point). For the short-term station blackout (SBO-ST),
the answer to the question of whether or not contain-
ment pressure exceeds the PCPL when the RPV is
depressurized is uncertain. Therefore, P(V1) is set to
0.5 for the low-pressure SBO-ST sequences. See
Appendix D for a more complete explanation on the
probability of early venting.

3.2.5 Case 5-Revised Base Case plus
Enhanced ADS. This case examines the effect of an
enhanced ADS system, which includes additional
nitrogen supplies and a dedicated power supply. This
improvement was modeled by adding a depressuriza-
tion event to the long-term station blackout event trees
similar to that appearing on the short-term station
blackout event tree. The probability of successful RPV
depressurization with the improved system is indepen-
dent of the availability of plant dc power. In addition to
successful RPV depressurization precluding early con-
tainment overpressure failures (event OE), the
enhanced ADS affects the binning procedure by mak-

ing the identifier for position #4 (transition from high
to low RPV pressure) independent of the availability of
plant ac and dc power. Therefore, the transition from
high to low RPV pressure is explicitly dependent on the
success or failure of the ADS rather than being implied
by the availability of dc power.

3.2.6 Case 6-Revised Base Case plus
Enhanced Containment Spray System. This
case calculates the change in risk that results from
the improvement referred to as the backup contain-
ment spray system. This is postulated as a modifica-
tion to the existing containment spray system such
that it can draw on a backup water supply provided
by the station fire water system's diesel driven
pump. This potential improvement is reflected in
the S-CET by adding a containment spray event
before early venting. Success of the enhanced
sprays system (estimated at 95% based on engineer-
ing judgment) results in the cooling of any debris
bed that has formed a coolable geometry (and
hence prevents containment failure). Except for the
effects of the coolable debris bed formation and
cooling, operation of the backup containment
sprays do not affect the probabilities of contain-
ment venting or containment failure.

3.2.7 Case 7-Revised Base Case plus Hard-
Pipe Vent System (Case 4) plus Enhanced ADS
(Case 5) plus Enhanced Containment Spray Sys-
tem (Case 6). This case examines the influence
on risk of combining the modifications identified
in Cases 4, 5 and 6; namely, the hard-pipe vent with
dedicated power supply, the enhanced ADS system,
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and the backup containment spray system. This
case includes the combined effects that are
described in the above three cases.

3.2.8 Case 8-Revised Base Case plus Low
Pressure RPV Injection System. This case cal-
culates the change in risk that results from the
backup containment spray system improvement as
a backup low pressure RP V injection system. This is
similar to the improvement in Case 6 except the
water is directed into the RPV instead of the con-
tainment spray system (provided the vessel is at low
pressure). Success of the backup low pressure sys-
tem is estimated at 95% (based on engineering
judgment). In the S-CET analysis, it is assumed
that this system can be activated in less than a half
hour, thereby preventing core degradation in the
short-term station blackout. Furthermore, it can
only be used if the RPV is at low pressure.

3.2.9 Case 9-Revised Base Case plus All Modi-
fications (Cases 7 and 8). This case examines the
influence on risk of combining the modifications
identified in Cases 4, 5, 6, and 8; namely, the hard-
pipe vent with dedicated power supply, the
enhanced ADS system, the backup containment
spray system, and the backup low pressure RPV
injection system.

3.3 Discussion of the Results

The S-CET results described in this section are
based upon the nine cases presented in the previous
section. Table 6 qualitatively summarizes the
selected results and potential benefits for the nine
sensitivity cases as a function of the major plant
damage states. The first three plant damage states
are the three station blackout sequences, while the
last two are the TW and ATWS sequences. For the
station blackout sequences, the combined improve-
ments (Cases 7 and 9) offer greater improvement
than any of the improvements taken individually.
Furthermore, Case 7 improvements will only miti-
gate the results of an accident, whereas Case 9
improvements can prevent core degradation. Each
of the selected improvements compliment one
another. The enhanced ADS system ensures that
RPV is depressurized to allow the backup low-
pressure RPV system to operate. However, to assure
long-term heat removal, a containment venting
capability is needed until the accident is termi-
nated. For the TW and ATWS sequences, only con-
tainment venting with an alternate injection source

is needed to prevent core degradation. (The sup-
pression pool should not be used as an injection
source during venting.) However, as noted in
Table 6 and to be discussed later, due to the high
containment pressurization rate during a worst-
case ATWS, it is likely that venting will only slow
the containment pressurization rate because of the
size of the vent. Consequently, core damage could
occur later if the accident is not terminated.

Listed in Table 7 and displayed graphically on
Figures 5 and 6 are the station blackout risk sensi-
tivity results for the five cases examined using the
S-CETs. All six of the risk measures used in the
Draft NUREG-1150 calculations, along with the
core melt frequency and the containment release
frequency, are presented. Column 1 displays the
base case against which each of the potential modi-
fication cases is compared. Since the Peach Bottom
base case includes the effects of containment vent-
ing in the results, the first sensitivity case
(Column 2) calculates risks for the Peach Bottom
station blackout sequences, assuming containment
venting is not utilized in managing severe accidents.
The no-venting case (Column 2), when compared
to the base case (i.e. Column 1, venting using exist-
ing equipment), identifies the benefit from venting.
As can be seen, the effect on the station blackout
sequences is negligible.

Column 3 displays the results of the sensitivity
case where the venting ductwork is replaced with a
hard-pipe vent path. The effect of this modifica-
tion is to preclude the potential reactor building
bypass (and hence the benefit from the reactor
building decontamination factor) that can occur
when venting through the ductwork which is
assumed to fail. Again, the effect on risk, as dis-
played for Case 3, is slight. A hard-pipe vent path
with a dedicated power supply has also been con-
sidered (see Column 4). The hard-pipe modifica-
tion permits containment venting even if
emergency ac power is not available. However, this
results in a higher likelihood of early venting
(including some sequences that are recovered and
would otherwise result in no release). The conse-
quence of the hard-pipe vent path with a dedicated
power supply is mixed; releases occur more often
but the magnitude of the releases is reduced. This
results in a slight decrease in early consequences
and a slight increase in the latent consequences.

Column 5 lists the results for the improved ADS,
which includes a dedicated power supply and addi-
tional nitrogen supplies. This modification allows
the ADS to operate regardless of the availability of
the plant emergency dc power. Depressurizing the
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Table 6. Summary of potential containment improvementsa

Major Plant Damage States

Potential Containment
Imvrovement

1. Enhanced hard pipe
vent system with
dedicated power source
(Case 4)

2. Enhanced ADS with
backup nitrogen
supply and dedicated
power source (Case 5)

3. Backup containment
spray system (Case 6)

4. Backup low pressure RPV
injection (Case 8)

5. Improvements 1 + 2 + 3 + 4
(Case 7)

TB

Mitigates late
overpressure failure
if there is no early
failure

Assures low RPV
pressure failure
after station
batteries deplete

Settles airborne
aerosols, scrubs
releases from the
melt, and provides
cooling to ex-vessel
debris after vessel
failure

Provides a backup
source of injection
while the vessel is
depressurized

Improvements 1, 2,
and 3 would assure a
low pressure vessel
failure, provide
scrubbing and cooling
of the debris, and
prevent overpressure
failure by venting to
the stack

TBU

Mitigates late
overpressure failure
if there is no early
failure

No effect since ADS
is available

Settles airborne
aerosols, scrubs
releases from the
melt, and provides
cooling to ex-vessel
debris after vessel
failure

Prevents CM while the
vessel is depressurized

Improvements 1, 2,
and 3 would assure a
low pressure vessel
failure, provide
scrubbing and cooling
of the debris, and
prevent overpressure
failure by venting to
the stack

TBUX

Mitigates late
overpressure failure
if there is no early
failure

Changes TBUX to
less severe TBU
sequence

Settles airborne
aerosols, scrubs
releases from the
melt, and provides
cooling to ex-vessel
debris after vessel
failure

No effect since the
vessel is at high
pressure

Improvements 1, 2,
and 3 would assure a
low pressure vessel
failure, provide
scrubbing and cooling
of the debris, and
prevent overpressure
failure by venting to
the stack

TW

Prevent CM and CF
without contaminating
or damaging equipment
in the RB

No effect; ADS is
available

Provide a backup
water supply to delay
containment
pressurization

Provide a backup
source of low-
pressure vessel
injection

ATWS

Delay and possibly
CM and CF without
endangering personnel
working in the RB

No effect; ADS is
available

Provide a backup
water supply to delay
containment
pressurization

Provide a backup
source of low-
pressure vessel
injection



Table 6. (continued)

Major Plant Damage States

Potential Containment
Improvement

6. Improvements I + 2 + 4
(Case 9)

TB TBU

Improvements 1, 2,
and 4 would prevent
CM after the station
batteries deplete and
prevent long-term
overpressurization

Improvements 1, 2,
and 4 would prevent
CM after the station
batteries deplete and
prevent long-term
overpressurization

TBUX

Improvements 1, 2,
and 4 would prevent
CM after the station
batteries deplete and
prevent long-term
overpressurization

TW ATWS

7. Best possible outcome
(Only Improvement 1
needed, Case 4)

Improvement 1 would
prevent CF and CM
by removing decay
heat safely with
enhanced vent system

Improvement 1 would
delay and possibly
prevent CF and CM.
The enhanced vent
system would permit
a safe environment
in the RB for on-
going repair efforts

t'J
0

a. Acronyms:

ADS
RB
CF
CM
RHR
TB
TBU
TBUX
TC
TW

Automatic depressurization system
Reactor building
Containment failure
Core melt
Residual heat removal system
Long-term station blackout
Low-pressure short-term station blackout
High-pressure short-term station blackout
Anticipated transient without scram
Loss of long-term containment heat removal



Table 7. Station blackout risks as calculated by the S-CET a

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Early injuries
(per reactor year)

Individual risk
(per reactor year)

Latent cancers
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

Revised
Base
Case
(1)

No
Venting

Case
(2)

Hard-Pipe
Venting

Case
(3)

Hard-Pipe
Venting

with
Power
Case
(4)

Improved
ADS
Case
(5)

Backup
Sprays
Case
(6)

Cases
4+5+6

Combined
(7)

Backup
Vessel

Injection
Case
(8)

Cases
7+8

Combined
(9)

6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 6.60E - 06 5.65E - 06 3.30E - 07

2.81E - 06 2.51E - 06 2.81E - 06 6.03E - 06 2.81E - 06 2.30E - 06 5.83E - 06 2.32E - 06 2.92E - 07

1.37E-05 1.38E-05 1.37E-05 1.32E-05 9.75E-06 1.14E-05 5.13E-06 1.18E-05 2.99E- 07

1.O1E - 04 1.02E - 04 1.O1E- 04 9.93E - 05 6.84E - 05 8.59E - 05 3.99E - 05 9.21E - 05 1.99E - 06

4.99E - 09 4.99E - 09 4.99E - 09 5.12E - 09 4.35E - 09 4.OOE - 09 3.12E - 09 3.82E - 09 1.56E - 10

1.13E-02 1.14E-02 1.13E-02 1.14E-02 9.29E- 03 9.48E- 03 7.23E-03 9.67E- 03 3.61E-04

3.38E+01 3.41E+01 3.38E+01 3.44E +01 2.84E+01 2.81E13+Of 2.38E+01 2.84E+01 1.19E+00

2.19E+04 2.21E+04 2.19E+04 2.13E+04 1.80E+04 1.84E+04 1.18E+04 1.88E+04 5.91E+02

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence code produces the early fatalities and injuries expected to
occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected to occur over the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living with 50 miles of the
plant, the early fatality risk to persons living within one mile of the plant, and the offsite costs of emergency response actions and of the interdiction of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. Containment release frequency = core melt frequency x containment release probability. The summation of containment release probability for most sequences is < 1.0. The release
frequency includes intentional releases through venting and unintentional failure releases.
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RPV prevents the occurrence of an early (i.e. before
or at RPV failure) overpressure containment fail-
ure. Since the dominant early containment failure
mechanism (drywell liner melt-through by contact
with molten material) is assumed to be independent
of reactor pressure, there was not a significant
reduction in risk-dominant early containment fail-
ures. The improved ADS caused a slight reduction
in all the risk measures due to a lower probability of
an early, energetic containment failure.

The results of the sensitivity case for the backup
containment spray system modification are listed in
Column 6. Again all risk measures are reduced
marginally. The effect of this modification is to
cool the debris bed in those instances where it
forms a coolable geometry ex-vessel. As discussed
in Appendix F, a 46% probability of cooling the
debris ex-vessel was used when the backup sprays
were available versus being non-coolable without
sprays.

Column 7 displays the results for the combined
effect of the hard-pipe vent with dedicated power
supply, the improved ADS, and the backup con-

tainment spray system. This combination of modi-
fications produces a greater impact on the risk
measures than any of the previously described
cases. The early risks are reduced to approximately
50% of their Case-1 values, and the latent risk
measures are reduced to approximately 60% of
their Case-I values.

Column 8 presents the results of the Case 8 sen-
sitivity. This identifies the effect of backup low-
pressure RPV injection on the calculated risks,
which is solely the result of the backup injection
system preventing core damage from occurring.
Since this system is strictly a low-pressure system,
when this modification is examined by itself it only
affects the core damage frequency for the low-
pressure, short-term station blackout (namely, the
TBU sequence). However, if the Case-8 modifica-
tion is combined with the modifications postulated
for Case 7 such that what were previously high-
pressure sequences are now low-pressure
sequences, all of the station blackout sequences fre-
quencies are reduced. This effect is shown in
Column 9.
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4. ANALYSIS OF VENTING TO MITIGATE
ATWS AND TW SEQUENCES

A quantitative analysis of risk reduction poten-
tial for TW and ATWS was not performed. In
Draft NUREG- 1150, the TW sequence was insig-
nificant and the ATWS sequence had a low contri-
bution to the total plant risk. Of the improvements
considered, containment venting would have the
greatest potential for mitigating ATWS and TW
sequences (see Table 6). Section 4.1 gives a qualita-
tive discussion of the impact of venting upon miti-
gating TW and ATWS sequences. Based on
WASH-1400 15 estimates of the unmitigated TW
frequency and source term, the risk from a TW
sequence was estimated. The results from the risk
estimate for the TW sequence is discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2 and compared to the station blackout
results from Section 3.3.

4.1 Analysis of Venting on Plant
Risk

As pointed out in Table 6, containment venting
is potentially an important mechanism in prevent-
ing or delaying core degradation in the TW and
ATWS sequences. The ATWS and the TW repre-
sent short- and long-term challenges to contain-
ment integrity, respectively. However, unlike the
station blackout sequences, the TW and ATWS
sequences can cause a containment pressurization
above the PCPL prior to core degradation. High
containment pressure can lead to a core melt
sequence unless specific operator actions are
taken.

In Draft NUREG-1 150, venting along with con-
sideration of alternate injection sources is credited
with lowering the core damage frequency resulting
from long-term loss of decay heat removal to less
than 1 E - 8 per reactor year. That result, which is
specific to the Peach Bottom Atomic Power Sta-
tion, made the long-term loss of decay heat removal
sequences (which were identified as dominant con-
tributors in WASH- 140015) insignificant compared
to the major contributors and reduced the total
core melt frequency by a factor of two. In the other
dominant sequences for Peach Bottom, venting
had a relatively small effect on reducing risk. In the
case of an ATWS, high core power and steaming
rates to the containment cause the containment to
pressurize quickly. Based upon existing hardware
and procedures at Peach Bottom, the ability of

venting to successfully prevent containment failure
during a worst-case ATWS was determined to be
unlikely. 16 In addition, if the vessel water injection
sources are not changed from the suppression pool,
flashing in the suppression pool during venting
could cause vessel injection pumps to fail and lead
to core damage. (It should be noted, however, that
the EPGs would instruct the operators to change
the vessel injection sources prior to venting.) For
both the TW and the ATWS sequences, venting
would be attempted to relieve containment pressure
prior to core damage. Venting prior to core damage
would only release steam (with coolant activity)
and nitrogen, rather than large amounts of fission
products.

Utilizing existing equipment to perform contain-
ment venting has been studied in detail. 16 A main
conclusion from that study for Peach Bottom was
that "based on the draft procedures and equipment
in place at the time of the analysis, containment
venting has limited potential for further reducing
risk associated with accident sequences currently
identified as being important to risk." Numerous
problems were noted in that study. First, the exist-
ing vent system could not be operated automati-
cally from the control room during station blackout
sequences. As pointed out in Table 2, this is a
major limitation due to the contribution of station
blackout to the total for Peach Bottom. Second, the
existing system discharged into ventilation duct-
work and would fail the ductwork during venting
operations. Failure of the ductwork would cause
the effluent to be discharged into the reactor build-
ing and risk the danger of hydrogen burns in the
secondary containment. This would limit repair
efforts and could damage equipment vital to recov-
ering the accident. Third, the existing system
required approximately 22 min to connect jumper
cables and open the vent valve. Consequently,
operator response time was significant during fast
containment pressurization sequences such as an
ATWS. The proposed hard vent system with dedi-
cated power source, as described in Reference 13,
would

* Permit operation during station blackout
sequences

* Vent through hard piping to the plant stack
for an elevated release
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* Allow repair efforts to continue during
venting operations

• Permit quick actuation of the vent system
from the control room

* Prevent inadvertent venting via a rupture
disk in the line

" Assure that the valves can be operated
under severe accident conditions, and

• Prevent hydrogen deflagrations inside the
secondary containment.

A dedicated vent system could be potentially
beneficial for all the plant damage states. For the
TW sequences, the containment could be success-
fully vented to prevent core degradation while not
affecting repair operations. Similarly, during
station-blackout sequences, the vent system could
be safely opened from the control room. With
existing systems, the valve can only be opened man-
ually during station blackouts. If core damage had
occurred, the radiation environment near some of
the vent valves would prevent manual operation. In
other cases, opening the vent line would endanger
the operator after the ductwork ruptures. 17

Finally, the dedicated vent system would be impor-
tant for ATWS sequences since the vent line could
be opened quickly and repair efforts would not be
affected.

The final considerations for an enhanced vent
system are pertinent to thermal-hydraulic perform-
ance issues. For the vent system to be successful, it
must be able to maintain the containment pressure
at a safe level, i.e. below the PCPL. Figures 7 and 8
show the normalized steam energy that could be
removed by various-sized vent systems as a func-
tion of containment pressure. Figure 7 is based on
the choke plane size for the vent system, whereas
Figure 8 has a discharge coefficient of 0.772
applied to the results. 16 During sequences where
the reactor is scrammed, such as the TW or station
blackouts, the decay heat energy in the core is less
than 1.5% of the rated thermal core power at I h.
Therefore, an 8- to 10-in. vent line (see Figure 8)
should be able to remove the decay heat energy
from a plant with the same thermal power rating as
Peach Bottom. If core degradation or core-concrete
interactions have commenced, the vent system must
be able to remove decay heat energy plus the chemi-
cal energy from metal-water reactions. The energy
from metal-water reaction can represent several

times the amount of decay energy. However, it is
expected that an 18-in. line, which can remove
approximately 7% of the rated thermal core power,
could adequately depressurize the system. This was
confirmed by calculations performed for the Peach
Bottom venting study. 16

During a high-pressure ATWS sequence with
plant automatic response, the reactor will add
energy to the containment at approximately 30%
of full power. 18 To vent 30% of the rated thermal
power at the Peach Bottom plant at the contain-
ment design pressure (60 psig),,critical flow calcu-
lations show that a 30.6-in.-diameter choke plane is
required. Even at lower power levels indicative of
successful operator actions, relatively large flow
areas are needed. For instance, to vent 14% of the
rated thermal power at Peach Bottom, a 21-in.
choke plane or a 35-in.-diameter vent (with CD =

0.772) is required at a containment pressure of
60 psig. Therefore, unless a multi-valve vent system
is used, venting would slow the containment pres-
surization rate during an ATWS. However, a well-
designed vent system would offer the benefits of
opening as soon as it was needed, allow repair oper-
ations in the reactor building to continue safely,
and slow the containment pressurization rate.

4.2 Estimate of Risk Reduction
Potential with Containment
Venting

A MACCS9 consequence deck for Peach Bottom
was developed using the Draft NUREG-1 150
MACCS Peach Bottom decks and WASH- 1400 TW
frequencies and source terms (with and without
reactor building bypass).1 5 Using these input
decks, consequences measures similar to those in
Draft NUREG-1 150 were generated. Table 8 shows
comparisons between the TW consequences and
the S-CET station blackout sequences. Column A
is the revised base case from the S-CET study.
Column B displays the S-CET result of removing
the effect of containment venting from the station
blackout sequences. As shown in Table 2, station
blackout sequences essentially represent all the risk
as presented in Draft NUREG- 1150 risk. However,
if venting were not successful, the TW sequence
would be significant to the total plant risk.
Column C shows the estimation of the risk from
the TW sequences only. This risk is based on a
sequence frequency of 1. E - 5 (WASH-1400), the
WASH- 1400 TW source term, 15 and consequences
as calculated by MACCS. 9 By summing
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Table 8. Effect of containment venting on riska

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Early injuries
(per reactor year)

Individual risk
(per reactor year)

Latent cancers
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

Revised
S-CET

SBO w/CV
Base Case

(A)

6.60E - 06

2.81E-06

1.3E -05

1.01E - 04

4.99E - 09

1.13E -02

3.38E + 01

2.19E + 04

Revised
S-CET

SBO w/o CV
Base Case

(B)

6.60E - 06

2.51E - 06

1.38E - 05

1.02E - 04

4.99E - 09

1.14E - 02

3.41E + 01

2.21E + 04

TW
Sequence
w/o CV

(C)

1.OOE - 05

1.OOE - 05

3.74E - 04

3.52E - 05

5.69E - 09

7.38E - 02

1. 12E + 02

2.17E + 04

Revised
S-CET SBO

+ TW
Sequence
w/o CV

(D)

1.66E - 05

1.25E - 05

1.76E - 05

1.37E - 04

1.07E - 08

8.53E - 02

1.46E + 02

4.38E+04

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence
code produces the early fatalities and injuries expected to occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected
to occur over the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living with 50 miles of the plant, the early
fatality risk to persons living within one mile of the plant, and the offsite costs of emergency response actions and of the interdiction
of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. Containment release frequency = core melt frequency x containment release probability. The summation of containment release
probability for most sequences is > 1.0. The release frequency includes intentional releases through venting and unintentional failure
releases.

Columns B and C, an estimate of the total risk for
Peach Bottom without containment venting can be
made. This estimate is given in Column D. The
high frequency of the TW clearly demonstrates the

importance of containment venting upon risk
reduction. In Section 5.3, the effect of higher and
lower TW sequence frequencies upon the total
plant risk is discussed.
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5. SENSITIVITY STUDIES

The S-CET results presented thus far only pro-
vide a point estimate of risk. However, the S-CETs
can be easily modified to investigate the impact of
uncertainties. Several sensitivity studies were per-
formed to supplement the base-case calculations.
Sensitivity studies that address phenomenological
uncertainties, operational uncertainties, and
equipment performance uncertainties are discussed
in Sections 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3, respectively. In some
cases, e.g. probability of early containment failure
by drywell liner melt-through, uncertainties had a
large effect on the overall risk. However, in other
cases, e.g. early venting, uncertainties had very
subtle and sometimes non-intuitive effects on risk.
A detailed discussion is presented for each type of
uncertainty and its effect on potential
improvements.

5.1 Phenomenological
Uncertainties

Early failure of the drywell liner shell by direct
contact with molten debris (typically called liner
melt-through) is one of the most significant phe-
nomenological uncertainties for the Mark-I con-
tainment response. The Containment Loads
Working Group discussed the possibility of early
containment failure by liner melt-through occur-
ring as quickly as 3.5 min. 1 9 Solicited opinions for
the Draft NUREG- 1150 study3 indicated that liner
melt-through was relatively likely for a variety of
containment conditions. Conversely, Draft
NUREG-1 150 also cites industry calculations
which indicate that the debris would not fail the
drywell shell. Draft NUREG- 1150 risk evaluations
considered liner melt-through as an early contain-
ment failure challenge.

Recent analyses by Oak Ridge National Labora-
tories (ORNL) and Sandia National Laboratories
(SNL) still show uncertainty on the timing of liner
melt-through. Detailed SNL containment calcula-
tions show liner melt-through occurring from 8.3 to
75.8 min after RPV failure, 2 0 whereas integrated
ORNL calculations with time-dependent pours of
molten debris show shell failure at several hours
after vessel failure. 2 1 To remain consistent with
Draft NUREG-1150,3,4 the base-case analyses for
this work used an indeterminate probability (i.e.
0.5) of early containment failure.

The relative importance of early containment
failure by drywell liner melt-through was assessed
with a parametric study. Using the simplified con-
tainment event trees developed for the short- and
long-term station blackouts, the probability of
liner melt-through was varied from 0 to 1. The
results for three different venting strategies are
shown in Table 9 and Figures 9 and 10. The sensi-
tivity on risk was calculated for the three different
containment venting strategies: no venting, hard-
pipe venting (including a dedicated power supply),
and existing venting (utilizing ductwork) capability.
Varying the probability of liner melt-through had a
significant effect on the risk. For example, the
50-mile population man-rem dose varied from 11 to
57 as the probability of liner melt-through was var-
ied from 0 to 1. Similar to Draft NUREG- 1150
results, 2 the risk was dominated by early contain-
ment failures (i.e. liner melt-through and overpre-
ssurization). Since these sensitivity studies do not
affect the probability of early overpressurization, a
significant risk still remains when the probability of
early containment failure by liner melt-through is
assumed to be zero.

During the risk-dominant station blackout
sequences, the containment pressure has a low
probability of exceeding the primary containment
pressure limit prior to vessel failure. Therefore, the
different venting strategies did not significantly
affect the risk. However, the minor variations in the
results are worth discussing. Because the hard-pipe
vent system is the most likely to operate during sta-
tion blackout conditions (i.e. higher likelihood of a
release), the population dose risk was slightly
higher for the hard-pipe vent system (without a
dedicated power supply) than the existing vent sys-
tem or no venting strategies. Consequently, more
reliable venting caused a slight increase in the popu-
lation dose at low probabilities of liner melt-
through. At higher probabilities of early liner
melt-through, there is a lower probability of unnec-
essary venting and less difference between the three
venting strategies.

The trends from the risk of early fatalities were
similar to those for the 50-mile population dose
risk results. Both the risk parameters showed a
decrease for the hard-pipe vent system relative to
the other vent systems as the probability of liner
melt-through was increased. However, at low prob-
abilities of liner melt-through, the hard-pipe vent
system 50-mile population dose risks were higher
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Table 9. Station blackout risk sensitivity to liner melt-through probability and different venting strategiesa

Probability of Liner Melt-Through

No Containment Venting Hard-Pipe Venting Existing Ductwork Vent

Frequency and 0.0 0.25 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.25 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.25 0.5 1.0
Risk Measures (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

Core melt frequency 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06 6.60E -06
(per reactor year)

Containment release 2.50E-06 2.51E-06 2.51E-06 2.51E-06 6.03E-06 6.03E-06 6.03E-06 6.03E-06 2.81E-06 2.81E-06 2.81E-06 2.81E-06
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities 4.94E - 06 9.39E - 06 1.38E - 05 2.28E - 05 4.94E - 06 9.07E - 06 1.32E - 05 2.15E - 05 4.94E - 06 9.35E - 06 1.37E - 05 2.26E - 05
(per reactor year)

Early injuries 3.94E - 05 7.05E - 05 1.02E - 04 1.64E - 04 3.94E - 05 6.94E - 05 9.36E - 05 1.59E - 04 3.94E - 05 7.02E - 05 L.OE - 04 1.63E - 04
t (per reactor year)

Individual risk 1.38E-09 3.18E-09 4.99E-09 8.59E - 09 1.40E - 09 3.26E - 09 5.02E - 09 8.83E - 09 1.38E-09 3.18E-09 4.99E-09 8.60E - 09
(per reactor year)

Latent cancers 3.90E - 03 7.66E - 03 1.14E - 02 1.89E - 02 4.08E - 03 7.76E - 03 1.13E - 02 1.88E - 02 3.76E - 03 7.56E - 03 1.13E - 02 1.89E - 02
(per reactor year)

Population dose 1.16E+01 2.29E+01 3.41E+01 5.66E+01 1.23E+01 2.33E+01 3.39E+01 5.64E+01 1.1OE+01 2.24E+01 3.38E+01 5.66E+01
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs 7.34E+03 1.47E +04 2.21E+04 3.68E+04 7.26E+03 1.40E+04 2.08E +04 3.44E + 04 7.20E +03 1.46E+04 2.19E+04 3.67E+04
(per reactor year)

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence code produces the early fatalities and injuries expected to occur within one year of
the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected to occur over the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living with 50 miles of the plant, the.early fatality risk to persons living within
one mile of the plant, and the offsite costs of emergency response actions and of the interdiction of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. Containment release frequency = core melt frequency x containment release probability. The summation of containment release probability for most sequences is < 1.0. The release frequency includes intentional
releases through venting and unintentional failure releases.
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than the other two strategies (see Figure 9). Con-
versely, the early fatality risks from the three strate-
gies were nearly identical at low probabilities of
liner melt-through (see Figure 10). The variations
can be attributed to the higher probability of the
hard-pipe vent system operating once the PCPL is
exceeded. Close examination of the consequence
results revealed that early venting (prior to RPV
failure) with containment failure at vessel breach
during a short-term station blackout slightly
increased the early health consequences. The ear-
lier release in a quickly progressing accident caused
a slight increase in the early doses during the evacu-
ation. Conversely, the slower progression of events
in the long-term station blackout allowed more
time for people to evacuate prior to the release of
fission products. (It is noted that Draft NUREG-
1150 assumed 5% of the population did not evacu-
ate and could receive an early dose.) Consequently,
scrubbing the fission products in the suppression
pool prior to early containment failure caused a
slight decrease in risk of early fatalities for the long-
term station blackout.

The likelihood of venting prior to vessel failure
had the greatest effect on the hard-pipe vent system
during the long-term station blackouts with early
containment failure. Due to the higher contain-
ment pressure in the long-term station blackout,
the PCPL was more likely to be exceeded prior to
vessel failure. Consequently, the slight decrease in
early fatalities is attributed to the slightly lower
early consequences during the small percentage of
long-term station blackouts that had early venting
and early containment failure. This was most evi-
dent at higher probabilities of liner melt-through.
The decrease in risk of early fatalities for the hard-
pipe vent system relative to the other venting sys-
tems during the long-term station blackout caused
the relative decrease in risk for this system at higher
probabilities of liner melt-through (see Table I and
Figure 2).

TWo events are significant to early containment
failure, liner melt-through and early overpressur-
ization at vessel breach. The effect of uncertainties
in liner melt-through was demonstrated above.
Even with a zero probability of early liner melt-
through, there remains a significant risk, due pri-
marily to early containment overpressurization.
Although there is less controversy over the contain-
ment pressure loading at vessel failure, an early
venting sensitivity study was performed that indi-
rectly lowered the probability of overpressurization
failure. Results of that study are presented in Sec-
tion 5.2. In general, the slight differences noted

between the different venting strategies were insig-
nificant relative to the uncertainty in early contain-
ment failure. This further emphasizes that the
probability of early liner melt-through and early
overpressurization remain as two of the more sig-
nificant uncertainties affecting the risk results for
the station blackout sequences.

5.2 Operational Uncertainties

A sensitivity study was performed to investigate
the impact of unnecessary or inadvertent venting
upon risk. To perform this study, a 100% probabil-
ity of early venting (prior to RPV failure) was
selected as a bounding case to maximize the possi-
bility of unnecessary venting. Inadvertent or
unnecessary venting has the greatest impact on
sequences when core degradation occurs with the
containment pressure below the PCPL prior to ves-
sel breach. Both the long- and short-term station
blackout sequences have this characteristic.

Table 10 and Figures 11 and 12 compare the
base case and 100% early venting case for the
short- and long-term station blackouts. Similar to
the liner melt-through sensitivity studies, the con-
sequences of venting prior to vessel breach
increased the risk for the short-term station black-
out while decreasing risk for the long-term station
blackout. Early venting has the benefit of reducing
the containment pressure prior to vessel failure. In
this study, it was assumed that early venting would
be sufficient to prevent containment overpressur-
ization at vessel failure. In the long-term station
blackout, the probability of early containment
overpressurization is approximately 70% greater
than the short-term station blackout. Conse-
quently, the long-term station blackout had a
greater benefit from early venting. For the long-
term station blackout, the benefit from reducing
early overpressure failures was greater than the pen-
alty from unnecessary venting. Conversely, in the
short-term station blackout sequences, the benefit
from reducing early overpressurization failure was
less than the penalty from unnecessary venting.
Since the fission product release resulting from
early venting during a short-term station blackout
interacted with the evacuation of the surrounding
population, early venting had a greater impact on
the risk of early fatalities than the long-term popu-
lation dose.

When both the long- and short-term station
blackouts are considered together, there is a signifi-
cant decrease in the early fatalities and a slight
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Table 10. Comparison of station blackout risk sensitivity to early ventinga

100% Probability of Early
or Inadvertent VentingBase Case Venting

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyd
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Latent cancer
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

SBO-STb
(A)

SBO-LTc Total SBO-STb
(B) (C) (D)

SBO-LTc
(E)

Total
(F)

2.20E - 06 4.40E - 06 6.60E - 06 2.20E - 06 4.40E - 06 6.60E - 06

1.14E-06 1.67E-06 2.81E-06 2.20E-06 4.40E-06 6.60E-06

5.16E - 06 8.58E - 06 1.37E - 05 5.68E - 06 3.36E - 06 9.04E - 06

4.31E - 03 7.03E - 03 1.13E - 02 4.38E - 03 5.49E - 03 9.87E - 03

1.39E+01 1.99E+01 3.38E+01 1.49E + 01 1.69E+01 3.17E+01

8.03E+03 1.39E+04 2.19E+04 5.39E+03 9.72E+03 1.51E+04

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence
code produces the early fatalities expected to occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected to occur over
the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living within 50 miles of the plant, and the offsite costs of
emergency response actions and of the interdiction of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. Long-term station blackout.

c. Short-term station blackout.

d. The frequency of a release = (core damage frequency) x (containment release probability). For the purpose of these calculations,
containment release can be either a containment failure or a deliberate release such as from venting.
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decrease in the total population dose. It is unlikely,
however, that venting with containment pressures
below the PCPL would be advocated. The vent
could be opened to reduce the containment pres-
sure and then closed at the start of core melt. How-
ever, the pressurization during core degradation
due to hydrogen generation is a significant portion
of the total pressure rise. 4 As seen by the short-
term station blackout results, venting after core
degradation and during the evacuation had the
most negative consequences. Nevertheless, the
bounding case of 100% early venting had a small
effect relative to other uncertainties.

5.3 Equipment Performance
Uncertainties

Sensitivity studies were performed to examine
equipment performance uncertainties. Both the
loss of long-term decay heat removal (TW) and sta-
tion blackout sequences were considered. The
potential for venting causing vital equipment fail-
ures was considered. In particular, venting along
with injection to the vessel is sufficient to prevent
core damage during TW sequences. During venting
operations, the water density in the suppression
pool can decrease as the containment is depressur-
ized. Consequently, venting could cause pumps
taking suction from the suppression pool to fail due
to low net positive suction head (NPSH), and loss
of injection would lead to core degradation. There-
fore, the emergency procedure guidelines (EPGs)1 4

instruct the operator to align all injection pumps
taking suction from the suppression pool to an
alternate injection source. Failure to realign the ves-
sel injection pumps taking suction from the sup-
pression pool to an alternate injection source,
direct failure of the vessel injection pumps during
venting operations, and the inability to open the
vent path (leading to containment overpressure fail-
ure) were considered as potential failure mecha-
nisms leading to a core melt accident during the
TW sequence. Similarly, a sensitivity case was per-
formed for the station blackout sequences to ana-
lyze the effect of venting causing the loss of vessel
injection.

Thble 11 compares the risk results from the no-
venting station blackout case with the TW
sequence. Column B is an estimate of the Peach
Bottom core melt consequences for the TW
sequence (with a core melt frequency of 1 E - 5),
assuming failure to successfully remove decay heat
from the containment and maintain vessel injec-

tion. This is a bounding case which can be linearly
scaled to other equipment failure probabilities. For
example, Draft NUREG-1 150 assigned a 0.999
probability of successfully venting and maintaining
injection to the vessel. Consequently, the TW
sequence was an insignificant contributor to risk
compared to other dominant sequences. Column C
sums the results from the station blackout and the
TW sequence. As seen by the results in Table 11
and Figures 13 and 14, failure to mitigate the TW
sequence has a very significant effect on the total
plant risk. Since the TW sequence is a slowly devel-
oping sequence and evacuation should precede the
release of fission products, 5 ,15 the relative contri-
bution of the latent consequences is less than
observed for station blackout sequences. As seen in
Figures 13 and 14, the TW has a much greater
effect on the 50-mile population dose risk than the
early fatality risk.

For comparison, two higher TW frequencies typ-
ical of other plants with Mark-I containments2 2

were examined. The risk results are shown in
Table 11, with a core melt frequency of I E - 4 in
Column D and 3 E -4 in Column E. If these
plants could not mitigate the TW sequence, the TW
consequences would likely dominate the plant risk.
For example, the risks from Columns D and E have
population dose risks that are two orders of magni-
tude larger than the total Peach Bottom risk esti-
mate from Draft NUREG-1 150. As shown in Draft
NUREG-1 150, 5 venting and maintaining RPV
injection can substantially reduce the possibility of
core degradation during a TW sequence. However,
maintaining vessel injection during venting and a
reliable vent system are needed to mitigate the TW
sequence. A study at ORNL indicated that venting
during an anticipated transient without scram into
a ductwork system that fails left the reactor build-
ing uninhabitable for repairs. 17 Ductwork failure
and release into the reactor building raises the pos-
sibility of failing vital vessel injection equipment.
Although no comprehensive study has been per-
formed, the effect sustained by venting into the
reactor building to vital recovery equipment is a
concern. Based upon questions about vital equip-
ment performance, the safety of onsite personnel,
and the ability to continue repair operations, a
hard-pipe vent system makes good engineering
sense. Furthermore, procedures and equipment
necessary to maintain vessel injection during vent-
ing operations should be formalized.

A sensitivity study was also performed to investi-
gate the effect of equipment failure during station
blackout sequences. For this case, it was assumed
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Table 11. Comparison of station blackout risks and TW risks for the no-venting sensitivity
studya

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Early injuries
(per reactor year)

Individual risk
(per reactor year)

Latent cancer
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

S-CET SBO
w/o Vent-
ing Case

(A)

TW
Without
Venting

(B)

(SBO + TW)
w/o Vent-
ing Case
(Sum of

Col. A + B)
(C)

6.60E - 06

2.51E-06

1.38E -05

1.02E - 04

4.99E - 09

1.14E - 02

3.41E + 01

2.21 E + 04

1.OOE - 05 1.66E - 05

1.OOE - 05 1.25E - 05

3.74E - 06 1.76E - 05

3.52E - 05 1.37E - 04

5.69E - 09 1.07E - 08

7.38E - 02 8.53E - 02

1.12E+02 1.46E+02

2.17E+04 4.38E+04

Reference 22 Cases
TW Without Venting

(D) (E)

1.OOE - 04 3.00E - 04

1.00E - 04 3.OOE - 04

3.74E -05 1.12E -04

3.52E - 04 1.06E - 03

5.69E - 08 1.71E - 07

7.38E-01 2.22E+00

1.12E+03 3.36E+03

2.17E+05 6.52E+05

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence
code produces the early fatalities expected to occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected to occur over
the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living within 50 miles of the plant, and the offsite costs of
emergency response actions and of the interdiction of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. The frequency of a release = (core damage frequency) x (containment release probability). For the purpose of these calculations,
containment release can be either a containment failure or a deliberate release such as from venting.
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that venting into a ductwork system had a 50%
probability of failing injection equipment. Since
this only affected those transients where injection
was recovered and venting occurred, the effect on
the risk-dominant early containment failures was
almost negligible. Table 12 summarizes the results
for the station blackout sequences. The results

from the 50% equipment failure case are almost
identical to the base case with no equipment fail-
ure. Unlike the TW sequence where successful vent-
ing had a significant effect on risk, the station
blackout results are not sensitive to different vent-
ing assumptions.

Table 12. Comparison of station blackout risk sensitivity to equipment failure during
ventinga

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Early fatalities
(per reactor year)

Early injuries
(per reactor year)

Individual risk
(per reactor year)

Latent cancers
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

Offsite costs
(per reactor year)

Revised
Base Case

Risk
(1)

6.60E - 06

2.81E -06

1.37E - 05

1.OIE - 04

4.99E - 09

1.13E-02

3.38E+01

2.19E+04

Venting Fails
Equipment

50% of the Time
Risk Case

(2)

6.60E - 06

2.81E -06

1.40E - 05

1.04E - 04

5.14E - 09

1.18E - 02

3.51E+01

2.28E + 04

a. The risk measures were taken from the central estimate of the Draft NUREG/CR-4551 methodology. The MACCS consequence
code produces the early fatalities expected to occur within one year of the accident, the latent cancer fatalities expected to occur over
the lifetime of the individuals, the total population dose received by people living within 50 miles of the plant, and the offsite costs of
emergency response actions and of the interdiction of land, buildings, milk, and crops.

b. The frequency of a release = (core damage frequency) x (containment release probability). For the purpose of these calculations,
containment release can be either a containment failure or a deliberate release such as with venting.
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6. GENERIC APPLICABILITY

The results from these analyses are based upon a
probabilistic risk assessment for Peach Bottom
Atomic Power Station, Unit 2. There is a question
of whether these results are typical of other loca-
tions. Applying these results to other plants would
require careful consideration of sequence frequen-
cies, local population density, site evacuation
plans, and unique plant features.

To partially address the general applicability of
the Peach Bottom results, population distributions
from the Mark-I plants were compared. Given an
accident with a release of fission products, the sur-
rounding population distribution and the evacua-
tion scenario affect the health consequences. As
seen with the TW results in the equipment perform-
ance uncertainties section, even transients with a
successful evacuation can have large latent health
risks. Table 13 summarizes the results from a risk
sensitivity study performed with the MACCS 9 con-
sequence code. The base-case TW calculation is
compared to other consequence calculations with
constant population densities. As expected, higher
population densities increase the health risks from
a TW sequence. A low population density near the
site, an effective evacuation, and effective land and
crop decontamination can cause a significant
decrease in the health risks. For comparison pur-

poses, the consequences from the actual Peach Bot-
tom population distribution for a TW sequence
was approximately equivalent to consequences with
a constant population density of 200 people/mi 2.
It should be noted that site-specific factors such as
meteorology, directional population densities,
evacuation strategies, and land usage are included
in the actual population consequence calculations.

The cumulative population density surrounding
plants with Mark-I containments was obtained
from the Sandia Siting Study.2 3 These results are
compared to the population distribution around
the Peach Bottom Plant (see Figure 15). Of the 18
sites, 9 sites (i.e. Browns Ferry, Brunswick, Cooper,
Hatch, Fitzpatrick, Vermont Yankee, Duane
Arnold, Nine Mile Point, and Big Rock Point) had
50-mile population densities considerably lower
than Peach Bottom. Although the Sandia Siting
Study did consider local population distribution
and meteorology, generic pressurized water reactor
plant characteristics and WASH-1400 source terms
make it less useful for this application. Conse-
quently, it is not possible to make direct quantita-
tive conclusions about the suitability of the Peach
Bottom results to other plants. However, it can be
stated that the population density surrounding
Peach Bottom is larger than the average of all
Mark-I plants.
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Table 13. Effect of local population distributions on the 50-mile population dose risks for
the Peach Bottom plant using the TW sequencea

Actual
Peach Bottom

Population
Distribution

(A)

Constant Population Distribution

Frequency and
Risk Measures

Core melt frequency
(per reactor year)

Containment release
frequencyb
(per reactor year)

Population dose
(per reactor year)

25 People
per mi 2

(B)

50 People
per mi 2

(C)

100 People
per mi 2

(D)

200 People
per mi 2

(E)

1.00E - 05

L.00E - 05

1.12E + 02

1.00E - 05 1.OOE - 05 L.00E - 05 L.00E - 05

1.00E - 05 L.00E - 05 1.00E - 05 1.00E - 05

2.52E + 01 3.96E + 01 6.86E + 01 1.27E + 02

a. The risk measures were calculated using the MACCS consequence code. The results from the total population dose received by
people living within 50 miles of the plant using the WASH-1400 TW-GAMMA' and TW-GAMMA source terms are presented. A
sequence frequency of L.E - 5, and a 0.2/0.8 split between TW-GAMMA' and TW-GAMMA source terms was used for all cases. In
the TW sequence analyzed, 95 % of the population evacuated prior to the release of fission products.

b. Containment release frequency = core melt frequency x containment release probability. The release frequency was assumed to
be 1.0 for this table.
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7. CONCLUSIONS

This report summarizes the methodology,
assumptions, and results of potential Mark-I con-
tainment enhancements. Quantitative results for
risk-significant station blackout sequences were
determined using simplified containment event
trees (S-CETs). The S-CETs were developed and
benchmarked with the draft NUREG- 1150 central
estimate results for Peach Bottom. A revised base
case was developed to reflect new offsite power
recovery factors that are expected to be used in the
final NUREG-1 150 document. Three potential
containment improvements, as documented in Ref-
erence 13, plus the use of the containment spray
supply as a backup low-pressure RPV injection sys-
tem were analyzed using the S-CETs. The four
improvements were a hard-pipe vent system with a
dedicated dc power source, an enhanced ADS sys-
tem with a dedicated power source, an enhanced
containment spray system with a dedicated power
source, and the backup RPV injection system. Six
separate S-CET cases were used to evaluate the
three potential improvements from Reference 13
individually. Case 7 evaluated the three improve-
ments described in Reference 13 simultaneously.
Case 8 examined the benefits from the low-pressure
RPV injection system alone which operates during
a station blackout sequence. Finally, Case 9 was
performed to consider all the improvements simul-
taneously. As discussed in the results, the backup
RPV injection source with the other modifications
could prevent core degradation whereas the other
improvements only mitigate the accident
consequences.

The results from the S-CET analyses show that
the enhanced ADS and the enhanced containment
spray system individually provide a larger reduc-
tion in the risk measures than the hard-pipe vent
system for the station blackout sequences. As
expected, Cases 7 and 8, the two combined modifi-
cation cases, provided the greatest improvement in
offsite risk, with the backup RPV injection system
being the most important. When operating cor-
rectly, the combined package of improvements
change all the station blackout sequences to achieve
a similar end state, e.g., backup low pressure injec-
tion providing core cooling while the decay heat is
safely removed from the containment to the plant
stack using the hard-pipe vent system.

Unlike the station blackout sequences, the TW
and ATWS sequences can cause a containment
pressurization above the PCPL prior to core degra-

dation. High containment pressure can lead to a
core melt sequence unless specific operator actions
are taken. Venting has been proposed as a method
of preventing or delaying core melt in TW and
ATWS sequences,, thus allowing more time for
recovering equipment vital to terminating the acci-
dent. Qualitative and quantitative discussions were
presented about the potential performance benefits
derived from a dedicated vent system rather than
utilizing existing plant hardware. Due to the high
containment pressurization rate during an unmiti-
gated ATWS sequence, a very large venting capac-
ity would be necessary to prevent containment
failure. Conversely, the TW sequence pressurizes
the containment slowly over many hours. There-
fore, it is likely that a vent system would contribute
to effectively preventing core melt during the TW
sequence, while delaying core melt in an ATWS
sequence.

Several sensitivity studies were performed to
investigate phenomenological, operational, and
equipment performance uncertainties. The follow-
ing conclusions are made based upon the results
from the sensitivity studies.

For station blackout sequences, changes that
affect the probability of early containment failure
have the greatest risk significance. In particular, the
probability of early containment failure by liner
melt-through and the probability of overpressur-
ization at vessel breach have the most significant
affect on risk. The results from the simplified con-
tainment event tree analyses show that the 50-mile
population dose varied from approximately 11 to
57 man-rem per reactor year as the probability of
early containment failure by liner melt-through
varied from 0 to 1.

Early or inadvertent venting did not have a sig-
nificant effect on the station blackout sequences.
Early venting increased the risks slightly during the
short-term station blackout while causing a slight
decrease in the risks during the long-term station
blackout. In general, these effects were secondary
relative to the changes noted in the liner melt-
through sensitivity study.

Successful operation of the vent and vessel injec-
tion systems were evaluated as means of mitigating
core degradation during a TW sequence. The effect
of higher and lower TW sequence frequencies upon
the total plant risk was investigated. An evaluation
was made of the risk from a TW core melt sequence
with a frequency of 1 E - 5 and using WASH-1400
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source terms. The risks from the TW sequences
were added to the no venting station blackout
sequence from the S-CET analysis to estimate the
total risk presented by a non-venting case. With
failure to remove decay heat from the containment
and maintain vessel injection, the 50-mile popula-
tion dose was increased from 34 to 146 man-rem per
reactor year. Although this was a bounding case in
terms of failure probability, this sensitivity had the
greatest impact on the plant risk. Higher TW core
melt frequencies, thought typical of some Mark-I
plants, show the potential for 50-mile population
doses in the thousands of man-rem per reactor year
from the TW sequence. Based upon questions
about vital equipment performance, the safety of
onsite personnel, and the ability to continue repair
operations, a hard-pipe vent system to mitigate TW
sequences makes good engineering sense.

In contrast to the results from the TW sequence,
failure of the vital injection equipment during sta-
tion blackout sequences while using a ductwork
vent system had an insignificant effect on the risk.
TWo factors contributed to this result. First, the sta-

tion blackout is a core melt sequence with no injec-
tion, whereas the TW sequence becomes a core
melt sequence if either the venting or the vessel
injection fail. Second, only sequences with injec-
tion recovery and venting were affected. Conse-
quently, the effect on the risk-dominant early
containment failures was almost negligible.

To apply the Peach Bottom results to other plants
would require careful consideration of sequence
frequencies, local population density, evacuation
plans, and unique plant features. To partially
address the general applicability of the
Peach Bottom results, cumulative population den-
sities near other Mark-I sites were compared to
Peach Bottom. The population density is an impor-
tant factor in determining the consequences follow-
ing an accident with fission product release. In
general, the Peach Bottom population density was
larger than average when compared to other Mark-
I sites. Population doses for a Peach Bottom TW
sequence (with a core melt frequency of 1 E - 5)
were similar to those for a constant population den-
sity of 200 people/mi 2.
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APPENDIX A

PROBABILITY OF NOT RECOVERING OFFSITE POWERa

Event BXb (Probability of Not Recovering Offsite Power)

Time
(h)

0
0.01
0.1
0.5
1
1.8
2
4
6
8

10
11.6
12
12.5
14
24

Probability of
Not Recovering
Offsite Power

by T hours

1
0.943898
0.777401
0.494169
0.333495
0.202042
0.180727
0.069585
0.031610
0.015731
0.008320
0.005164
0.004601
0.003990
0.002634
0.000228

a. From NUREG/CR-5032, using the two-parameter Weibull distribution with X (scale parameter) =
parameter) = 0.6396 (as specified by NUREG/CR-5032 for outages from all causes).

1.1576 and 0 (shape

b. For the sake of reproducibility and simplicity, only the probability of recovering offsite power is included when calculating the
availability of ac power. The affect on risk of this conservative simplification (i.e. ignoring the probability of repairing the onsite
diesel generators) is expected to be insignificant.
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APPENDIX B

CALCULATIONS FOR DRAFT NUREG-1150
EARLY OVERPRESSURE CONTAINMENT FAILURE PROBABILITY

FOR LONG-TERM STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event OE (Probability of an
Early Overpressure Failure)

The early containment overpressure failure prob-
ability was determined by reviewing the draft
NUREG/CR-4700 Containment Event Tree Analy-
sis report. The event tree questions related to the
pressure challenges to the containment were used to
determine the probability of failing the contain-
ment. The specific case evaluated was a long-term
station blackout with no power recovery.

Question #36 What is the containment pressure
before core degradation?

Case #7 - Long-term station blackout
38 psi, NUREG/CR-2181

Question #42 What is the H 2 generation and pres-
sure rise during core damage?

Case #8 - Long-term station blackout without
power recovery

23 psi, NUREG/CR-4624

Question #68 What is the nature of the meltdown?

Case #4 - No water injection
Slump-type melt - unlikely (0.1)
Flow-type melt - likely (0.9)

Question #69 What is the mode of vessel breach?

Case #2 - Slump-type melt
Vessel melt-through - highly likely (0.999)
Steam explosion - highly unlikely (0.001)

Case #4 - Flow-type melt, no injection
Vessel melt-through - certain (1.0)

Question #70 Is the RPV blown down before sig-

nificant melt ejection?

Case #2 - Flow-type melt

Blow down - 0.6 (SARRP central estimate
evaluation)
No blow down - 0.4

Case #4 - Slump-type melt
No blow down - certain (1.0)

Question #71 Does direct containment heating
(DCH) occur?

Case #1 - Slump melt at high RPV pressure
DCH - likely (0.9)
No DCH - unlikely (0.1)

Case #2 - Flow melt of low RPV pressure
No DCH - certain (1.0)

Question #73 What is the pressure rise at vessel

failure?

Case #1 - DCH - 96 psi

Case #2 - No DCH (TB 1) - 78 psi

Case #3 - Low RPV press. - negligible

Question #74 What is the pressure rise due to

debris quenching?

Case #3 - No water on the drywell floor (10 psi)

Question #75 Do the vents between the drywell and
wetwell clear (i.e. are they able to
respond to the rapid pressure rise)?

Case #3 - Pressure rise with DCH
Vents clear (10. psig) - likely (0.84 SARRP cen-
tral est.)
No clearing (Failure) - unlikely (0.16 SARRP
central est.)

Case #4 - Pressure rise without DCH or sup-
pression pool bypass

Vents clear (0.0 psig) - certain (1.0)
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Question #76 Does pressurization fail the contain-
ment at vessel breach?

Case #1 - Containment intact prior to vessel
failure

Peak containment pressure after vessel breach
equals the sum of the following three elements:

1) Pressure rise at vessel failure
(Questions 73, 74, & 75)

2) Pressure rise due to in-vessel hydrogen pro-
duction (Question 42)

3) Containment pressure prior to core melt
(Question 36)

The question of "Is the peak pressure after
breach > 132 psia (see Question #50, central esti-
mate for ultimate containment pressure limit)?" is
actually answered in Question #78. Question #76
serves to organize some of the information accu-
mulated so far.

Question #77 What is the base pressure before ves-
sel breach?

Case #1 - Containment intact prior to vessel
breach

Containment pressure prior to vessel breach is
the sum of the following two elements:

1) Pressure rise due to in-vessel hydrogen pro-
duction (Question 42)

2) Containment pressure prior to core melt
(Question 36)

Containment pressure prior to vessel breach, 38
psia + 23 psig = 61 psia

Question #78 What is the pressure rise at vessel
breach?

Case #1 - Containment intact prior to vessel
breach

Pressure Rise
from Question #

Specific case

DCH & vents clear
DCH & vents don't clear
High-pressure failure w/oDCH
Low-pressure failure w/o DCH

73

96
Failure
78
Small

74

10

10
10

75

10

0
0

Total

116 psi
Failure

88 psi
10 psi
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Probability of Different Early
Containment Failure Mechanisms
for SBO-LT

PI DCH and vents clear (containment fails, 61 psi
+ 116 psi = 177 psi)

PSIUmp = 0.1 (Question #68)
1 - PBlow down = 1.0 (Question #70)
PDCH = 0.9 (Question #71)
PVents clear = 0.84 (Question #75)

E P1 = 0.1 * 1.0 * 0.9 * 0.84 = 0.0756

P 2 DCH and vents don't clear (containment fails)

PSlump = 0.1 (Question #68)
1 - PBlow down = 1.0 (Question #70)
PDCH = 0.9 (Question #71)
I - Pvents clear = 0.16 (Question #75)

E P2 = 0.1 * 1.0 * 0.9 * 0.16 = 0.0144

P 3 High RPV pressure and No RPV blowdown
prior to melt ejection (containment fails, 61 psi
+ 88 psig = 149 psi > 132 psi)

PSlump = 0.9 (Question #68)
1 - PBlow down = 0.4 (Question #70)
1 - PDCH,Slump 0.1 (Question #71)
PSurnp = 0.1 (Question #68)

E P 3 = (0.9 * 0.4) + (0.1 * 0.1) = 0.3700

P 4 High RPV pressure and RPV blowdown prior
to melt ejection (containment intact, 61 psi +
10 psig = 71 psi < 132 psi)

PSIump 0.9 (Question #68)
PBlow down = 0.6 (Question #70)

E P 4 = 0.9 * 0.4 = 0.5400

E (P1 + P 2 + P 3 + P 4 ) = 0.0756 + 0.0144 +
0.370 + 0.540 = 1.000

SPFailure = (P 1 + P 2 + P 3) = 0.0756 + 0.0144
+ 0.370 = 0.460

E No failure = (P 4) = 0.540
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APPENDIX C

CALCULATIONS FOR DRAFT NUREG-1150
EARLY OVERPRESSURE CONTAINMENT FAILURE PROBABILITY

FOR SHORT-TERM STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event OE (Probability of an
Early Overpressure Failure)

The early containment overpressure failure prob-
ability was determined by reviewing the draft
NUREG/CR-4700 Containment Event Tree Analy-
sis report. The event tree questions related to the
pressure challenges to the containment were used to
determine the probability of failing the contain-
ment. The specific case evaluated was a short-term
station blackout with no power recovery.

Question #36 What is the containment pressure
before core degradation?

Case #6 - Short-term station blackout
23 psi, NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C

Question #42 What is the H2 generation and pres-
sure rise during core damage?

Case #9 - Short-term station blackout without
power recovery

24 psi, NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C

Question #68 What is the nature of the meltdown?

Case #4 - No water injection
Slump-type melt - unlikely (0.1)
Flow-type melt - likely (0.9)

Question #69 What is the mode of vessel breach?

Case #2 - Slump-type melt
Vessel melt-through - highly likely (0.999)
Steam explosion - highly unlikely (0.001)

Case #4 - Flow-type melt, No injection
Vessel melt-through - certain (1.0)

Question #70 Is the RPV blown down before sig-
nificant melt ejection?

Case #2 - Flow-type melt

Blow down - 0.6 (SARRP central estimate
evaluation)
No blow down - 0.4

Case #4 - Slump-type melt
No blow down - certain (1.0)

Question #71 Does direct containment heating
(DCH) occur?

Case #1 - Slump melt at high RPV pressure
DCH - likely (0.9)
No DCH - unlikely (0.1)

Case #2 - Flow melt of low RPV pressure
No DCH - certain (1.0)

Question #73 What is the pressure rise at vessel
failure?

Case#l- DCH-96psi

Case #2 - No DCH (TB1) - 78 psi

Case #3 - Low RPV press. - Negligible

Question #74 What is the pressure rise due to
debris quenching?

Case #3 - No water on the drywell floor
10 psi

Question #75 Do the vents clear?

Case #3 - Pressure rise with DCH
Vents clear (10 psig) - likely (0.84 SARRP cen-
tral est.)
No clearing (failure) - unlikely (0.16 SARRP
central est.)

Case #4 - Pressure rise without DCH or sup-
pression pool bypass

Vents clear (0.0 psig) - certain (1.0)

Question #76 Does pressurization fail the contain-
ment at vessel breach?
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Case #1 - Containment intact prior to vessel
failure

Peak containment pressure after vessel breach is
the sum of the following three elements:

1) Pressure rise at vessel failure
(Questions 73, 74, & 75)

2) Pressure rise due to in-vessel hydrogen pro-
duction (Question 42)

3) Containment pressure prior to core melt
(Question 36)

The question of "Is the peak pressure after
breach > 132 psia (see Question #50, central esti-
mate for ultimate containment pressure limit)?" is
actually answered in Question #78. Question #76
serves to organize some of the information accu-
mulated so far.

Question #77 What is the base pressure before ves-
sel breach?

Case #1 - Containment intact prior to vessel
breach

Containment pressure prior to vessel breach is
the sum of the following two elements:

1) Pressure rise due to in-vessel hydrogen pro-
duction (Question 42)

2) Containment. pressure prior to core melt
(Question 36)

Containment pressure prior to vessel breach,
23 psia + 24 psig = 47 psia

Question #78 What is the pressure rise at vessel
breach?

Case #1 - 'Containment intact prior to vessel
breach

Pressure Rise
from Question #

Specific case

DCH & vents clear
DCH & vents don't clear
High pressure failure w/o DCH
Low pressure failure w/o DCH

73

96
Failure
78
Small

74

10

10
10

75

10

0
0

Total

116 psi
Failure

88 psi
10 psi
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Probability of Different Early
Containment Failure Mechanisms
for SBO-ST

Pi DCH and vents clear (containment fails, 47 psi
+ ll6psi = 163 psi)

Pslump = 0.1 (Question #68)
1 - PBlow down = 1.0 (Questionj#70)
PDCH = 0.9 (Question #71)
PVents clear = 0.84 (Question #75)

E P1 = 0.1 * 1.0 * 0.9 * 0.84 = 0.0756

P2 DCH and vents don't clear (containment fails)

Pslump = 0.1 (Question #68)
1 - PBlow down = 1.0 (Question #70)
PDCH = 0.9 (Question #71)
I - Pvents clear = 0.16 (Question #75)

E P2 = 0.1 * 1.0* 0.9* 0.16 = 0.0144

P 3 High RPV pressure and No RPV blowdown
prior to melt ejection (Containment may fail,
47 psi + 88 psig = 135 psi ^, 132 psi)

PSIUmp = 0.9 (Question #68)
1 - NBlow down = 0.4 (Question #70)
1 - PDCH,Slump = 0.1 (Question #71)
PSlump = 0.1 (Question #68)

E P 3 = (0.9 * 0.4) + (0.1 * 0.1) = 0.3700

P4 High RPV pressure and RPV blowdown prior
to melt ejection (Containment intact, 61 psi +
10 psig = 71 psi < 132 psi)

Pslump = 0.9 (Question #68)
PNow down = 0.6 (Question #70)

E P 4 = 0.9 * 0.4 = 0.5400

E2 (PI + P2 + P 3 + P 4) = 0.0756 + 0.0144
+ 0.370 + 0.540 = 1.000

E PFailure = (PI + P 2 + P3) = 0.0756 + 0.0144
+ 0.5(0.370) = 0.275

E PNo failure = (P 4) = 0.540 + 0.5(0.370)
= 0.725

(Assuming indeterminate probability that
the containment will fail in Case 3)
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APPENDIX D

CALCULATIONS FOR PROBABILITY OF
EARLY VENTING DURING STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event V1 (Probability of
Exceeding PCPL prior to Vessel
Breach and Opening the Vent
Line)

Case 1 - SBO-ST, no injection, RPV high pressure
(NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C, Ques-
tion 42, Case #9)

Pressurebefore CM + Pressure riseH2 =

Pressureprior to vessel failure

24 psia + 23 psia = 47 psia = 32 psig
< PCPL (assumed to be 60 psig)

Pventingearly = 0.0

Case 2 - SBO-ST, no injection, RPV low pressure
(NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C, Ques-
tion 42, Case #10)

Pressurebefore CM + Pressure riseH2 =

Pressureprior to vessel failure

24 psia + 38 psia = 62 psia = 47 psig
< PCPL

Pventing early = 0.0

Case 3 - SBOwLT, no injection, RPV at high pres-
sure (NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C,
Question 42, Case #9)

Pressurebefore CM + Pressure riseH2 = Pre-
ssurePrior to vessel failure

38 psia + 23 psia = 61 psia = 46 psig
< PCPL

Pventing early = 0.0

Case 4 - SBO-ST, with ac recovery prior to breach,
RPV depressurized prior to breach
(NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C, Ques-

tion 42, Case #10), Pressure rise due to the
depressurization was taken from draft
NUREG/CR-4551, pp 4-17, optimistic
pressure rise at vessel breach.

Pressurebefore CM + Pressure riseH2 + Pressure
risedepressurization = Pressureprior to vessel failure

24 psia + 23 psia + 30 psia = 77 psia =

62 psig ^. PCPL

With enhanced rupture disk system - Pvent-

ing early = 0 .5a

With existing system - Pventing early = 0. 0 b

Case 5 - SBO-LT, with ac recovery prior to breach,
RPV depressurized prior to breach
(NUREG/CR-4700, Appendix C, Ques-
tion 42, Case #10), Pressure rise due to the
depressurization was taken from draft
NUREG/CR-4551, pp 4-17, optimistic
pressure rise at vessel breach.

Pressurebefore CM + Pressure riseH2 + Pressure
risedepressurization =

Pressureprior to vessel failure

38 psia + 23 psia + 30 psia = 91 psia = 76
psig > PCPL

With enhanced rupture disk system - Pvent-

ingearly = 1.0

With existing system - Pventing early = 0.1b

a. Indeterminate probability of failure.

b. It is not likely that the operators would open the vent line
quickly upon recovering ac power with the existing system. It
takes approximately 1/2 hour to defeat containment isolation
signals and open the path. Vessel failure would have occurred by
this time or the accident would be terminated without vessel
failure.
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APPENDIX E

REFERENCES FOR PROBABILITY OF AN IN-VESSEL
COOLABLE DEBRIS BED DURING A STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event RV (Probability of a
Coolable Debris Bed In-Vessel)
Case I - With injection before core damage

begins.
Pcoolable in-vessel = 1.0

Case 2 - With injection after core damage begins
but before RPV failure.

Pcoolable in-vessel = 0.5 (NUREG/CR-4700,
Question #69)

This was judged indeterminate in NUREG/CR-
4700, since a coolable geometry must be formed.
Clearly there will be a sensitivity to the extent of
core damage at the time of injection. The industry
position is that less than 20076 of the core must be
melted in order for there to be recovery. In the opin-
ion of the NUREG- 1150 experts, the melt proceeds
rapidly once it has begun and there seems little jus-
tification for a high probability of preventing vessel
failure.
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APPENDIX F

REFERENCES FOR PROBABILITY OF AN EX-VESSEL
COOLABLE DEBRIS BED DURING A STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event NC (Probability of a
Coolable Debris Bed Ex-Vessel)

Pcoolableex-vessel = 0.7
x Pflow melt = 0.9

0.63

For slump type melts

Draft NUREG/CR-4700 Question #90 is unclear
on this issue. The words associated with Case #5
seem to fit the flow-type melt best, while the words
with Case #3 seem to fit the slump-type melt best.
Case #4 must be referring to a slump melt even
though it states flow melt. It is not clear what the
EVENT TREE input (Appendix D) is stating. It
appears that the debris, regardless of melt type, is
coolable 3007o of the time with vessel injection prior
to vessel breach and coolable 50070 of the time with-
out any vessel injection prior to breach. The
NUREG/CR-4700 author stated there was a error
in the input probabilities, so I will assume he meant
70076 chance of cooling the debris with water if
there was vessel injection and a 50016 chance of
cooling the debris with water if there was no vessel
injection.

Case #1 - with vessel injection prior to vessel
breach

Pcoolable ex-vessel - 0.1x Pslump melt = 0.1

0.01

E Pcoolable with injection prior breach = 0.64

Case #2 - no vessel injection prior to vessel breach

Pcoolable ex-vessel = 0.5
x Pflow melt = 0.9

0.45

For slump type melts

Pcoolable ex-vessel = 0.1
x Pslump melt = 0.1

0.01

E Pcoolable with no injection prior breach = 0.46
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APPENDIX G

REFERENCES FOR PROBABILITY OF A COMPLETE
FISSION PRODUCT BYPASS DURING A STATION BLACKOUT

CET Event RB (Probability of
Complete Fission Product
Bypass)

This question addresses both source term and
reactor building pressure response issues. Draft
NUREG-1150 addressed the possibility of hydro-
gen burns in the containment, causing the reactor
building to fail and rapidly sweep out the fission
products with no decontamination. Draft
NUREG/CR-4551, Section 4.2.12, cites two prin-
cipal sources of uncertainty associated with the
issue: uncertainties in the rate of combustion
(flame speed) of the gases and uncertainties in the
structural response following the burn. Industry
calculations do not show reactor building burning,
since little hydrogen is generated. Battelle calcula-
tions indicate manyhydrogen burns that increase
the average building leak rate. ORNL calculations
were cited that show hydrogen burns with little

associated pressure increase. The experts in the
NUREG- 1150 study assessed that reactor building
failure with no decontamination of the source term
would occur 20% of the time.

Case #1 Core melt with containment failure or
venting into the existing ductwork.

Pbypass = 0.20

Case #2 No core melt with containment failure
or venting into the existing ductwork.

Pbypass = 0.00

Case #3 No containment failure or venting into
a hard-pipe system.

Pbypass = 0.00
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Table H-1. Generic values for S-CET events

CET ASEP SBO BSEP Revised Draft
Event Valuea Reportb Other PRAC 1150 NUREG- 1150

TI 0.07 0.12 0 .0 8 3 d 0.04 0 .0 7 9e 0.08

DC 1 E-5 1 E-5 4 E-4 3 E-7 2.3 E-6g 5.3 E-5

BO 5 E-4 6.2 E-4 7 E-4h 2.6 E-3 1.6 E-3i 7.6 E-4

U 1 E-3 2E-3 1.8 E-3J 4.6 E-3 2.0 E-3k 4.3 E-3

X 5 E-3 3.2 E-4i 1 E-4 2.5 E-41 1.0 E-3

a. Memorandum from F. T. Harper to Senior Consulting Group, Research Review Group and NRC Project Management, "ASEP
Data Reevaluation," March 15, 1985.

b. A. M. Kolaczkowski and A. C. Payne, Jr., Station Blackout Accident Analyses (Part of NRC Task Action Plan A-44),
NUREG/CR-3226, May 1983.

c. Carolina Power & Light Company, Brunswick Steam Electric Plant Probabilistic Risk Assessment, April 1988.

d. H. Wyckoff, Losses of Off-Site Power at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants - All Years Through 1985, NSAC-103, May 1986.

e. A. M. Kolaczkowski et al., Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Peach Bottom, Unit 2 Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550
(Draft), Revision 1, Volume 4, Part 1, August 1988, pp. 4.9-93.

f. P. W. Baranowsky et al., A Probabilistic Safety Analysis of dc Power Supply Requirements for Nuclear Power Plants,
NUREG-0666, April 1981. (The number quoted is for a minimum required system of two batteries powering two dc trains. A third
standby charger, improved surveillance, and improved maintenance and testing would reduce this number by factors of 0.5, 0.5, and
0.1, respectively.)

g. A. M. Kolaczkowski et al., Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Peach Bottom, Unit 2 Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550
(Draft), Revision 1, Volume 4, Part 1, August 1988, pp. 4.9-26, common-cause failure of batteries.

h. This value is a combination of the following:

DG reliability from H. Wyckoff, The Reliability of Emergency Diesel Generators at U.S. Nuclear Power Plants, NSAC-108,
September 1986, and Beta factor from K. N. Fleming et al., Classification and Analysis of Reactor Operating Experience Involving
Dependent Events, NP-3967, June 1985.

i. A. M. Kolaczkowski et al., Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Peach Bottom, Unit 2 Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550
(Draft), Revision 1, Volume 4, Part 1, August 1988, p. 5-19, (ESW * P1) + (ESW * Recovery of ESW) + (DG-C * DG-D*
Recovery of DGs).

j. S. E. Mays et al., Interim Reliability Evaluation Program: Analysis of the Browns Ferry, Unit 1, Nuclear Plant,
NUREG/CR-2802, July 1982.

k. A. M. Kolaczkowski et al., Analysis of Core Damage Frequency: Peach Bottom, Unit 2 Internal Events, NUREG/CR-4550
(Draft), Revision 1, Volume 4, Part 1, August 1988, p. 5-27, product of independent failures plus 24 volt inverter failure.

1. Ibid., pp. 4.9-18.
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Table H-2. Generic station blackout sequence frequencies

Sequence

TB/TBP

TBU/TBUP

TBUX/TBUXP

Total CM

Draft
NUREG-1 150

1.26 E-6

5.6 E-8

4.4 E-6

6.9 E-6

Revised
S-CET

4.4 E-6

1.0 E-8

1.2 E-6c

SBO
Report

2.5 E-5

1.0 E-6

1.2 E - 6c

BSEP
PRA

7.7 E-6a

1.3 E-7b

3.4 E - 7d

2.1 E-5

a. Table M.3.8-3, TEBB5 + TEPBB5 + TEBU2B5.

b. Thble M.3.8-3, TEBU 2V3 + TEPBV 3B2.

c. Product of initiating event and dc common-cause failure.

d. Table M.3.8-3, TEU 3X.

e. Not applicable.
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APPENDIX I

PROGRAM DOCUMENTATION AND REPORT FILE OUTPUT
OF EVENT TREE PROCESSING

CLASS NAME, PROBABILITY & SEQUENCES OF MODEL PB_SBOLT (ETA-II)

CLASS

ok, aO
ok, a6
ac, ve, cd
ac, ve, cd
ac, ve
ac, ve
ac, ve
ac, ve
ok, ac
ac,cd
ac, vl
ac, vl
ac, cd
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac, ve
ac, ve, cd
ac, ve
ac, ve
ac, ve
ac, ve
ok, ac
ac, cd
ac, vl
ac,vl
ac, cd
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac
ac
cs, ve, cd
cs, ve, ad
cs,ve, ad
cs, ve
cs, ve
cs, ve
cs, ve
cs, cd
cs, ad, vl
cs, ad, vl
cs, ad, cd
cs, ad
cs, ad
Cs, vi
cs, vl
cs,cd

SEQ.PROB.

7.99E-02
5.86E-05
8.13E-08
5.20E-08
1.17E-08
2.93E-09
1.17E-08
2.93E-09
7.32E-07
4. 68E-07
1.04E-07
2.61E-08

.OOE+00
1.05E-09
2.63E-I0
1. 05E-07
2.63E-08

.OOE+00

.OOE+00

.OOE+00
OOE+00
OOE+00

.OOE+00
8.14E-I0
2. 81E-I0
6.26E-ii
1.57E-I1

.OOE+00
6.33E-13
1.58E-13
6.33E-II
1.58E-1I
2.99E-I0
7.49E-II

OOE+00
OOE+00

.OOE+00

.OOE+00

.OOE+00
OOE+00

.OOE+00
.OOE+00

OOE+00
.OOE+00
.OOE+00

OOE+00
.OOE+O0

OOE+00
.OOE+00
.OOE+O0

SEQUENCES

Ti
Ti/BO
Ti/BO/B6
T1/BO/B6/RV
TI/BO/B6/RV/NC
Ti/BO/B6/RV/NC/RB
Ti/BO/B6/RV/NC/LM
Ti/BO/B6/RV/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/VI
TI/BO/B6/Vl/RV
Ti/BO/B6/Vl/RV/NC
Ti/BO/B6/Vl/RV/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/VI/RV/NC/V2
TI/BO/B6/VI/RV/NC/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/VI/RV/NC/V2/OL/RB
Ti/BO/B6/VI/RV/NC/LM
Ti/BO/B6/VI/RV/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/X
TI/BO/B6/X /RV
TI/BO/B6/X /RV/NC
Ti/BO/B6/X /RV/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/X /RV/NC/LM
TI/BO/B6/X /RV/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/X /VI
TI/BO/B6/X /Vl/RV
Ti/BO/B6/X /Vl/RV/NC
TI/BO/B6/X /VI/RV/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/X /VI/RV/NC/V2
TI/BO/B6/X /VI/RV/NC/V2/OL
Ti/BO/B6/X /Vl/RV/NC/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/X /VI/RV/NC/LM
TI/BO/B6/X /V1/RV/NC/LM/RB
Ti/BO/B6/X /Vi/RV/OE
TI/BO/B6/X /Vi/RV/OE/RB
Ti/BO/B6/BC
TI/BO/B6/BC/NC
Ti/BO/B6/BC/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/NC/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/NC/BD/RB
T1/BO/B6/BC/NC/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/Vi
TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC
T1/BO/B6/BC/Vl/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/Vl/NC/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/V2/OL/RB
Ti/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/V1/NC/BD/RB
T1/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/BD/V2
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cs
cs
cs
cs
ve, ad
ve, ad
ve
ve
ve
ve
ad,vl
ad,vl
ad,cd
ad
ad
v1
v1
cd

cs, ve, cd
cs, ve, ad
cs, ve, ad
cs, ve
cs, ve
cs, ve
cs, ve
Cs, Cd
cs, ad, vl
cs, ad, vl
cs, ad, cd
cs, ad
cs, ad
cs, vi
cs, vi
cs, cd
cs
cs
cs
cs
cs
cs
ve, ad
ve, ad
ve
ve
ve
ve
vl, ad
vl, ad
ad, cd
ad
ad

" OOE+O0
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00
" OOE+00

1.52E-08
3.81E-09

. OOE+00
1.54E-I0
3.85E-II

TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/BD/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/BD/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/VI/NC/LM
Ti/BO/B6/BC/Vl/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/BD/RB
T1/BO/B6/BC/SF/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/V1/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/V1/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/BD/RB
Ti/BO/B6/BC/SF/V1/BD/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/BD/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/BD/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/SF/VI/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /NC
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /NC/BD
Ti/BO/B6/BC/X /NC/BD/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /NC/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /Vl
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /Vl/NC/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /V1/NC/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/BD/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/BD/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/BD/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /Vl/NC/BD/V2/OL/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /VI/NC/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /V1/NC/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /V1/OE
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /Vi/OE/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/BD
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/BD/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/LM
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/LM/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/VI
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/VI/RB
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/Vi/V2
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/VI/V2/OL
TI/BO/B6/BC/X /SF/VI/V2/OL/RB
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v1
vi
cd

SBO-ST
SBO-ST

5.15E-09
1. 29E-09

. OOE+00
4.64E-08
1.16E-08
6.69E-08
1. 67E-08
1. 14E-07
2.85E-08
2. 61E-07
4.24E-06

8. OOE-02

TI/BO/B6/BC/X
T1/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
T1/BO/B6/BC/X
T1/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/B6/BC/X
TI/BO/U
TI/DC

/SF/VI/BD
/SF/VI/BD/RB
/SF/VI/BD/V2
/SF/Vl/BD/V2/OL
/S F/V 1/ BD/V2/OL/RB
/SF/V1/LM
/SF/VI/LM/RB
/SF/V1/OE
/SF/VI/OE/RB
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FORTRAN PROGRAM FOR REFORMATTING THE ETA-II OUTPUT INTO A
dBASE COMPATABLE FORMAT

/
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program sort

dimension ityp(40), alen(40), olen(40)
dimension oforml(56), oform2(8), ochar(5)
character itest*80, olen*8, otest*80
character ochar*1
character oforml*l,oform2*1,oforma*60,oformb*60,oformc*60
equivalence ( olen(1), oforma )
equivalence ( olen(2), oformb )
equivalence ( olen(3), oformc )

data ochar/'-', ", •,1+', •, 1'/•/

iseq = 0

* skip to first record
read( 5, (a8O),, end = 1000 ) itest
read( 5, '(a8O)', end = 1000 ) itest
read( 5, '(a80)', end = 1000 ) itest
read( 5, '(aBO)', end = 1000 ) itest

open ( unit = 10, status = 'unknown', file = 'after' )
close (unit = 10, status = 'delete' )
open ( unit = 10, status = 'new', file = 'after' )

1 continue

iseq = iseq + 1

j = 0

read( 5, '(a8O)', end = 1000 ) itest
do 10 i = 1,80

j = j + 1
otest(j:j) = itest(i:i)
if(itest(i-1:i).eq. ' /') j = j - 1
otest(j:j) = itest(i:i)
if(itest(i:i).eq.ochar(2) ) otest(j:j) = ochar(3)
if(itest(i:i).eq.ochar(5) ) otest(j:j) = ochar(3)

10 continue

call cvi (otest, num, ityp, alen, olen)

if ( olen(1)(1:1).eq.ochar(1) ) stop 'done'

if ( ityp(1) .eq. 3 ) then
if ( ityp(2) gt. 1 ) goto 1000
if ( alen(l) .gt. 1.e-14

+ write ( 10, 100 ) iseq,
+ alen(1),ochar(4),(oformb(i:i),i=l,-ityp(2)),ochar(4)
elseif ( ityp(1) .le. 1) then

if ( ityp(1) .gt. 1 ) goto 1000
if ( ityp(2) .ne. 3 ) goto 1000
if ( ityp(3) .gt. 1 ) goto 1000
if ( alen(2) .gt. 1.e-14 )
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+ write ( 10, 100 ) iseq,
+ alen(2),ochar(4),(oforma(i:i),i=l,-ityp(l)),
+ ochar(3),(oformc(i:i),i=l,-ityp(3)),ochar(4)
end if

goto 1

1000 continue

write(6,200)

stop 'error'

100 format( lx, i3, x, ,,,, , lpe.2,, , 60a
200 format( //, ' errors occurred in reading the report file ',//)

end
subroutine framout

*** framout - send set of frame data to huni file
,

* date - 10/86
* language - fortran 77 (cft fortran)

* calling sequence

* call framout

* parameters

* none

common /rblank/ a(l00), numchn, nchans
common /cblank/ ostring(100)
character ostring*16

c check plot variable count

if (numchn.ne.nchans) then
write (6,1000) numchn,nchans
stop 'plot err'

endif
1000 format ('0*****plot error (s.r. output) - numchn =',ilo,

* ', nchans =',ilO)

c output the plot data

nc = nchans

call beenio (a(l),nc)

return
end
subroutine plfram (data,nd,ndl)

c
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*

*

*

*

plfram - store plot data in data frame (blank common).

date:
language:

10/86
fortran 77 (cft fortran)

* calling sequence

* call plfram (pl,ip2)

* parameters

* pi = data = array containing data to be stored (input)
* ipl = nd = no. of words of data to be stored (input)
* ip2 = ndl = no. of words in array (input)

common /rblank/ a(l00), numchn, nchans
common /cblank/ ostring(l00)
character ostring*16

dimension data(l)
c

do 10 i=l,nd

numchn = numchn + 1
a(numchn) = data(i)

10 continue

return
end
subroutine setid (alpha,ieu,numc,nhs,nc)

c
*** setid

* date:
* language:

- enter channel identifiers into channel id array

10/86
fortran 77 (cft fortran)

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

calling sequence

call setid (cpl,ip2,ip3,ip4,ip5)

parameters

cpl = alpha
ip2 = ieu
ip3 = numc

ip4 = nhs

ip5 = nc

= alpha part of channel id (input)
= engineering units code (input)
= cell number or first field in

numerical part of channel id (input)
= heat structure number or second

field in numerical part of
channel id (input)

= number of channels required for
this plot data array (input)

common /rblank/ a(l00), numchn, nchans
common /cblank/ ostring(l00)
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character ostring*16

character alpha*9, ws*1
data ws /' '/

if (nc.le.0) go to 40

c setchannel ids

do 10 i=1,8
istart = i + 1
if( alpha(i:i) .eq. ' ' ) goto 15

10 continue

15 alpha(l:istart) = alpha(l:istart-1) // '-'

index = ( numc * 10000 ) + ( nhs * 100 )

do 20 i = 1, nc

index = index + 1
numchn = numchn + 1
ostring(numchn)(1:istart) = alpha(l:istart)
write ( ostring(numchn)(istart+1:16), '(i6)' ) index
call squez ( ostring(numchn), 16 )

20 continue

40 continue

return
end
subroutine beenio (data, nwd)

S** beenio - perform i/o

• this routine writes data to a huni file

• fortran calling sequence -

• call beenio(pl,p2)

• entry -
,
• p1 ... an array containing data to be written to huni file.
• p2 ... the number of words in pl.

• exit-

• none

dimension data (nwd)

if ( nwd .le. 0 ) goto 100
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if ( nwd .le. 4 ) then
write ( 20, 1000 ) ( data(i) , i = 1, nwd )

else
write ( 20, 1000 ) ( data(i) , i = 1, 4 )

1000 format ( '#frame', 9x, 4( ipe15.6 ) )
write ( 20, 2000 ) ( data(i) , i = 5, nwd )

2000 format ( 5( ipe15.6 ) )
endif

100 continue

return
end
subroutine beenin ( nchans )

open ( file = 'cihuni', unit = 20, status = 'unknown' )

write ( 20, 100 )
100 format ( 'muxed huni card image btree data file ',/,

+ 'kcw 07/20/88 18:26:21
+ '#levell 1

write ( 20, 200 ) -nchans
200 format ( '#header

+
+

I

1

0
0

10
0
0

0' ilO,
0
0'

0' ,/,

return
end
subroutine beenop ( ostring, nc )

dimension ostring(nc)
character ostring*16

write ( 20, 20 ) nc
20 format ( '#key

+ "#level2
rstrtO01', 40x, '20', 8x, '10',/,
',ilO

ostring(i), i
6x, a16, 33x,'0', ilO

do 30 i = 1, nc
write ( 20, 40 )
format ( '#key',

continue
40
30

write ( 20, 50 )
50 format ( 'fend')

return
end
subroutine beencl

close ( unit = 20, status = 'keep' )

return
end
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subroutine squez ( alpha, nw )
character alpha*80, ws*l
data ws /I I/

icount = 0

do 10 i = 1, nw

if (alpha(i:i) .ne. ws(1:1) ) then
icount = icount + 1
alpha(icount:icount) = alpha(i:i)
if ( i .gt. icount ) alpha(i:i) = '

endif

10 continue

return
end
subroutine cvi(itest,num, ityp,alen,olen)

c itest = input string
c num = number of words in input string itest
c ityp = array containing type specification for num words
c ityp < 0 character string = -ityp in length
c (ityp = 1 character) not used
c ityp = 2 logical
c ityp = 3 real
c ityp = 4 integer
c alen = real array containing type real and logical variables
c olen = character array containing type character and logical
c variables

dimension ityp(40), alen(40), olen(40)
character itest*88, olen*8

character blank*8

data blank /' '/

istart = 1

call pack( itest, num)

n = 0

10 continue

n=n+ 1
if ( n .gt. num ) goto 100

call lenth( itest(istart:88), length )

if ( length .gt. 0 ) then
call typ(itest(istart:istart),n,length,ityp,olen,alen)
if ( ityp(n) .eq. 1 ) ityp(n) = -length

else
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length = -length
call typ(itest(istart:istart),n,length,ityp,olen,alen)

if ( ityp(n) .eq. 1 ) then
do 1 i = 1, length, 8

nwrd = n + i/8
il = istart + i - 1
olen(nwrd) (1:8) = itest(il:il+7)
nblk = length - i + 2
ityp(nwrd) = 1 - nblk

continue
if ( nblk .1t. 9 ) olen(nwrd)(nblk:8) = blank(nblk:8)
num= length/8 + num
n = length/8 + n

endif
endif

istart - istart + length + 1

goto 10
100 continue

return
end
subroutine lenth( itest, 1 )
character itest*88, otest*88, char*1

data char/','/

1 = index(itest,char) - 1

if ( 1 gt. 8 ) 1 = -1

return
end
subroutine pack (itest,num)

character itest*88, otest*88, char*1
parameter ( nspec = 2 )
dimension char(nspec)
data char/',',' '/

j = 0
i= 0
num = 0

10 continue

i +1
if ( i .gt. 88 ) goto 100

do 11 il=l,nspec
if (itest(i:i) .eq. char(il)) goto 10

11 continue

num = num + 1
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20 continue
do 21 il=l,nspec

if (itest(i:i) .eq. char(il)) goto 22
21 continue

j=j+l
otest(j:j) = itest(i:i)
i=i+l
goto 20

22 continue

j=j+l'
otest(j:j) = char(l)
goto 10

100 continue

do 30 il=l,j
itest(il:il) = otest(il:il)

30 continue

return
end
subroutine typ( itest, num, length, ityp, olen, alen)

c ityp = array containing type specification for num words
c ityp < 0 character string = -ityp in length
c ityp = 1 character
c ityp = 2 logical
c ityp = 3 real
c ityp = 4 integer

dimension ityp(40), alen(40), olen(40)
character itest*88, olen*8

character char2*7, char3*l, char4*1, blank*8
parameter ( nspec2=8, nspec3=2, nspec4=7 )
dimension char2(nspec2), char3(nspec3), char4(nspec4)

logical ltestO, ltest9

data char2 /'t','T','.true. ', '.TRUE. ,'f', 'F', '.false., .''FALSE.'/
data char3 /'0','9'/
data char4 /'.','-','+','e','d','E','D'/
data blank /' ' /

c write first 8 characters of string into olen and set to character
ityp(num) = 1
if ( length .1t. 8 ) then

nend = 8 - length
olen(num)(l:length) = itest(l:length)//blank(l:nend)

else
olen(num)(1:8) = itest(l:8)
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endif

c check to determine string contains integer and real numbers
do 10 i = 1, length

itestO = lge(itest(i:i),char3(1))
ltest9 = lle(itest(i:i),char3(2))
if( itestO .and. ltest9 ) goto 15

do 20 j 1, nspec4
if (itest(i:i) .eq. char4(j) ) goto 15

20 continue

c must be a character or logical to get to here
goto 100

15 continue
10 continue

c check to determine whether real or integer

1 = index(itest(l:length),char4(1))
if ( 1 .gt. 0 ) then

ityp(num) = 3
read ( itest(l:length), '(e16.1)', err= 100 ) alen(num)
return

else
ityp(num) = 4
read ( itest(l:length), '(el6.0)', err= 100 ) alen(num)
return

endif

100 continue

if ( length .gt. 7 ) goto 200

c check for logicals
if (length .eq. 1) then

if ((itest(l:1) .eq. char2(l)(l:i)) .or.
+ (itest(1:1) .eq. char2(2)(1:l)) ) then

olen(num) = char2(3) (l:6)//blank(7:8)
ityp(num) = 2

elseif( (itest(l:1) .eq. char2(5)(1:1)) .or.
+ (itest(l:l) .eq. char2(6)(l:i)) ) then

olen(num) = char2(7) (1:7)//blank(7:8)
ityp(num) = 2

endif
elseif ( length .gt. 1) then

if ((itest(l:2) .eq. char2(3)(1:2)) .or.
+ (itest(1:2) .eq. char2(4)(1:2)) ) then

olen(num) = char2(3)(1:6)//blank(7:8)
ityp(num) = 2

elseif ( (itest(l:2) .eq. char2(7)(1:2)) .or.
+ (itest(l:2) .eq. char2(8)(1:2)) ) then

olen(num) = char2(7)(1:7)//blank(8:8)
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ityp(num) = 2
endif

endif

200 continue
c must be a character

return
end
function ranf()

double precision ftw032, temp
integer carry, hibits, lobits, maxint, mtw031, seed, twO15, twO16

ftw032 =
maxint =
mtw031 =
twO15 =
twO16 =

if ( seed
seed =
seed =
hibits
lobits
hibits

else
hibits
lobits

endif

lobits =
carry -

lobits =
hibits -

hibits =
carry =
hibits =

lobits =
carry =
lobits =
hibits =
hibits -

carry =
hibits -

lobits =
carry =
lobits =
hibits =
carry -

hibits =
carry =
hibits =

4294967296.ODO
2147483647

-2147483647
32768
65536

.1t. 0 ) then
seed + 1
seed + maxint
= seed / twO16
= seed - ( hibits
= hibits + twO15

= seed / twO16
= seed - ( hibits

lobits * 23023
lobits / twO16
lobits - ( carry *
hibits * 23023
hibits + carry
hibits / twO16
hibits - ( carry *

lobits * 3
lobits / twO16
lobits - ( carry *
hibits * 3
hibits + carry
hibits / twO16
hibits - ( carry *

lobits + 1
lobits / twO16
lobits - ( carry *
hibits + carry
hibits / twOl6
hibits - ( carry *
hibits / twO15
hibits - ( carry *

* twO16

* twO16

twO16

twO16

twO16

twO16

twO16

twO16

twO15
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seed = ( hibits 
* twOl6 

) + lobits

if ( carry .eq. 1 ) seed = mtw031 
+ seed

temp = dfloat(seed) 
/ ftw032

if ( temp .it. 0 ) temp = 1.OdO 
+ temp

ranf = temp

return
end
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Structure for database: A:PBLT.dbf
Number of data records: 0
Date of last update : 05/01/89
Field Field Name Type Width Dec

1 CET ES NO Numeric 3
2 BIN NO Numeric 5 1
3 PDS Character 8
4 PDS_FREQ Numeric 15 13
5 ES_FREQ Numeric 15 13
6 CETES Character 40
7 ACCSEQ Character 1
8 POWER LEV Character 1
9 INJ REC Character 1

10 LOW RPV P Character 1
11 H20 DEBRIS Character 1
12 CCI END Character 1
13 SMCONT LK Character 1
14 WW FAIL Character 1
15 DW FAIL Character 1
16 DW SPRAYS Character 1
17 DW SP END Character 1
18 RPV DISCH Character 1
19 SP BYPASS Character 1
20 ERBBYPAS Character 1
21 LRB BYPAS Character 1
22 RB SPRAYS Character 1
23 CP BASE Character 1
24 CP RISE VB Character 1
25 MELT MODE Character 1
26 DCH Character 1
27 SP BYP VB Character 1
28 LAC PWRR Character 1
29 V DIF Numeric 4
30 NV DIF Numeric 4
31 UI DIF Numeric 4
32 ES PROB Numeric 15 13

** Total ** 136
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dBASE PROGRAM USED FOR RUNNING MULTIPLE S-CET CASES
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clear
set talk off
* **********************************************************

mrun = 43
do while mrun < 100

do case
case mrun = 1

store 'PB LT C1' to mfile
case mrun = 2

store 'PB LT C2' to mfile
case mrun = 3

store 'PB LT C3' to mfile
case mrun = 4

store 'PB LT C4' to mfile
case mrun = 5

store 'PB LT C5' to mfile
case mrun = 6

store 'PB LT C6' to mfile
case mrun = 7

store 'PB LT C7' to mfile
case mrun = 8

store 'PBSTCI' to mfile
case mrun = 9

store 'PB ST C2' to mfile
case mrun = 10

store 'PB ST C3' to mfile
case mrun = 11

store 'PB ST C4' to mfile
case mrun = 12

store 'PBSTC5' to mfile
case mrun = 13

store 'PBSTC6' to mfile
case mrun = 14

store 'PBSTC7' to mfile
case mrun = 15

store 'PBSBOST' to mfile
case mrun = 16

store 'PB SBOLT' to mfile
case mrun = 17

store 'PBLT LM1' to mfile
case mrun = 18

store 'PBLT LM2' to mfile
case mrun = 19

store 'PBLT LM' to mfile
case mrun = 20

store 'PBLT LM4' to mfile
case mrun = 21

store 'PBST LM1' to mfile
case mrun = 22

store 'PBST LM2' to mfile
case mrun = 23

store 'PBST LM3' to mfile
case mrun = 24

store 'PBST LM4' to mfile
case mrun = 25
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store 'PBLT LM5' to mfile
case mrun = 26

store 'PBLT LM6' to mfile
case mrun = 27

store 'PBLT LM7' to mfile
case mrun = 28

store 'PBLT LM8' to mfile
case mrun = 29

store 'PBST LM5' to mfile
case mrun = 30

store 'PBST LM6' to mfile
case mrun = 31

store "PBST LM7" to mfile
case mrun = 32

store 'PBST LM8' to mfile
case mrun = 33

store 'PBST EVI' to mfile
case mrun = 34

store 'PBLTEVI' to mfile

*** Existing Venting with LMT Sensitivity
case mrun = 35

store 'PBLT LM9' to mfile
store 'SBO-LT for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 0.0' to mtitle
case mrun = 36

store 'PBST LM9' to mfile
store 'SBO-ST for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 0.0' to mtitle
case mrun = 37

store 'PBLT LMA' to mfile
store 'SBO-LT for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 0.25' to mtitle
case mrun = 38

store 'PBST LMA' to mfile
store 'SBO-ST for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 0.25' to mtitle
case mrun = 39

store 'PBLT LMB' to mfile
store 'SBO-LT for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 0.5' to mtitle
case mrun = 40

store 'PBST LMB' to mfile
store 'SBO-ST for Existing Venting and Prob. of

Liner Melt-thru = 0.5' to mtitle
case mrun = 41

store 'PBLT LMC' to mfile
store 'SBO-LT for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 1.0' to mtitle
case mrun = 42

store 'PBST LMC' to mfile
store 'SBO-ST for Existing Venting and Prob. of ;

Liner Melt-thru = 1.0' to mtitle
case mrun = 43

store 'PBLTVFI' to mfile
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store 'SBO-LT for Venting to RB failing operating;
equipment 50% of the time' to mtitle

copy file PBLT_CI.DBF to PBLTVF1.DBF
case mrun = 44

store 'PBSTVFl' to mfile
store 'SBO-ST for Venting to RB failing operating;

equipment 50% of the time' to mtitle
copy file PBST_C1.DBF to PBSTVF1.DBF

otherwise
mrun = 99

endcase
select 1
use &mfile alias ES
set safety off
zap
set safety on
run reform &mfile
append from c:\db3files\pb\after.txt delimited with

*** add CET end state numbers (now done by REFORM)
* go top
* m no = 1
* do while .not. eof()
* replace CETESNO with mno
* imno = m no +
* skip -

* enddo

*** delete all zero freq. end states (now done by REFORM)
* go top
* delete for ESFREQ = 0.0
* pack

do PB SBO
if mrun =3 .or. mrun =4 .or. mrun =10 .or. mrun =11

.or. (mrun >24 .and. mrun <35)
select 1
go top
replace E RB BYPAS with 'A' for at('B',E RBBYPAS) <>0;

.and. at('OE',CETES) =0 and. at('LM',CET ES) =0
go top
replace LRB BYPAS with 'A' for at('B',L RB BYPAS) <>0;

.and. at(7OE',CETES) =0 and. at('LM',CETES) =0;

.and. at('OL',CETES) =0
endif

?chr(7)
do PB COMP
set index to PBSBO
reindex
close all
mrun = mrun + 1
enddo
set talk on
close all
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?chr (7)
?chr (7)
quit
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dBASE FILE USED TO GENERATE THE 22-DIMENSION ID FOR
EACH S-CET END STATE
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******************e PB SBO.PRG **************************
* This program appends the SBO CET end states
* (PB_SBOLT.TXT or PB SBOST.TXT) to the dBase file
* (PBSBOLT.DBF or PBSBOST. DBF) and processes the
* CET end states to generate the 22-D identifier.

* clear
* select 1
** ***u * **a*****la E
* use PBSBOST alias ES
* use PBSBOLT alias ES
* zap

append from c:\eta\PBSBOST.TXT delimited with
* append from c:\eta\PBSBOLT.TXT delimited with

* Position #1 of the 22-D bin ID, Acc. Seq. type
* E=SBO-ST, F=SBO-LT

go top
replace ACCSEQ with "E" for at('DC',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. (at('BO',CETES) <>0 and. at('U',CET ES) <>0)
go top
replace ACCSEQ with 'F' for at('B6',CETES) <>0

* Position #2, Decay Heat Power Level
* B=high decay heat, no CRD flow, C=low decay heat (LT acc.)

go top
replace POWER LEV with "B" for at('DC',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. (at('B0',CET ES) <>0 and. at('U',CETES) <>0)
go top
replace POWERLEV with 'C' for at('B6',CET_ES) <>0
*

* Position #3, Injection recovery
* A=no rec., B=rec. followed by vessel breach, C=rec. no VB

go top
replace all INJREC with "A" && no recovery
go top
replace INJREC with "B" for at('RV',CETES) <>0 ;

.and. (at('ac',CETES) <>0 or. at('a2',CET ES) <>0)
go top
replace INJREC with "C" for at('aO',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('a6',CET ES) <>0 or. at('a-',CETES) <>0

.or. ((at('RV',CETES) =0 ;
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.and. (at('ac",CETES) <>0 or. at('a2',CET ES) <>0)))

* Position #4, Transition from Hi to Lo RPV press.
* A=at for before melt, B=at rec. of inj., C=at VB

go top
replace all LOWRPVP with "A" && at or before melt
go top
* at vessel breach (C) for ADS failure, event-X
* NOTE: ET sets event-X = 1.0 for dc failure
replace LOWRPVP with "C" for at('X',CET_ES) <>0
go top
** at vessel breach (C) for dc failure and no early ac rec.
* replace LOW RPV P with "C" for;
* at('DC',CET_ES) <>0 .and. at('B2',CETES) <>0
* go top
** at vessel breach (C) for no ac power at 6 hrs, event-B6
* replace LOWRPVP with 'C' for at('B6',CETES) <>0
,

* Position #5, Time for sustained H20 to debris
* A=at VB, B=at time of late ac rec., C=none
.

go top
replace all H20_DEBRIS-with "C" && none
go top
replace H20_DEBRIS with "B" for at('a4',CET ES) <>0

.or. at('ad',CET ES) <>0
go top
replace H20 DEBRIS with "A" for at('a2',CET ES) <>0

.or. at('ac',CET ES) <>0

* Position #6, Time for end of CCI
* A=at VB (no CCI), B=at time of late ac rec., C=no end of CCI

go top
replace all CCIEND with "C" && no end of CCI
go top
replace CCI END with "A" for at('a2',CET ES) <>0 ;

.or. at('ac',CET ES) <>0
go top
replace CCI END with "B" for at('a4',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('ad',CET ES) <>0

* Position #7, Time and Location of cont. leak
go top
replace all SMCONTLK with "G" && none
,

* Position #8, Time of WW failure
* A=before CD, B=during CD w/o rec., C=during CD w/ rec.
* D=at VB, E=late vent, F=late press., G=none
* SBO-ST choices: A, B, E, G
* SBO-LT choices: A, C, E, G

go top
replace all WWFAIL with "G" && none
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go top
replace WWFAIL with "A" for at('ve',CET ES) <>0
go top
replace WWFAIL with 'B' for at('ve',CET ES) <>0 ;

.and. at('LM',CET ES) <>0 and. at('RB',CET ES) <>0 ;

.and. at('E',ACCSEQ) <>0
go top
replace WWFAIL with 'C' for at('ve',CET ES) <>0 ;

.and. at('a',CETES) <>0 .and. at('RB',CETES) =0
.and. at('LM',CET ES) =0 and. at('F',ACC SEQ) <>0

go top
replace WW FAIL with "E" for at('vl',CET ES) <>0 ;

.or. (at('OL',CETES) <>0 .and. at('F',ACCSEQ) <>0)

* Position #9, Time of DW failure
* A=before CD, B=during CD w/o rec., C=during CD w/ rec.
* D=at VB, E=late, F=none
* SBO-ST chices: D, E, F
* SBO-LT choices: D or F, so put late OP into late vent #8
,

go top
replace all DWFAIL with "F" && none
go top
replace DWFAIL with "D" for at('OE',CETES) <>0 .or.;

at('LM',CETES) <>0
go top
replace DWFAIL with "E" for at('OL',CETES) <>0
go top
replace DWFAIL with "F" for at('OL',CETES) <>0 ;

.and. at('F',ACCSEQ) <>0

* Position #10, Time for start of DW sprays
* A=at or before CD, B=at inj. rec., C=at late ac rec.
* D=none

go top
replace all DWSPRAYS with "D" && none
go top
replace DW SPRAYS with "B" for at('a2',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('ac',CETES) <>0
go top
replace DW SPRAYS with "C" for at('a4',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('ad',CETES) <>0
,

* Position #11, Time for end of DW sprays
,

go top
replace all DWSPEND with "B" && none
,

* Position #12, RPV Discharge path
,

go top
replace all RPVDISCH with "C" && thru SRV to wetwell
,
* Position #13, SP bypass
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* A=early SP bypass, B=late SP bypass, C=no SP bypass
* SBO choices: B or C
,

go top
replace all SPBYPASS with "C" && no pool bypass
go top
replace all SPBYPASS with "B" for at('OE',CETES) <>0 .or.;

at('LM',CET ES) <>0 or. at('OL',CET ES) <>0

* Position #14, early RB bypass (SGTS)
* A=SGTS oper., B=SGTS bypassed, C=path thru refuel. bay,
* D=complete bypass of RB
* SBO-ST choices: A or D
* SBO-LT choices: A, B or D
*

go top
replace all ERBBYPAS with "A" && SGTS operating
go top
replace all E RB BYPAS with "B" for (at('ve',CET ES) <>0;

.or. at('OE',CET ES) <>0 or. at('LM',CETES) <>0)

.and. at('F',ACCSEQ) <>0
go top
replace all E RB BYPAS with "D" for ;

(at('ve',CETES) <>0 .and. at('RB',CETES) <>0);
.or. (at('OE',CETES) <>0 .and. at('RB',CETES) <>0);
.or. (at('LM',CET ES) <>0 and. at('RB',CET ES) <>0)

* Position #15, late RB bypass (SGTS)
* A=SGTS oper., B=SGTS bypassed, C=path thru refuel. bay,
* D=complete bypass of RB
* SBO choices: A, B or D
*

go top
do while .not. eof()

replace LRBBYPAS with ERBBYPAS
skip

enddo
go top
replace all L RB BYPAS with "B" for at('vl',CETES) <>0 or.;

at('OL',CETES) <>0
go top
replace all LRBBYPAS with "D" for at('RB',CETES) <>0

* Position #16, RB fire sprays

go top
replace all RBSPRAYS with "B" && no fire sprays

* Position #17, Cont. press. before VB
go top
replace all CPBASE with "X"
*

* Position #18, Cont. press. rise at VB
go top
replace all CPRISEVB with "X"
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* Position #19, Meltdown mode
* A=flow-type melt, B=slump-type melt
* SBO choices: A or B
,

go top
replace all MELTMODE with "A" && flow-type melt
* go top
* replace MELTMODE with "B" for at('X',CETES) <>0
* go top
* replace MELT MODE with "B" for;
* at('DC',CETES) <>0 and. at('a',CET ES) =0

* Position #20, Direct heating
* A=direct heating, B=no DCH
* SBO choices: A or B
,

go top
replace all DCH with "B" && no DCH for LP
* go top
* replace DCH with "A" for at('X',CET ES) <>0
* go top
* replace DCH with "A" for;
* at('DC',CETES) <>0 and. at('a',CET ES) =0

* Position #21, Pool bypass at VB
* A=pool bypass at VB, B=no pool bypass at VB
* SBO choices: B only
,

go top
replace all SPBYPVB with "B" && no SP bypass

* Position #22, late ac power recovery
* A=yes, ac power avail., B=no ac power avail.
* SBO-ST choices: A or B
* SBO-LT choices: B only
,

go top
replace all LACPWR_R with "B" && no ac power recovery
go top
replace L_AC_PWR_R with "A" for at('a',CETES) <>0

* add CET end state numbers
,

* go top
* m no = 1
* do while .not. eof()
* replace CETESNO with mno
* m no = mno +1
* skip
* enddo
,

* add PDS identifiers
,
go top
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replace PDS with "TBU" for at('U',CETES) <>0
go top
replace PDS with "TBUX" for at('DC',CETES) <>0
go top
replace PDS with 'TB' for at('B6',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('hpi',CET_ES) <>0
go top
replace PDS with "OKI' for at('aO',CETES) <>0 ;

.or. at('a-',CET_ES) <>0

.or. at('a6',CETES) <>0

* calculate bin probabilities from end state frequencies

go top
set exact on
sum ESFREQ to TBUTOT for PDS = 'TBU'
sum ESFREQ to TBUXTOT for PDS = 'TBUX'
sum ESFREQ to OK_TOT for PDS = 'OK'
sum ESFREQ to TBTOT for PDS = 'TB'
go top
do while .not. eof()
do case

case PDS = 'TBU'
replace ESPROB with ESFREQ/TBUTOT
replace PDS_FREQ with TBUTOT

case PDS = 'TBUX'
replace ESPROB with ESFREQ/TBUXTOT
replace PDS_FREQ with TBUXTOT

case PDS = 'OK'
replace ESPROB with ESFREQ/OK TOT
replace PDS_FREQ with OK_TOT

case PDS = 'TB'
replace ESPROB with ESFREQ/TBTOT
replace PDS_FREQ with TB_TOT

endcase
skip
enddo
set exact off
go top
return
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dBASE PROGRAM USED TO COMPARE AND BIN THE
S-CET END STATES INTO ONE OF THE DRAFT NUREG-1150

PEACH BOTTOM BINS
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******************* PB COMP.PRG ****************************
* This program compares the CET-ES dBase with the Bins dBase
* to determine the bin numbers corresponding the the CET-ES
,

* Open two dBase files, PB SBOST in workspace-i (ES) and
* PB BINS in workspace-2 (BIN) and set the total number of
* dimension differences to 22 (the maximum)
* Vital differences = ES->V DIF
* Non-vital differences = ES->NV DIF
* Unimportant differences = ES->UIDIF

* Best bin matches identified in PBBINS dBase by
* Best Vital match = BIN->V MATCH
* Best Non-vital match = BIN->NV MATCH
* Best Unimportant match = BIN->UI MATCH

* clear
* set talk off
* select 1

* use PB SBOST alias ES
* use PB NO CV alias ES
* use PB NO LM alias ES
* use PB NOLMV alias ES
* use PB E CV alias ES
* use PB SBOLT alias ES

****** ******** **** ***

* Make sure all the CET-ES dimension ID's are upper case
* initally
go top
do while .NOT. eof()

replace ES->ACC_SEQ with upper(ES->ACC_SEQ)
replace ES->POWERLEV with upper(ES->POWERLEV)
replace ES->INJ REC with upper(ES->INJREC)
replace ES->LOW RPVP with upper(ES->LOW RPV P)
replace ES->H20_DEBRIS with upper(ES->H20 DEBRIS)
replace ES->CCIEND with upper(ES->CCI_END)
replace ES->SMCONTLK with upper(ES->SMCONTLK)
replace ES->WWFAIL with upper(ES->WW_FAIL)
replace ES->DWFAIL with upper(ES->DWFAIL)
replace ES->DWSPRAYS with upper(ES->DW SPRAYS)
replace ES->DWSPEND with upper(ES->DWSPEND)
replace ES->RPVDISCH with upper(ES->RPV DISCH)
replace ES->SP BYPASS with upper(ES->SP_BYPASS)
replace ES->E RB BYPASS with upper(ES->E RBBYPASS)
replace ES->L RB BYPASS with upper(ES->LRBBYPASS)
replace ES->RBSPRAYS with upper(ES->RB_SPRAYS)
replace ES->CPBASE with upper(ES->CPBASE)
replace ES->CPRISEVB with upper(ES->CPRISEVB)
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replace ES->MELT MODE with upper(ES->MELTMODE)
replace ES->DCH with upper(ES->DCH)
replace ES->SP BYP VB with upper(ES->SP_BYP_VB)
replace ES->L AC PWR_R with upper(ES->LAC_PWRR)
skip

enddo
select 2
use PBBINS alias BIN

* Iterate thru the number of CET end states
select ES
replace all ES->V DIF with 5

**replace all ES->NVDIF with 12
replace all ES->NV DIF with 13

* ********* * ******* *******

replace all ES->UIDIF with 5
go top
do while .not. eof()

* Iterate thru the 77 possible PB Bins comparing to the
* CET end state 22-D's

select BIN
replace all BIN->VMATCH with .F.
go top
do while .not. eof()

OLD V DIF = ES->V DIF
NEW V DIF = 5
if ES->ACCSEQ $ BIN->ACC_SEQ

NEW V DIF = NEWVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->POWER LEV $ BIN->POWER LEV

NEW V DIF = NEWVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->SM CONT LK $ BIN->SM CONT LK

NEWVDIF = NEWVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->WW FAIL $ BIN->WW FAIL

NEW V DIF = NEWVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->DW FAIL $ BIN->DW FAIL

NEW V DIF = NEW_V_DIF - 1
endif
BIN CT BIN->BIN NO
if NEW V DIF < OLD V DIF

replace all BIN->VMATCH with .F.
goto BINCT
replace BIN->V MATCH with .T.
replace ES->V DIF with NEW V DIF
replace ES->BIN_NO with BIN->BINNO

endif
if NEW V DIF = OLD V DIF

replace BIN->V_MATCH with .T.
endif
skip
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enddo

* replace all BIN->P3,MATCH with .F.
* replace all ES->P3_DIF with 1
* go top
* do while .NOT. eof()

do while BIN->V MATCH
* OLD P3 DIF = ES->P3_DIF
* NEW P3 DIF = 1

if ES->INJREC $ BIN->INJ REC
*NEW P3 DIF = NEW P3 DIF-- 1
*endif ...
* BIN CT = BIN->BIN NO
* if NEW P3 DIF < OLD P3 DIF
* replace all BIN->P3_MATCH with .F.
* goto BIN CT
* replace BIN->P3 MATCH with .T.
* replace ES->P3_DIF with NEWP3 DIF
* replace ES->BIN_NO with BIN->BINNO
* endif
* if NEW P3 DIF = OLD P3 DIF
* replace BIN->P3_MATCH with .T.
* endif
* exit
* enddo
* skip
* enddo

* To generate the best non-vital match, compare only those
* bins that provided a vital match to the CET end state

replace all BIN->NVMATCH with .F.
go top
do while .NOT. eof()

* do while BIN->P3 MATCH
* NEW-NV DIF = 11

do while BIN->V MATCH
NEWNV DIF 12

OLD NV DIF = ES->NVDIF
if ES->INJ REC $ BIN->INJ REC

NEW NV DIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->LOW RPV P $ BIN->LOW RPV P

NEW NV DIF = NEW NVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->H20_DEBRIS $ BIN->H20_DEBRIS

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->CCI END $ BIN->CCIEND

NEWNVDIF = NEW NVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->DW SPRAYS $ BIN->DW SPRAYS

NEWNVDIF = NEW NVDIF - 1
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endif
if ES->SPBYPASS $ BIN->SPBYPASS

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->ERBBYPAS $ BIN->ERBBYPAS

NEWNV DIF = NEWNV DIF - 1
endif
if ES->LRBBYPAS $ BIN->LRBBYPAS

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->MELTMODE $ BIN->MELTMODE

NEWNVDIF = NEWNV DIF - 1
endif
if ES->DCH $ BIN->DCH

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->SP BYP VB $ BIN->SPBYPVB

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->LACPWRR $ BIN->LACPWRR

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
BIN CT = BIN->BINNO
if NEWNVDIF < OLDNVDIF

replace all BIN->NVMATCH with .F.
goto BIN_CT
replace BIN->NV MATCH with .T.
replace ES->NV DIF with NEW NV DIF
replace ES->BIN_NO with BIN->BINNO

endif
if NEWNVDIF = OLD NVDIF

replace BIN->NVMATCH with .T.
endif
exit
enddo
skip

enddo

* To generate the best unimportant match, compare only
* those bins that provided a non-vital match to the CET end
* state

replace all BIN->UIMATCH with .F.
go top
do while .NOT. eof()

do while BIN->NV MATCH
OLD UI DIF = ES->UIDIF
NEW UI DIF = 5
if ES->DW SP END $ BIN->DW SP END

NEW UIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->RPVDISCH $ BIN->RPVDISCH

NEWUIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->RB SPRAYS $ BIN->RB SPRAYS

NEWUI DIF = NEWUI DIF - 1
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endif
if ES->CP BASE $ BIN->CP BASE

NEWUIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->CPRISEVB $ BIN->CPRISEVB

NEWUIDIF = NEW UIDIF - 1
endif
BIN CT = BIN->BIN NO
if NEW UI DIF < OLD UI DIF

replace all BIN->UI_MATCH with .F.
goto BINCT
replace BIN->UIMATCH with .T.
replace ES->UI DIF with NEW UI DIF
replace ES->BINNO with BIN->BINNO

endif
if NEWUIDIF = OLDUIDIF

replace BIN->UIMATCH with .T.
endif
exit
enddo
skip

enddo

* Move on to next CET end state for comparison to the bins
select ES
skip

enddo

* Bin all OK's into bin number 56 and identify the
* number of dimensions that differ from those in bin 56
select ES
go top
replace ES->BINNO with 56 for at('ok',CETES) <>0
go top
replace ES->BINNO with 77 for at('ok',CET ES) <>0

.and. at('B6',CETES) <>0
go top
do while .NOT. eof()

do while at('ok',CET_ES) <>0
select BIN
goto ES->BINNO
select ES
NEWV DIF = 5
if ES->ACCSEQ $ BIN->ACCSEQ

NEW V DIF = NEW_V_DIF - 1
endif
if ES->POWER LEV $ BIN->POWERLEV

NEW V DIF = NEW_V_DIF - 1
endif
if ES->SM CONT LK $ BIN->SM CONTLK

NEW V DIF = NEWVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->WW FAIL $ BIN->WW FAIL

NEW_V_DIF = NEW V DIF - 1
endif
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if ES->DWFAIL $ BIN->DWFAIL
NEWVDIF = NEWVDIF - 1

endif
replace ES->VDIF with NEW_V_DIF

NEW NV DIF = 12
if ES->INJ REC $ BIN->INJ REC

NEW NV DIF = NEW NV DIF - 1
endif
if ES->LOWRPVP $ BIN->LOWRPVP

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->H20_DEBRIS $ BIN->H20_DEBRIS

NEWNVDIF = NEW NVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->CCIEND $ BIN->CCIEND

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->DW SPRAYS $ BIN->DW SPRAYS

NEW NV DIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->SP BYPASS $ BIN->SP BYPASS

NEW NV DIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->ERBBYPAS $ BIN->ERBBYPAS

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->L RB BYPAS $ BIN->L RB BYPAS

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->MELT MODE $ BIN->MELTMODE

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->DCH $ BIN->DCH

NEW NV DIF = NEW NV DIF - 1
endif
if ES->SPBYPVB $ BIN->SPBYPVB

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif
if ES->LACPWRR $ BIN->LACPWRR

NEWNVDIF = NEWNVDIF - 1
endif

replace ES->NVDIF with NEWNVDIF
NEW UI DIF = 5
if ES->DWSPEND $ BIN->DWSPEND

NEWUIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->RPV DISCH $ BIN->RPV DISCH

NEWUIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->RB SPRAYS $ BIN->RB SPRAYS

NEWUIDIF = NEWUIDIF - 1
endif
if ES->CP BASE $ BIN->CP BASE

NEWUIDIF = NEW UIDIF - 1
endif
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if ES->CP RISE VB $ BIN->CP RISEVB
NEW UI DIF = NEWUIDIF - 1

endif
replace ES->UIDIF with NEWUIDIF
exit
enddo

skip
enddo

* Identify the 'dimensions that deviate from the PB bin
* dimensions
select ES
go top
do while .not. eof()
select BIN
go ES->BINNO

if ES->ACC SEQ $ BIN->ACCSEQ
replace ES->ACCSEQ with upper(ES->ACCSEQ)

else
replace ES->ACCSEQ with lower(ES->ACCSEQ)

endif
if ES->POWERLEV $ BIN->POWERLEV

replace ES->POWERLEV with upper(ES->POWERLEV)
else

replace ES->POWERLEV with lower(ES->POWERLEV)
endif
if ES->CCI END $ BIN->CCI END

replace ES->CCIEND with upper(ES->CCIEND)
else

replace ES->CCIEND with lower(ES->CCIEND)
endif
if ES->WW FAIL $ BIN->WW FAIL

replace ES->WW_FAIL with upper(ES->WWFAIL)
else

replace ES->WWFAIL with lower(ES->WWFAIL)
endif
if ES->DW FAIL $ BIN->DW FAIL

replace ES->DWFAIL with upper(ES->DWFAIL)
else

replace ES->DWFAIL with lower(ES->DWFAIL)
endif
if ES->INJREC $ BIN->INJREC

replace ES->INJREC with upper(ES->INJREC)
else

replace ES->INJREC with lower(ES->INJREC)
endif
if ES->LOW RPV P $ BIN->LOW RPV P

replace ES->LOWRPVP with upper(ES->LOW_RPVP)
else

replace ES->LOWRPVP with lower(ES->LOWRPVP)
endif
if ES->H20 DEBRIS $ BIN->H20 DEBRIS

replace ES->H20_DEBRIS with upper(ES->H20_DEBRIS)
else

replace ES->H20_DEBRIS with lower(ES->H20_DEBRIS)
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endif
if ES->SM CONT LK $ BIN->SM CONTLK

replace ES->SM_CONTLK with upper(ES->SMCONTLK)
else

replace ES->SMCONTLK with lower(ES->SMCONTLK)
endif
if ES->DW SPRAYS $ BIN->DW SPRAYS

replace ES->DWSPRAYS with upper(ES->DWSPRAYS)
else

replace ES->DWSPRAYS with lower(ES->DWSPRAYS)
endif
if ES->SP BYPASS $ BIN->SP BYPASS

replace ES->SPBYPASS with upper(ES->SPBYPASS)
else

replace ES->SPBYPASS with lower(ES->SPBYPASS)
endif
if ES->E RB BYPAS $ BIN->ERBBYPAS

replace ES->ERBBYPASS with upper(ES->ERBBYPASS)
else

replace ES->ERBBYPASS with lower(ES->E RB BYPASS)
endif
if ES->L RB BYPAS $ BIN->LRBBYPAS

replace ES->LRBBYPASS with upper(ES->LRB_BYPASS)
else

replace ES->LRBBYPASS with lower(ES->LRBBYPASS)
endif
if ES->MELT MODE $ BIN->MELT MODE

replace ES->MELTMODE with upper(ES->MELTMODE)
else

replace ES->MELTMODE with lower(ES->MELTMODE)
endif
if ES->DCH $ BIN->DCH

replace ES->DCH with upper(ES->DCH)
else

replace ES->DCH with lower(ES->DCH)
endif
if ES->SP BYP VB $ BIN->SPBYPVB

replace ES->SPBYPVB with upper(ES->SPBYPVB)
else

replace ES->SPBYPVB with lower(ES->SPBYPVB)
endif
if ES->L AC PWR R $ BIN->L AC PWR R

replace ES->LACPWRR with-upper(ES->LACPWRR)
else

replace ES->LACPWRR with lower(ES->LACPWRR)
endif
if ES->DW SP END $ BIN->DW SP END

replace ES->DWSPEND with upper(ES->DWSPEND)
else

replace ES->DWSPEND with lower(ES->DWSPEND)
endif
if ES->RPV DISCH $ BIN->RPV DISCH

replace ES->RPVDISCH with upper(ES->RPVDISCH)
else

replace ES->RPVDISCH with lower(ES->RPVDISCH)
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endif
if ES->RB SPRAYS $ BIN->RBSPRAYS

replace ES->RBSPRAYS with upper(ES->RB_SPRAYS)
else

replace ES->RBSPRAYS with lower(ES->RB_SPRAYS)
endif
if ES->CP BASE $ BIN->CP BASE

replace ES->CPBASE with upper(ES->CPBASE)
else

replace ES->CPBASE with lower(ES->CPBASE)
endif
if ES->CP RISE VB $ BIN->CPRISEVB

replace ES->CP_RISEVB with upper(ES->CPRISEVB)
else

replace ES->CPRISEVB with lower(ES->CPRISEVB)
endif

select ES
skip
enddo
* set talk on
* ?chr(7)
return
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Page No.
05/01/89

1

Peach Bottom SBO-LT (Revised Base Case)
CET-ES Binning Results - Case 1

ES CET end state
No

Vital
Diff.

(5)

Non-V.
Diff.

(12)

Unimp.
Diff.

(5)

ES Prob.

** PDS OK

* Bin 56.0

1 ok+aO÷Tl
2 ok+a6+Tl+BO

* Subsubtotal *

** Subtotal **

2
2

5 2 0.999267120735
5 2 0.000732879265

1.000000000000

1.000000000000

** PDS TB

* Bin 57.0
16 ac+Tl+BO+B6+V1+RV+NC+LM
17 ac+TI+BO+B6+Vl+RV+NC+LM+RB

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 59.0
7 ac+ve+Tl+BO+B6+RV+NC+LM
8 ac+ve+Tl+BO+B6+RV+NC+LM+RB

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 64.0
31 ac+Tl+BO+B6+X+Vl+RV+NC+LM
33 ac+Tl+BO+B6+X+Vl+RV+OE

115 Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+LM
117 T1+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+V1+OE

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 66.0
32 ac+Tl+BO+B6+X+Vl+RV+NC+LM+RB
34 ac+Tl+BO+B6+X+Vl+RV+OE+RB

116 Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+LM+RB
118 Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+V1+OE+RB

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 67.0
6 ac+ve+T1+BO+B6+RV+NC+RB

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 68.0
4 ac+ve+cd+Tl+BO+B6+RV
5 ac+ve+Tl+BO+B6+RV+NC

0
0

6
7

2
2

0.054217541223
0.013580203183

0.067797744406

0 7
0 8

2 0.006041383165
2 0.001512927579

0.007554310744

0
0
0
0

6
6
1
1

2
2
2
2

0.000032685432
0.000154390903
0.034544319122
0.058864759042

0.093596154500

0.000008158449
0.000038675179
0.008623170842
0.014716189761

0
0
0
0

6
6
1
1

2
2
2
2

0.023386194231

0 2 2 0.001512927579

0.001512927579

0 2 2 0.026850591844
0 2 2 0.006041383165
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Page No.
05/01/89

2

Peach Bottom SBO-LT (Revised Base Case)
CET-ES Binning Results - Case 1

ES
No

CET end state Vital
Diff.

(5)

Non-V.
Diff.

(12)

Unimp.
Diff.

(5)

ES Prob.

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 72.0
11 ac+vl+Tl+BO+B6+Vl+RV+NC
12 ac+vl+TI+BO+B6+Vl+RV+NC+RB
14 ac+TI+BO+B6+VI+RV+NC+V2+OL
15 ac+T1+BO+B6+Vl+RV+NC+V2+OL+RB
26 ac+vl+TI+BO+B6+X+VI+RV+NC
27 ac+vl+TI+BO+B6+X+V1+RV+NC+RB
29 ac+TI+BO+B6+X+Vl+RV+NC+V2+OL
30 ac+TI+BO+B6+X+VI+RV+NC+V2+OL+RB

105 vl+ad+TI+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl
106 vl+ad+Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+RB
108 ad+Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+V2+OL
109 ad+Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+V1+V2+OL+RB
110 vl+T1+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+BD
111 vl+TI+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+Vl+BD+RB
113 TI+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+VI+BD+V2+OL
114 Tl+BO+B6+BC+X+SF+VI+BD+V2+OL+RB

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 75.0
3 ac+ve+cd+Tl+BO+B6

* Subsubtotal *

* Bin 77.0
9 ok+ac+Tl+BO+B6+Vl

10 ac+cd+TI+BO+B6+Vl+RV
24 ok+ac+Tl+BO+B6+X+V1
25 ac+cd+TI+BO+B6+X+V1+RV

* Subsubtotal *

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

3
4
4
5
3
4
4
5
6
7
7
8
4
5
5
6

2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

0.032891975009

0.053701183688
0.013476931676
0.000542175412
0.000135802032
0.000032323982
0.000008106813
0.000000309815
0.000000103271
0.007848634539
0.001967322210
0.000079519060
0.000019879765
0.002659241308
0.000666101221
0.023958989645
0.005989-747411

0.111086371848

0 2 2 0.041979867633

0.041979867633

0
0
0
0

2
3
2
3

2
2
2
2

0.377973715956
0.241655326595
0.000420315034
0.000145096467

0.620194454052

1.000000000000
** Subtotal **

** PDS TBU

* Bin 56.0
119 SBO-ST+TI+BO+U

* Subsubtotal *
0 5 2 1.000000000000

1.000000000000
** Subtotal **

1.000000000000
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ABSTRACT

This investigation provides an assessment of the likelihood and conse-
quences of a severe accident in a spent fuel storage pool - the complete
draining of the pool. Potential mechanisms and conditions for failure of the
spent fuel, and the subsequent release of the fission products, are identi-
fied. Two older PWR and BWR spent fuel storage pool designs are considered
based on a preliminary screening study which tried to identify vulnerabili-
ties. Internal and external events and accidents are assessed. Conditions
which could lead to failure of the spent fuel Zircaloy cladding as a result of
cladding rupture or as a result of a self-sustaining oxidation reaction are
presented. Propagation of a cladding fire to older stored fuel assemblies is
evaluated. Spent fuel pool fission product inventory is estimated and the
releases and consequences for the various cladding failure scenarios are pro-
vided. Possible preventive or mitigative measures are qualitatively evalu-
ated. The uncertainties in the risk estimate are large, and areas where ad-
ditional evaluations are needed to reduce uncertainty are identified.
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PREFACE

This study is an initial attempt by Brookhaven National Laboratory to
characterize the radiological risks posed by storage of spent reactor fuel at
commercial reactor sites in the United States. This work was done at the
request of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission in support of their techni-
cal analysis related to Generic Safety Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Acci-
dents in Spent Fuel Pools." The method of analysis used in this study was to
a) survey the spent fuel pool configurations at commercial reactor sites in
terms of the characteristics that are important to risk and b) perform de-
tailed analyses of those spent fuel configurations for which the risk appeared
to be potentially significant. The detailed analyses were performed by using
the methodology of probabilistic risk assessment that has been used extensive-
ly in the assessment of power plant risks during normal operation. Thus, this
initial study, while limited in resources, required the integration of several
technologically distinct disciplines (e.g., seismic analysis, fuel degradation
analysis, offsite consequence analysis). Although these disciplines have been
integrated before in the normal operation risk assessments, the application to
the spent fuel problem posed novel and uncertain conditions not encountered in
the normal operation risk assessments. The present study did not address:
the potential for recriticality; the fuel damage process during a slow pool
drainage; and the fuel reconfiguration after a clad fire, The results of this
study have additional uncertainty, beyond those characteristic of traditional
risk assessment studies for reactor operations, which is associated with the
novel aspects of the phenomenology and the limitations of the data base.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

S.1 INTRODUCTION

Generic Safety Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel
Pools," was assigned a MEDIUM priority in November 1983.1 In this prioritiza-
tion, the NRC staff considered three factors that had not been included in
earlier risk assessments: 2

1. Spent fuel is currently being stored rather than shipped for repro-
cessing or repository disposal, resulting in much larger inventories
of spent assemblies in reactor fuel basins than had previously been
anticipated,

2. In order to accommodate the larger inventory, high density racking is
necessary, and

3. A theoretical model 3 , 4 suggested the possibility of Zircaloy fire,
propagating from recently discharged assemblies to lower power
assemblies in the event of complete drainage of water from the pool.

The Reactor Safety Study,2 commonly referred to as WASH-1400, concluded
that the risks associated with spent fuel storage were extremely small in com-
parison with accidents associated with the reactor core. That conclusion was
based on design and operational features of the storage pools which made the
loss of water inventory highly unlikely. In addition it was assumed that the
pool inventory would be limited to about one-third of a core.

Subsequent to the Reactor Safety Study, A.S. Benjamin et al. 3 , 4 inves-
tigated the heatup of spent fuel following drainage of the pool. A computer
code, SFUEL, was developed to analyze thermal-hydraulic phenomena occurring
when storage racks and spent assemblies become exposed to air.

Calculations with SFUEL indicated that, for some storage configurations
and decay times, the Zircaloy cladding could reach temperatures at which the
exothermic oxidation would become self-sustaining with resultant destruction
of the cladding and fission product release. The possibility of propagation
to adjacent assemblies (i.e., the cladding would catch fire and burn at a high
enough temperature to heat neighboring fuel assemblies to the ignition point)
was also identified. Under certain conditions, the entire inventory of stored
fuel could become involved. Cladding fires of this type could occur at tem-
peratures well below the melting point of the U02 fuel. The cladding ignition
point is about 9000 C compared to the fuel melting point of 2880°C.

There is no case on record of a significant loss of water inventory from
a domestic, commercial spent fuel storage pool. However, two recent incidents
have raised concern about the possibility of a partial draindown of a storage
pool as a result of pneumatic seal failures.

The first incident occurred at the Haddam Neck reactor during prepara-
tions for refueling with the refueling cavity flooded. An inflatable seal
bridging the annulus between the reactor vessel flange and the reactor cavity
bearing plate extruded into the gap, allowing 200,000 gallons of borated water
to drain out of the refueling cavity into the lower levels of the containment
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building in about 20 minutes. Gates to the transfer tube and the fuel storage
pool were in the closed position, so no water drained from the pool. 6

The second pneumatic seal failure incident occurred in the Hatch spent
storage pool/transfer canal, (the seal failure at Hatch was not in the
refueling cavity) which released approximately 141, 000 gallons of water and
resulted in a drop in water level in the pool of about five feet. 7

However, the BNL review of these events indicates that they are unique to
the plants involved and such events are unlikely to cause a substantial loss
of pool inventory for other plants. However, pneumatic seal failures may
expose individual fuel bundles during refueling and these events are being
investigated as part of Generic Issue 137, "Refueling Cavity Seal Failure."

S.2 OBJECTIVE

The objective of this investigation is to provide an assessment of the
potential risk from possible accidents in spent fuel pools. The risks are de-
fined in terms of:

- the probabilities of various initiating events that might compromise
the structural integrity of the pool or its cooling capability,

- the probability of a system failure, given an initiating event,
- fuel failure mechanisms, given a system failure,
- potential radionuclide releases, and
- consequences of a specified release.

This study generally follows the logic of a typical probabilistic risk
analysis (PRA); however, because of the relatively limited number of potential
accident sequences which could result in the draining of the pool, the analy-
ses have been greatly simplified.

The configurations of spent fuel storage pools vary from plant to plant.
-In BWR's, the pools are located within the reactor building with the bottom of
the pool at about the same elevation as the upper portion of the reactor pres-
sure vessel. During refueling the cavity above the top of the pressure vessel
is flooded to the same elevation as the storage pool, so that fuel assemblies
can be transferred directly from the reactor to the pool via a gate which sep-
arates the pool from the cavity. In PWR plants, the storage pool is located
in an auxiliary building. In some cases the pool surface is at about grade
level, in others the pool bottom is at grade. The refueling cavities are
usually connected to the storage pool by a transfer tube. During refueling
the spent assembly is removed from the reactor vessel and placed in a contain-
er which then turns on its side, moves through the transfer tube to the stor-
age pool, is set upright again and removed from the transfer container to a
storage rack. Various gates and weirs separate different sections of the
transfer and storage systems. A screening study was performed to identify
potentially risk significant sequences involving spent fuel pools, the pool
design features of the commercial power plants were reviewed and summarized.

In order to prioritize the present risk analysis, a preliminary risk
assessment was performed for spent fuel pools using the RSS methodology 2 and
the results of the above screening study. This preliminary study indicated
that a seismic initiated failure of the pool was the dominant risk
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contributor. Based on this assessment, two older BWR and PWR plants were
selected for more detailed studies based on their perceived vulnerability to
seismic events. Specifically, Millstone 1 and Ginna, were selected because of
availability of data, fuel pool inventory, and the relative familiarity of the
BNL *staff with the various candidate sites. The operating histories of the
two plants were modeled to obtain a realistic radioactive inventory in the
various spent fuel batches.

S.3 ACCIDENT INITIATING EVENTS AND PROBABILITY ESTIMATES

Accident initiating events that have been considered include both inter-
nal and external events:

- pool heatup due to loss of cooling water circulation capability,
- structural failure of pool due to seismic events or missiles,
- partial draindown of pool due to pneumatic seal failure, and
- structural failure of pool due to a heavy load drop.

Accidents leading to complete pool draining that might be initiated by
loss of cooling water circulation capability, missiles, and pneumatic seal
failure were found to have a very low likelihood. However, the frequency
estimates for pool draining due to structural failure resulting from seismic
events and heavy load drops were found to be quite uncertain. In the case of
seismic events, the seismic hazard and structural fragilities both contribute
to the uncertainty range. For heavy load drops, human error probabilities,
structural damage potentials and recovery actions are the primary sources of
uncertainties.

S.4 EVALUATION OF FUEL CLADDING FAILURE

The SFUEL computer code developed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
by Benjamin et al., 3 analyzes the behavior of spent fuel assemblies after an
accident has drained the pool. The analyses predict that self-sustaining oxi-
dation of the Zircaloy cladding (i.e., a cladding fire) would occur for a wide
range of decay heat levels and storage geometries. Several limitations in the
SFUEL analyses had been recognized in Reference 3 and have been addressed in a
modified version of the code, SFUEL1W. 4

The BNL evaluations of SFUELIW have led to the conclusions that the modi-
fied code gives a reasonable estimate of the potential for propagation of a
cladding fire from high power to low power spent fuel while the fuel is in-
tact. The code therefore provides a valuable tool for assessing the likeli-
hood of a cladding fire for a variety of intact spent fuel configurations in
the event that the pool is drained.

S.5 CONSEQUENCE EVALUATION

Radioactive releases are estimated for the two plants for cladding fail-
ure scenarios predicted by SFUEL calculations involving cladding fires. Par-
tial drainage events where the cladding may rupture and release the rod gap
inventory (without a fire) are also presented.

The radioactive inventories contained in the spent fuel pools (as of
April 1987) for Millstone 1 and Ginna were calculated using the ORIGEN2
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computer code, 8 based on the operating histories of each of the plants (Appen-
dix A). The calculated data included the 1987 inventories for each fuel batch
discharged at each refueling over the operating history.

Fractional releases for various groups of radionuclides were estimated
based on the physical parameters characterizing the SFUEL failure scenario.
Thus, source terms were estimated corresponding to the seven accident scenar-
ios: five involving cladding fire for various amounts of fuel, and two in-
volving cladding rupture (without a fire).

Off-site radiological- consequences were calculated using the CRAC2 com-
puter code. 9  Because of several features in the health physics modeling in
the CRAC2 code, the population dose results are not very sensitive to the
estimated fission product release. A more sensitive measure of the accident
severity appears to be the interdiction area (contaminated land area) which in
the worst cases was about two hundred square miles. While the long-term
health effects (i.e., person-rem) are potentially large, it is important to
note that no "prompt fatalities" were predicted and the risk of injury was
also negligible.

S.6 RISK PROFILE

The likelihood and consequences of various spent fuel pool accidents have
been combined to obtain the risks which are summarized in Table S.I. The
population dose results are insensitive to the fission product release be-
cause they are driven by decontamination levels assigned within the CRAC2
code. The health physics models in CRAC2 assign a maximum allowable dose for
each individual before the contaminated area is reoccupied. This allowable
dose for the returning population is the dominant contributor to total expo-
sure and limits the utility of the dose calculation. Thus the land interdic-
tion area is included in Table S.1 as a more sensitive representation of the
severity of the postulated accident.

The unique character of fuel pool accidents (potentially large releases
of long lived isotopes) makes it difficult to compare directly to reactor core
melt accidents. There are no early health effects. The long-term exposure
calculations are driven by assumptions in the CRAC modeling and the results
are not very sensitive to the severity of the accident. There is substantial
uncertainty in the fission product release estimates. These uncertainties are
due to both uncertainty in the accident progression (fuel temperature after
clad oxidation and fuel relocation occurs) and the uncertainty in fission
product decontamination.

S.7 CONSIDERATION OF MEASURES WHICH MIGHT REDUCE CONSEQUENCES

A number of potential preventive and mitigative measures were identified,
but because of the large uncertainty ranges in Table S.1, the potential bene-
fits of such measures are also uncertain and plant specific. A cost benefit
analysis has not been performed. Rather, the phenomenological insights, de-
veloped during the investigation, have been used to generate a list of pos-
sible risk reduction measures. Calculations with the SFUEL code indicate
that, for those plants that use a high density storage rack configuration, a
factor of five reduction in the fire probability, (given loss of pool inven-
tory) can be achieved by improved air circulation capability. This reduction
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factor is based upon the time period after discharge for which SFUEL predicted
that the decay heat is sufficient to initiate a clad fire. Considering the
large uncertainty in risk, a plant specific cost/benefit analyses should be
performed before such risk reduction measures are implemented.

S.8 CONCLUSIONS

This limited risk assessment, which was performed for two older spent
fuel pools, indicates that the risk estimates are quite uncertain and could
potentially (under worst case assumptions) be significant. The uncertainty in
risk is dominated by the estimated uncertainty in the likelihood of the loss
of pool integrity due to beyond design basis seismic events. This uncertainty
is, in turn, driven by the uncertainty in the seismic hazard and the spent
fuel pool. fragility. These risk ranges are consistent with the current medium
priority assigned to the issue by the NRC. 1  It is not clear that these uncer-
tainty ranges are directly applicable to other plants because the plants
selected for detailed study were chosen specifically for their perceived vul-
nerability to seismic events after an extensive screening process (refer to
Section S.2). For example, if the fragility estimates for plants, which meet
the new seismic design criteria, were used, a significant reduction in the
predicted likelihood of seismically initiated pool failure would result. In
addition many of the new plants have pool configurations and administrative
procedures which would preclude cask drop accidents. Therefore, in order to
determine whether other plants have a significant risk profile, a plant spe-
cific evaluation would be required. A key part of such an evaluation would be
to obtain a realistic seismic fragility estimate for the specific spent fuel
pool.
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Table S.1 Estimated Risk for the Two Spent Fuel
the Two Dominant Contributors

Pools from

Spent Fuel Interdiction1
Accident Pool Fire Health Risk1  Risk

Initiator Probability/Ry (Man-rem/Ry) (Sq. Mi./Ry)

Seismic induced
PWR pool failure 2.6xlO-4-1.6xlO- 10  600-Neg.* .011-Neg.

Seismic induced
BWR pool failure 6.5xlO' 5-4x10- 1 1  156-Neg. .003-Neg.

Cask drop 2 induced
PWR pool failure 3x10 5 -3xlO- 12  70-Neg. .001-Neg.
Cask drop 2 induced

BWR pool failure 8xlO- 6-8x1O- 13  20-Neg. 4xlO- 4-Neg.

*Neg. - Negligible.

1The upper end of the risk ranges assumes no fire propagation from the
last fuel discharge to older fuel. However, the fission products in
the last fuel discharge were assumed to be released during the fire
with no fission product decontamination on structures.

2 After removal of accumulated inventory resumes. Presently, most plants
are accumulating spent fuel in the pool without shipping to permanent
storage. (Note that many new plants have pool configurations and admin-
istrative procedures which would preclude this failure mode.)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Generic Safety Issue 82, "Beyond Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel
Pools," was assigned a MEDIUM priority in November 1983.1 In this prioritiza-
tion, the NRC staff considered three factors that had not been included in
earlier risk assessments: 2

1. Spent fuel is currently being stored rather than shipped for repro-
cessing or repository disposal, resulting in much larger inventories
of spent assemblies in reactor fuel basins than had previously been
anticipated;

2. In order to accommodate the larger inventory, high density racking is
necessary, and

3. A theoretical model 3 suggested the possibility of Zircaloy fire,
propagating from assembly to assembly in the event of complete drain-
age of water from the pool.

1.1 Previous Investigations

The Reactor Safety Study, 2 commonly referred to as WASH-1400, concluded
that the risks associated with spent fuel storage were extremely small in com-
parison with accidents associated with the reactor core. That conclusion was
based on design and operational features of the storage pools which made the
loss of water inventory highly unlikely, e.g.,

" The pool structures were designed to withstand safe shutdown earth-
quakes,

• The fuel racks were designed to preclude criticality,
" Pool design and instrumentation precluded inadvertent and undetected

loss of water inventory,
* Procedures and interlocks prevented the drop of heavy loads on stored

assemblies, and
" The storage structures were designed to accommodate the forces and

missiles generated by violent storms.

Probabilities of pool failures due to external events (earthquakes, mis-
siles) or heavy load drops were estimated to be in the range of 10-6 /year.
Radioactive release estimates were based on melting of 1/3 of a core for var-
ious decay periods, with and without filtration of the building atmosphere
(see Ref. 2, Table 1 5-2).

Subsequent to the Reactor Safety Study, A.S. Benjamin et al. 3 investigat-
ed the heatup of spent fuel following drainage of the pool. A computer code,
SFUEL, was developed to analyze thermal-hydraulic phenomena occurring when
storage racks and spent assemblies become exposed to air. The computer model
takes into account decay time, fuel assembly design, storage racks design,
packing density, room ventilation and other variables that affect the heatup
of the fuel.

Calculations with SFUEL indicated that, for some storage configurations
and decay times, the Zircaloy cladding could reach temperatures at which the
exothermic oxidation would become self-sustaining with resultant destruction



of the cladding and fission product release. The possibility of propagation
to adjacent assemblies (i.e., the cladding would catch fire and burn at a hot
enough temperature to heat neighboring fuel assemblies to the ignition point)
was also identified. Under certain conditions, the entire inventory of stored
fuel could become involved. Cladding fires of this type could occur at tem-
peratures well below the melting point of the U02 fuel. The cladding ignition
point is about 900'C compared to the fuel melting point of 2880'C.

Uncertainties in the SFUEL calculations were primarily attributed to un-
certainties in the zirconium oxidation rates.

Further work was done to refine the SFUEL computer model and to compare
calculated results with experimental data. 4  These more recent results have
generally confirmed the earlier concepts of a Zircaloy fire which, given the
right conditions, will propagate to neighboring assemblies. However, compari-
sons to out-of-pile heat-up data have not shown good agreement with the code.
As discussed in Section 3, the SNL authors noted that more work in several
areas was needed to define more precisely the conditions and configurations
which allow or prevent propagation.

Several studies have been conducted on alternative spent fuel storage
concepts. Among these is a report published by the Electric Power Research
Institute (EPRI), which applies probabilistic risk assessment techniques to
several storage concepts. While this study does not directly address Generic
Safety Issue 82, it does provide useful insight on appropriate analytical
methodology as well as useful data on an in-ground (on-site) storage pool.

1.2 Related Events

There is no case on record of a significant loss of water inventory from
a domestic, commercial spent fuel storage pool. However, two recent incidents
have raised concern about the possibility of a partial draindown of a storage
pool as a result of pneumatic seal failures.

The first incident occurred at the Haddam Neck reactor during prepara-
tions for refueling. 6  An inflatable seal bridging the annulus between the
reactor vessel flange and the reactor cavity bearing plate extruded into the
gap, allowing 200,000 gallons of borated water to drain out of the refueling
cavity into the lower levels of the containment building in about 20 minutes.
Gates to the transfer tube and the fuel storage pool were in the closed posi-
tion, so no water drained from the pool. 7  Had these gates been open at the
time of the leak, and had they not been closed within 10 to 15 minutes, the
pool would have drained to a depth of about 8.5 feet, exposing the upper 3
feet of the active fuel region in the spent fuel assemblies. 7  Also, had the
transfer of spent fuel been in progress with an assembly on the refueling
machine, immediate action would have been necessary to place the assembly in a
safe location under water to limit exposure to personnel. The NRC has identi-
fied this aspect, of a seal failure accident as potential Generic Issue 137,
"Refueling Cavity Seal Failure."' The current schedule for evaluation of the
issue is December 1987.

The NRC Office of Inspection and Enforcement required all licensees to
promptly evaluate the potential for refueling cavity seal failures. 6  Re-
sponses indicated that the refueling cavity configuration at Haddam Neck is
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unique in that the annulus between the reactor flange and the cavity bearing
plate is more than 2 feet wide. In most plants this gap is only about 2
inches wide. 9 About 40 operating (or soon to operate) reactors use inflatable
seals in the refueling cavity. However, because of design differences, the
Haddam Neck failure does not appear to be directly applicable to the other
plants. It is noted that most BWR plants have permanent steel bellows seals
to fill the gap between the reactor flange and the cavity bearing plate. This
issue is discussed more fully in Section 2.3.

The second pneumatic seal failure incident occurred in the Hatch spent
storage pool/transfer canal in December 1986.10 In this incident, a pair of
pneumatic seals deflated when the compressed air supply was inadvertently shut
off. The seals involved were in the transfer canal flexible seismic joint.
The leak detection annunciator failed to alarm and the leak was not discovered
for about 7-1/2 hours. Approximately 141,000 gallons of water leaked from the
storage fuel and the water level dropped about .5-1/2 feet.

1.3 Risk Potential

This study addresses beyond design basis accidents in spent fuel pools
that might result in the complete loss of pool water due to structural fail-
ure, massive leaks or boil-off of inventory due to prolonged failure of
cooling systems. The risk potentials are defined in terms of

- the probabilities of various initiating events that might compromise
the structural integrity of the pool or its cooling capability,

- the probability of a system failure, given an initiating event,
- fuel failure mechanisms, given a system failure,
- potential radionuclide releases, and
- consequences of a specified release.

The analyses generally follow the logic of typical probabilistic risk
analyses (PRA); however, because of the relatively limited number of potential
accident sequences, which could result in the draining of the pool, the analy-
ses have been greatly simplified.

1.4 Discussion of Spent Fuel Storage Pool Designs and Features

The general design criteria for spent fuel storage facilities are stated
in Appendix A of 10 CFR 50,11 and are discussed more fully in Regulatory Guide
1.13.12

The pool structures, spent fuel racks and overhead cranes must be design-
ed to Seismic Category I standards. It is required that the systems be de-
signed (1) with capability to permit appropriate periodic inspection and test-
ing of components important to safety, (2) with suitable shielding for radia-
tion protection, (3) with appropriate containment, confinement, and filtering
systems, (4) with a residual heat removal capability having reliability and
testability that reflects the importance to safety of decay heat and other
residual heat removal, and (5) to prevent significant reduction in fuel stor-
age coolant inventory under accident conditions. 11

As part of the preliminary screening study for accident vulnerabilities,
the design features of the spent fuel pools for the commercial power plants
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were reviewed and assembled. The configurations of spent fuel storage pools
vary from plant to plant. Table 1.1 summarizes this information for each of
the pools.

In BWRs the pools are located within the reactor building with the bottom
of the pool at about the same elevation as the upper portion of the reactor
pressure vessel. (For example, at Oyster Creek the bottom of the pool is at
elevation 80'6", and the top at 119'3". The water depth is 38 feet.) During
refueling, the cavity above the top of the pressure vessel is flooded to the
same elevation as the storage pool, so that fuel assemblies can be transferred
directly from the reactor to the pool via a gate which separates the pool from
the cavity.

In PWR plants the storage pool is located in an auxiliary building. In
some cases the pool surface is at about grade level, in others the pool bottom
is at grade. The refueling cavities are usually connected to the storage pool
by a transfer tube. During refueling the spent assembly is removed from the
reactor vessel and placed in a container which then turns on its side, moves
through transfer tube to storage pool, set upright again and removed from the
transfer container to a storage rack. Various gates and weirs separate dif-
ferent sections of the transfer and storage systems. More details concerning
various configurations are given in Section 2.3.

1.5 More Detailed Studies

The overall objective of the present investigation was to determine
whether possible severe accidents involving spent fuel pools posed a signifi-
cant risk to the public. In order to prioritize the investigation a prelim-
inary risk assessment was performed using RSS 2 methodology to identify the
potentially important accident sequences and the characteristics of specific
fuel pools which could lead to unusually high vulnerability to accidents.
This preliminary risk assessment indicated that seismically induced structural
failure of the pool appeared to dominate the spent fuel pool risk. This
appeared to be particularly true for older plants in the eastern states where
recent studies have indicated an increase in the estimated seismic hazard.
Based on this preliminary study, two older BWR and PWR plants were selected
for more detailed studies because of their perceived vulnerability to seismic
events. Specifically, Millstone 1 and Ginna, were selected because of availa-
bility of data, fuel pool inventory, and the relative familiarity of the BNL
staff with the various candidate sites. The operating histories of the two
plants were modeled to obtain a realistic radioactive inventory in the various
spent fuel batches. Details of the modeling procedures and a listing of the
calculated radionuclide content are presented in Appendix A.

It should be noted that both plants have relatively large inventories of
spent fuel assemblies in their spent fuel pools.

1.6 Report Content

Accident initiating events and their probabilities are covered in Section
2. Fuel cladding failure scenarios based on the SFUEL1W Computer Code are
evaluated in Section 3. Included are sensitivity analyses of the failure sce-
narios arising from uncertainties in Zircaloy oxidation reaction rate data,
and hardware configuration assumptions. Section 4 presents data on the
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potential for releases of radionuclides under various cladding failure scenar-
ios and compares the projected releases with releasesassociated with severe
core accident sequences. In Section 5, risk profiles are developed in terms
of person-rem population doses for several accident sequences. Section 6 con-
siders measures that might mitigate pool draining and/or Zircaloy fire propa-
gation.

1.7 References for Section I

1. "A Prioritization of Generic Safety Issues," Division of Safety Technolo-
gy, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commis-
sion, NUREG-0933, December 1983, pp. 3.82-1 through 6.

2. "Reactor Safety Study, An Assessment of Accident Risks in U.S. Commercial
Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, NUREG-75/014
(WASH-1400), October 1975, App. I, Section 5.

3. A.S. Benjamin, D.J. McClosksy, D.A. Powers, and S.A. Dupree, "Spent Fuel
Heatup Following Loss of Water During Storage," prepared for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission by Sandia Laboratories, NUREG/CR-0649
(SAND77-1371), May 1979.

4. N.A. Pisano, F. Best, A.S. Benjamin and K.T. Stalker, "The Potential for
Propagation of a Self-Sustaining Zirconium Oxidation Following Loss of
Water in a Spent Fuel Storage Pool," prepared for the U.S. Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission by Sandia Laboratories, (Draft Manuscript, January
1984) (Note: the project ran out of funds before the report was pub-
lished.)

5. D.D. Orvis, C. Johnson, and R. Jones, "Review of Proposed Dry-Storage
Concepts Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment," prepared for the Electric
Power Research Institute by the NUS Corporation, EPRI NP-3365, February
1984.

6. IE Bulletin No. 84-03: "Refueling Cavity Water Seal," U.S. Nuclear Regu-
latory Commission, Office of Inspection and Enforcement, August 24, 1984.

7. Licensee Event Report, LER No. 84-013-00, Haddam Neck, Docket No. 50-213,
"Failure of Refueling Pool Seal," 09/21/84.

8. "Generic Issue Management Control System - First Quarter FY-87 Updates,"
Memorandum from T.P. Speis, Director, Division of Safety Review and Over-
sight, to H.R. Denton, Director, Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation,
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, February 13, 1987.

9. Licensee Responses to NRC IE Bulletin No. 84-03.

10. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, "Morning Report - Region II," Decem-
ber 5, 1986.

11. Code of Federal Regulations, Title 10, Part 50, "Domestic Licensing of
Production and Utilization Facilities, Appendix A, 'General Design Cri-
teria for Nuclear Power Plants,' General Design Criterion 61, 'Fuel Stor-
age and Handling and Radioactivity Control'."
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12. U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Regulatory Guide 1.13, "Spent Fuel
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Table 1.1 BWR's: DATA ON SPENT FUEL STORAGE BASINS. Included are spent fuel storage inventories as of December 1984,
fractions of core in storage, comparisons with the "reference case" of radionuclide inventory, locations of
spent fuel basins, and seismic design bases of pools.

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventory Reference Casec Storage Pool Design
Plant (Mwt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Big Rock Point 240 84 172 2.05 4.9 AB, grd DBE=O.05g

Browns Ferry-1 3293 764 1068 1.40 46.1 RB, ele DBE=0.20g

Browns Ferry-2 3293 764 889 1.16 38.2 RB, ele DBE=0.20g

Browns Ferry-3 3293 764 1768 2.31 76.1 RB, ele DBE=0.20g
f

Brunswick-1 2436 560 1056 1.89 46.0 RB, ele DBE=0.16g

g
Brunswick-2 2436 560 924 1.65 40.2 RB, ele DBE=0.16g

Cooper 2381 548 985 1.80 42.9 RB, ele DBE=0.2g

Dresden-1 700 464 221 0.48 3.36 DBE=O.20g

h h h
Dresden-2 2527 724 2014 2.78 70.3 RB, ele DBE=O.2g

Dresden-3 2527 724 - RB, ele DBE=0.2g

Duane Arnold 1658 368 576 1.57 26.0 RB, ele DBE=0.12g

Fitzpatrick 2436 560 816 1.46 35.6 RB, ele DBE=0.15g

Grand Gulf-1 3833 N/A 0 0.00 0.0 N/A

Hatch-1 2436 560 140 0.25 6.1 RB, ele DBE=0.15g



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventory Reference CaseC Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions'of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Hatch-2 2436 560 1284 2.29 55.8 RB, ele DBE=O.15g

Humboldt Bay 220 172 251 1.46 3.2 N/A DBE=O.50g

LaCrosse 165 72 207 2.88 4.8 AB, grd DBE=O.12g

LaSalle-1 3323 N/A 0 0.00 0.0 RB, ele SSE=0.20g

LaSalle-2 3323 N/A 0 0.00 0.0 RB, ele SSE=0.20g

Limerick-1 3293 N/A 0 0.00 0.0 RB, ele SSE=O.13g

Millstone-1 2011 580 1346 2.32 46.7 RB, ele DBE=0.17g

Monticello 1670 484 1137 2.35 39.2 RB, ele DBE=0.12g

Nine Mile Point-1 1850 532 1244 2.34 43.3 RB, ele DBE=O.I1g

Oyster Creek 1930 560 1375 2.46 47.5 RB, ele DBE=0.22g

Peach Bottom-2 3293 764 1361 1.78 58.6 RB, eie DBE=0.12g

Peach Bottom-3 3293 764 1212 1.59 52.4 RB, ele DBE=0.12g

Pilgrim-1 1998 580 1128 1.94 38.8 RB, ele DBE=0.15g

Quad Cities-1 2511 724 1730 2.39 60.0 RB, ele DBE=0.24g

Quad Cities-2 2511 724 412 0.57 14.3 RB, ele DBE=0.24g



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventoryb Reference Case Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Susquehanna-1 3293 764 0 0.00 0.0 RB, ele SSE=O.lg

Susquehanna-2 3293 764 0 0.00 0.0 RB, ele SSE=O.lg

Vermont Yankee 1593 368 1174 3.19 50.8 RB, ele DBE=O.14g

Wash. Nucl.-2 3323 N/A 0 0.00 0.0 N/A SSE=0.32g

Footnotes

a) Source: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Licensed Operating Reactors, NUREG-0020, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 1985.

b) (Stored Assemblies)/(Assemblies in Core).

c) "Reference Source Term" assumes a thermal power of 3000 MWt, stored inventory from ten annual discharges, last discharge six months ago,
total inventory 1750 assemblies. Source term relative to "Reference Source Term" has not been corrected for age of fuel in storage.

d) Location: RB = reactor building, AB = auxiliary building, grd = pool at grade level, ele = pool at high elevation in building.

e) Seismic design basis as a function of the gravitational acceleration (g): DBE = design basis earthquake, or equivalent as used for older
vintage plants; SSE = safe shutdown earthquake as defined in 10 CFR 100, App. A; Entry shown is the horizontal component.

f) Brunswick-1 has in storage 160 PWR + 656 BWR assemblies, equivalent to 1056 BWR'assemblies.

g) Brunswick-2 has in storage 144 PWR + 564 BWR assemblies, equivalent to 924 BWR assemblies.

h) Dresden Units 2 and 3 have two pools in one structure. The data cited are total of the two.

i) N/A = data not available.



Table 1.1 (Cont'd) PWR's: DATA ON SPENT FUEL STORAGE BASINS. Included are spent fuel storage inventories as of December 1984,

fractions of core in storage, comparisons with the "reference case" of radionuclide inventory, locations of

spent fuel basins, and seismic design bases of pools.

Radioactivity

Thermal Number of Spent Fuel a Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventory Stored Inventory Reference Casec Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Arkansas-i 2568 177 388 2.19 56.3 AB, grd DBE=O.2g

Arkansas-2 2815 177 168 0.95 26.7 AB, grd DBE=O.2g

Beaver Valley-1 2660 157 104 0.66 17.6 FB, grd SSE=O.125g

f
Byron-1 N/A N/A 0 0.00 0.0 AB, grd SSE=O.2g

Callaway-1 3411 N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=O.2g

g g g
Calvert Cliffs-i 2700 217 868 '4.00 108.0 AB, grd DBE=O.15g

CD

Calvert Cliffs-2 2700 217 - AB, grd DBE=0.15g

Catawba-1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=O.12g

g 9 g
Cook-1 3250 193 553 2.87 93.1 AB, grd SSE=O.20g

Cook-2 3411 193 - - AB, grd SSE=O.20g

Crystal River-3 2544 177 171 0.97 24.6 AB, grd SSE=O.IOg

Davis Besse-I 2772 177 199 1.12 31.2 AB, grd DBE=0.15g

J

Diablo Canyon-1 3338 N/A N/A N/A. N/A AB, grd DDE=O.4g

Farley-1 2652 157 114 0.73 19.3 AB, grd SSE=O.IOg



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventory Reference Casec Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Farley-2 2652 157 62 0.39 10.5 AB, grd SSE=0.I0g

Fort Calhoun 1500 133 305 2.29 34.4 AB, grd OBE=0.17g

Ginna 1520 121 340 2.81 42.7 AB, grd DBE=0.20g

Haddam Neck 1825 157 545 3.47 63.4 AB, grd DBE=0.17g
h

Indian Point-1 h b 160 h AB, grd DBE=O.10g

Indian Point-2 2758 193 332 1.72 47.4 AB, grd DBE=0.15g

Indian Point-3 3025 193 140 0.73 21.9 AB, grd DBE=O.i5g

Kewaunee 1650 121 268 2.21 36.5 AB, grd DBE=0.12g

Maine Yankee 2630 217 577 2.66 69.9 AB, grd DBE=O.I'Og

McGuire-1 3411 .193 91 0.47 16.1 AB, grd SSE=0.15g

McGuire-2 3411 N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=0.15g

Millstone-2 2700 217 376 1.73 46.8 AB, grd DBE=0.17g

g g g
North Anna-i 2775 157 220 1.40 38.9 AB, grd SSE=0.12g

North Anna-2 2775 157 --- AB, grd SSE=O.12g

g g 9
Oconee-1 2568 177 1037 5.86 150.5 AB, grd DBE=0.IOg



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventory Reference Casec Storage P ol Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Location3 Basise

Oconee-2 2568 177 - - AB, grd DBE=O.lg

Oconee-3 2568 177 218 1.23 31.6 AB, grd DBE=O.lg

Palisades 2530 204 480 2.35 59.5 AB, grd DBE=0.20g

Palo Verde-1 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=0.20g

g g g
Point Beach-1 1518 121 524 4.33 65.7 AB, grd DBE=0.18g

Point Beach-2 1518 121 - AB, grd DBE=0.18g

g g 9
Prairie Island-1 1650 121 601 4.97 82.0 AB, grd SSE=0.12g

Prairie Island-2 1650 121 - - AB, grd SSE=0.12g

Rancho Seco-1 2772 177 260 1.47 40.7 AB, grd SSE=0.25g

Robinson-2 2300 157 152 0.97 22.3 AB, grd DBE=0.20g

Salem-1 3338 193 296 1.53 51.2 AB, grd DBE=0.20g

Salem-2 3411 193 265 1.37 46.8 AB, grd DBE=0.20g

San Onofre-1 1347 157 94 0.60 8.1 AB, grd DBE=0.50g

San Onofre-2 3410 217 217 1.00 34.1 AB, grd SSE=0.67g

San Onofre-3 3390 217 0 0.00 0.0 AB, grd SSE=0.67g



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of Spent Fuel , Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventoryb Reference Casec Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

Sequoyah-1 3411 193 65 0.34 11.5 AB, grd SSE=0.18g

Sequoyah-2 3411 193 130 0.67 23.0 AB, grd SSE=0.18g

St. Lucie-1 2700 217 352 1.62 43.8 AB, grd DBE=O.lOg

St. Lucie-2 2560 N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=0.10g

Summer-1 2775 .157 52 0.33 9.2 AB, grd SSE=O.15g

g g g
Surry-1 2441 157 608 3.87 94.5 AB, grd SSE=0.15g

Surry-2 2441 157 - AB, grd SSE=0.15g

Three Mile 2535 177 208 1.18 29.8 AB, grd DBE=0.12g
Island-1

Three Mile i 177 0 0.00 0.0 AB, grd SSE=0.12g
Island-2

Trojan 3411 193 312 1.62 55.1 AB, grd DBE=0.25g

Turkey Point-3 2200 157 445 2.83 62.4 AB, grd DBE=0.15g

Turkey Point-4 2200 157 430 2.74 60.3 AB, grd DBE=0.15g

Waterford-3 N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A AB, grd SSE=0.lOg

Yankee Rowe 600 76 250 3.29 19.7 AB, grd None



Table 1.1 (Cont'd)

Radioactivity
Thermal Number of; Spent Fuel Relative to Seismic

Power Fuel Assemblies Stored Inventorya Stored Inventory Reference Casec Storage Pool Design
Plant (MWt) in Corea (No. of Assemblies) Fractions of Coreb (per cent) Locationd Basise

g g g
Zion-1 3250 193 863 4.47 145.3 AB, grd SSE=O.17g

Zion-2 3250 193 - AB, grd SSE=0.17g

Footnotes

a) Source: U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Licensed Operating Reactors, NUREG-0020, Vol. 9, No. 1, January 1985.

b) (Stored Assemblies)/(Assemblies in Core).

c) "Reference Source Term" assumes a thermal power of 3000 MWt, stored inventory from ten annual discharges, last discharge six months ago,
total inventory 700 assemblies. Source term relative to "Reference Source Term" has not been corrected for age of fuel in storage.

d) Location: RB = reactor building, AB = auxiliary building, FB = fuel building, g = pool at grade level, e = pool at high elevation in
building.

e) Seismic design basis as a fraction of the gravitational acceleration (g): DBE = design basis earthquake, or equivalent as used for older
vintage plants; SSE = safe shutdown earthquake as defined in 10 CFR 100, App. A. Entry shown is the horizontal component.

f) N/A = data not available.

g) Spent fuel basin shared by two units. Entries shown are totals.

h) Indian Point-1 is permanently shutdown.

i) TMI-2 is indefinitely shutdown.

j) Diablo Canyon originally used the "Double Design Earthquake," DDE acceleration-= 2 DBE. Later, more elaborate analysis was done to
postulate an earthquake of O.5g associated with the Hosgri Fault.



2. ACCIDENT INITIATING EVENTS AND PROBABILITY ESTIMATES

2.1 Loss of Water Circulating Capability

The spent fuel basins of U.S. nuclear power stations contain a large in-
ventory of water, primarily to provide ample radiation shielding over the top
of the stored spent fuel. Some typical pool dimensions and water inventories
are shown in Table 2.1. The heat load from decay heat of spent fuel depends
on decay time since the last refueling. Heat loads for the entire spent fuel
inventory of the two older plants are shown in Table 2.2 (data extrapolated to
the 1987 scheduled refuelings). The cooling systems provided for spent fuel
pools typically have a capacity in the range of 15 to 20x1O6 Btu/hr (4.4 to
5.9x10 3 kw).

In the event that normal circulation of the cooling water is disrupted,
e.g., due to station blackout, pump failure, pipe rupture, etc., the water
temperature of the pool would steadily increase until bulk boiling occurred.
(Note: In a situation where the stored inventory was small, an equilibrium
temperature, below the boiling point, would be reached at which surface evap-
oration balanced the decay heat load).

Thermal-hydraulic analyses of the consequences of partial or complete
loss of pool cooling capability are a routine part of the safety analysis re-
ports required for licensing and amendments thereto. Generally, these analy-
ses consider several scenarios ranging from typical to extremely conservative
conditions. A sampling of conservative results for several plants is given in
Table 2.3. The data clearly demonstrate that the time interval from loss of
circulation until exposure of fuel to air is quite long. Even in the most
pessimistic case cited in Table 2.3 (Docket No. 50-247), the water level in
the pool would drop only about 6 inches per hour. Thus, there is considerable
time available to restore normal cooling or to implement one of several alter-
native backup options for cooling.

For licensing purposes, it has been accepted that the time interval for
restoring cooling manually from available water sources is adequate without
requiring active (automatic) redundant cooling systems.

However, in considering the prioritization of Generic Issue 82, "Beyond
Design Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools," the NRC staff recognized that
there is a finite probability that cooling could not be restored in a timely
manner. 2  The case treated in Ref. 2 was for a BWR. The estimated frequency
for the loss of one (of twoI cooling "trains" was taken to be 0.1/Ry (the
value assumed in WASH-1400). This combined with the conditional probabili-
ties of failure/non-availability of the second "train" yielded a combined fre-
quency of a pool heatup event of 3.7x10- 2/Ry. (This estimate appears to be
somewhat conservative since no "pool heatup events" are on record after -103

reactor years of accumulated experience).

To escalate from a "pool heatup event" to an event which results in fuel
damage requires the failure of several alternative systems that are capable of
supplying makeup water (the RHR and condensate transfer systems, or, as a last
resort, a fire hose). Estimated frequencies of failure for each of the alter-
natives, combined with the frequency of a pool heatup event, resulted in an
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estimated frequency of 1.4x10- 6/Ry for an accident initiated by loss of spent
fuel pool cooling.

Originally, the spent fuel pool at the Ginna plant had only one installed
cooling train with a "skid-mounted" backup pump and heat exchanger. However,
a second cooling train was to have been installed in 1986. Because of the
third option for cooling at Ginna (the skid-mounted system) the probability
estimate for an accident initiated by a pool heatup event should be reduced to
5x10- 7 /Ry, i.e., about a factor of 3 smaller than for the BWR case analyzed in
Ref. 2. For other PWRs with a typical two train pool cooling system, a some-
what higher failure frequency (about 1O- 6/Ry) would be expected.

2.2 Structural Failure of Pool

Because of the massive reinforced concrete structure of LWR spent fuel
storage pools, designed to Category I seismic criteria, initiating events that
would lead to a structural failure are extremely unlikely. On the other hand,
a structural failure that resulted in rapid and complete draining of water
from the pool would have serious consequences. Probabilities of events that
might result in loss of structural integrity are estimated in the following
two subsections.

2.2.1 Structural Failure of Pool Resulting from Seismic Events

Procedures and conventions for a detailed probabilistic risk assessment
(PRA) of seismically-induced core damage accident sequences have been present-
ed in Ref. 5. The recommended methodology could be applied to spent fuel
pools as a separate plant component, or could be coupled to a core damage se-
quence that might occur simultaneously during a severe earthquake. To date
the seismic PRA methodology has not been rigorously applied to spent fuel
pools.

Seismic risk analyses consist of three basicsteps:

1) portrayal of the seismic hazard in terms of annual frequency of ex-
ceedance as a function of some ground motion parameter (e.g., the
peak ground acceleration);

2) assessment, of the probability that the capacity of a structure or
component can survive the seismic event, often expressed in the form
of a fragility curve which is the inverse of the capacity for survi-
val; and, finally,

3) a logic model, e.g., an event tree, which relates a seismic-induced
failure to a higher order event that results in some category of ra-
dioactive release.

In principle, an appropriate convolution of the probability functions de-
rived in steps 1) and 2) yields a probability function for seismic-induced
failure. It is recognized that large uncertainties exist in the two input
probability functions which are reflected in the function expressing the prob-
ability of failure.
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The three steps and the treatment of the uncertainties have been summar-
ized by Reed, 6 who notes that the largest uncertainties are associated with
step 1), i.e., the probabilities of occurrence of severe earthquakes having
correspondingly very large ground accelerations. Reed makes the assertion
that "due to the large uncertainties in the ground shaking hazard, it is un-
productive to refine the structure and equipment capacity calculations to
accuracies which are inconsistent w.ith the hazard uncertainty." 6 The specific
applicability to spent'fuel pools of Reed's assertion is discussed in Section
2.2.1.3.

2.2.1.1 A Review of Seismic Hazard Data

The primary difficulty in characterizing the seismic hazard at specific
sites in the Eastern United States (EUS), i.e., sites to the east of the Rocky
Mountains is that severe earthquakes are rare events in the EUS. A systematic
analysis of recorded earthquakes and their relationship to geological features
has yielded seismic zonation maps of the EUS. 7 However, such information can-
not readily be translated into the type of seismic hazard functions needed as
input for PRA. Consequently, available historical data alone are insufficient
for obtaining meaningful site specific estimates of the frequency of severe
events.

During the past 6 or 7 years, the methodologies for seismic hazard analy-
ses have been under intensive development. Hence, the analyses presented in
this report must be considered provisional and subject to future refinement.
At the present time, an intensive effort to refine the methodology is in prog-
ress under the auspices of the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI). The
methods, input parameters, computer programming and users' manuals are pre-
sented in a ten volume report which is currently in the process of distribu-
tion.B This is referred to as the Seismicity Owners Group (SOG) seismic haz-
ard methodology development program, or SOG Methodology. Unfortunately the
SOG Methodology was not available for the calculations carried out in this
report.

The SOG Methodology is a refinement and elaboration of the methodologies
developed earlier at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) by D.L.
Bernreuter and his colleagues under NRC sponsorship. The initial study was a
part of the NRC's Systematic Evaluation Program (SEP). 9  The methodology has
been expanded and modified in a subsequent study, "EUS Seismic Hazard Charac-
terization Project" (SHCP).1°,111

Since the SHCP results are used for the seismic hazard estimates, some
further discussion of the Bernreuter methodology is appropriate. Three basic
steps are involved:

1. Expert opinion was elicited to delineate and characterize seismically
active zones in the EUS, and to define earthquake ground motion
models. The experts also provided estimates of uncertainties associ-
ated with their assumptions.

2. Seismic zonation, seismicity and ground motion inputs are integrated
into hazard functions at specified sites.
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3. Modeling and parameter uncertainties are reflected in the form of
"best estimates" and 15th, 50th and 85th percentile seismic hazard
curves.

The various steps are carried out in a highly disciplined and systematic
manner. Provision is made at various stages for peer review of the methods
and input opinion, feedback to the experts and critical evaluation of the re-
sults.

In step 1, each expert prepares a "best estimate" map which delineates
the seismic zones. Each zone is characterized by a set of parameters that
give the maximum earthquake intensity to be expected for that zone (upper mag-
nitude cut-off), the expected frequency of earthquakes, and the magnitude re-
currence relation. For each input (zone boundaries, seismic parameters), the
expert provides a measure of his degree of confidence. Also each expert is
given the option of submitting alternative maps of differing zonations and
characterizations (up to as many as 30 maps). The data from each expert are
evaluated separately through step 2.

In step 2, the contribution at a given site from each zone is integrated
over the zone area and then over all zones. This requires the use of ground
motion models for which a range of alternative models are employed to yield a
set of alternative hazard curves. A "Ground Motion Panel" of experts have
selected several alternative models to be used, each having a weighting factor
(see Ref. 10, App. C). Also each ground motion model incorporates a site spe-
cific correction to account for local geology.

In step 3, the results of the individual experts are combined to obtain a
"best estimate" hazard curve and the uncertainty bands are computed in several
alternative ways.

It is obvious that the methodology requires a massive data collection and
computer effort. In its present state, the final results are not in a form to
be easily applied to a specific PRA by a non-expert in seismology. Further
work is needed to develop a more convenient format for presenting the final
results. In particular, numerical tabulations of the sets of hazard curves
(such as those shown in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2) and their derivatives, IdH/da i,
for each reactor site would be helpful. Also, it appears that the 1bcal site
geology needs more rigorous consideration in the derivation of the hazard
curves (see below).

Members of the Peer Review Panel have suggested several ways in which the
methodology could be refined (see Ref. 11, Section 7 and Appendices D.1-D.4).
Many of these suggestions were implemented in the final feedback process and
were included in the final results reported in Ref. 11.

In order to illustrate the hazard curves, their range of uncertainties
and comparison with other studies, a series of figures taken from Ref. 11 for
the'Millstone site is reproduced in Figs. 2.1-2.4.

Figure 2.1 is the hazard curve obtained from averaging the "best esti-
mate" results for all experts in the SHCP study (including the seismic and the
ground motions panels). The curve plots frequency of exceedance per year vs.
peak ground acceleration.
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the uncertainties in the hazard curve (15, 50,
and 85 percentiles) derived from the spread in expert opinion and the self-
confidence factors in the input parameters. It can be seen that the spread
between the 15 and 85 percentiles is about a factor of 20 at low PGA increas-
ing to about 50 at the high PGA. Comparison of Figs. 2.1 and 2.2 shows that
the "best estimate" curve is considerably higher than the 50 percentile, i.e.,
the mean > median.

Figure 2.3 illustrates the spread in the "best estimate" hazard curves
for all of the experts participating in either the SEP 9 or the SHCP 1 0 studies,
or both (6 experts participated in both studies). The spread ranges from
about one order of magnitude at lower PGA to about 1.5 orders of magnitude at
the higher PGA. The curve marked "A," which falls considerably below the main
grouping, was derived from data input in the SEP study by one of the experts
who participated in both studies. The revised input for this expert in the
SHCP project raised the derived curve by about an order of magnitude at the
low accelerations and almost two orders of magnitude at the higher PGA. This
raises the obvious questions of whether the experts were somehow influenced by
the opinions of their colleagues, or whether the revision resulted from a more
careful consideration of the various geological factors that were taken into
account in preparing the input parameters. The question of testing the
results for inadvertent biases of this nature was addressed by the Peer Review
Panel members, but their recommendations could not be fully implemented in the
final report due to limited time and budget (Ref. 11, pg. 7-3).

Figure 2.4 compares the "best estimate" hazard curves for the individual
SHCP experts with curves generated from zonation maps prepared by the U.S.
Geological Survey (USGS) 1 2 and historical data of the past 280 years. As can
be seen, the USGS hazard curve (denoted by "X") lies above the SHCP data.
Bernreuter et al. attribute the difference between the SHCP and the USGS
curves to the variations in the equations used for conversions from intensity
to magnitude and in the values for the rate of earthquake recurrence (Ref. 11,
pg. 8-1 et seq.). As would be expected the 280 year historical hazard curve
(denoted by "H") falls below the SHCP data because it does not include postu-
lated stronger earthquakes with return times much greater than the time span
of the historical record.

It should be noted that recent research has raised significant questions
concerning the frequency of strong earthquakes in the coastal zone of the
EUS.1 3 The speculation has arisen from paleoseismic field studies originally
focused on the region of the strong earthquake near Charleston, SC, in 1886,
which produced many "sand blows." 14 , 15  These result from the liquefaction
and venting to the surface of sub-surface water-saturated sediment. Several
sand blow craters have been found for which radiocarbon dating indicates that
moderate to large earthquakes have recurred in the Charleston region on an
average of about every 1800 years. 16  The latest (prior to 1886) occurred
about 1100 years ago.'1 Sand blows from prehistoric earthquakes have been un-
earthed recently in the region extending from near Savannah, GA as far north
as Myrtle Beach, SC. 1 7  The broad extent of sand blows suggests that
Charleston-type earthquakes might be associated with some tectonic feature
which extends for some distance along the east coast and not uniquely centered
near Charleston. Up to the present time, no systematic field search has been
made for sand blows outside of the Savannah to Myrtle Beach region.18 Recently
Thorson et al. reported the existence of apparent sand blow craters in eastern
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Connecticut. 1 9  These craters were recently examined by a USGS field team and
assessed as not being of the same nature as those observed in South Caro-
lina.18

2.2.1.2 Seismic Hazard Estimates for Eastern United States Sites

The "best estimate" and the median, 15 and 85 percentile seismic hazard
curves developed by the SHCP project for the Millstone site are shown in
Figs. 2.1 and 2.2.11 An NRC staff evaluation of the seismic hazard curves for
the Millstone site was performed as part of the Millstone Risk Evaluation 20

(Appendix D). Included in the staff evaluation were discussions of seismic
hazard curves generated by contractors of the Licensee and used in the Mill-
stone 3 Probabilistic Safety Study (PSS). The PSS 16, 50 and 84 fractile
hazard curves are shown in Fig. D.1 of Ref. 20 together with the 15, 50 and 85
fractile curves from the initial phase of the SHCP project.' 0 The staff noted
that the PSS hazard curves were about an order of magnitude below the SHCP
curves. However, the final revisions of the SHCP data' 1 decreased the dis-
crepancy by more than a factor of two. The revised SHCP curves are compared
with the PSS 50 fractile curve in Fig. 2.5. It will be seen that the PSS 50
fractile curve almost coincides with the SHCP 15 fractile.

Although the hazard curves shown in Figs. 2.1 through 2.5 are intended to
be "site specific" for the Millstone site, comparison with curves generated
for other EUS sites, generally fall within the range of uncertainty reflected
by the spread in Fig. 2.5. Therefore, the spread of these seismic hazard
curves can be regarded as "generic" rather than site specific.

The data in the four SHCP hazard curves were used for the calculations
presented in Section 2.2.1.4. The PSS 50 fractile curve was included in the
sensitivity cases presented in Section 2.2.1.5.

A fundamental problem in attempting to use the hazard curves is the need
for extrapolation to higher peak ground accelerations, e.g., to values as high
as 2000 cm/sec 2 (-2g). The NRC staff evaluation 20 recognizes the validity
of choosing an upper magnitude cutoff for each seismic zone but underscores
the uncertainty in such parameters (see Ref. 20, pg. D-3). The choice of the
upper magnitude cutoffs is one of several factors that determine how fast the
tails of the hazard curves drop at peak ground accelerations in excess of
about 600-700 cm/sec 2 . In order to illustrate how the seismic failure proba-
bilities might be affected, we have extrapolated the four SHCP curves to >2g
using an exponential tail tangent to the point where the hazard curves termi-
nate in Figs. 2.1 and 2.2. The results are presented in Section 2.2.1.5.

2.2.1.3 Seismic Fragility of Pool Structures

Fragility curves specifically for spent fuel pools have never been devel-
oped. 2 1 It is necessary therefore, to rely on fragility assessments for other
structures which appear to be of similar construction to spent fuel storage
pools. It must be recognized that this procedure introduces an additional
element of uncertainty in the final risk estimates -- an uncertainty that is
difficult to quantify. Another source of uncertainty is the degree to which
the stainless steel lining of a pool would enhance the seismic strength capac-
ity (i.e., reduce the fragility). Conceivably, the reinforced concrete struc-
ture of the pool could crack without loss of integrity of the pool lining.
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The dilemma of selecting an appropriate fragility for a BWR plant is
aggravated by the fact that the pool structure extends typically from the 60
to the 100 foot elevations above grade with the resultant amplification of the
seismic bending stresses relative to the lower elevations of the structure. 2 2

For the present analyses, two, somewhat diverse sets of fragility esti-
mates, have been used:

1) the fragility curve developed by R.P. Kennedy et al. 2 3 for the Oyster
Creek reactor building; and

2) the fragility of the Zion plant auxiliary building shear walls
(north-south ground motion). 2 4

For the sensitivity studies presented in Section 2.2.1.5, a third fragility
curve has been added which is for a 36 inch thick reinforced concrete shear
wall.25

In each case, the fragility curve is defined by the following equation:

F(a) = t [xn(a/A)/OR1 , (2.1)

where F(a) is the probability of structural failure given a peak ground accel-
eration, PGA = a. s( ) is the normal distribution function, A is the median
fragility level (i.e., the acceleration at which there is a 50% probability of
failure) and OR is the logarithmic standard deviation expressing the random-
ness in the value of A. A third parameter, au, is used to express the un-
certainty in the median value and is used to generate upper and lower confi-
dence limits. For examp+ig, it can be shown that the substitution for A in
Eq. 2.1 of A = A e-'u and ' eu generate respectively the 84
and 16 percentile curves.

Thus, a set of fragility curves can be generated from three parameters,
A, 8R and Ou- The data used for generating the "Kennedy" and the "Zion"
curves are given in Table 2.4.

Kennedy notes that the estimated median fragility value of about 0.75g is
considered applicable to plants designed in the U.S. in the mid 1960's. The
Kennedy fragility curve is shown in Fig. 2.6, with the 84 and 16 percentile
limits. The corresponding Zion curves appear in Fig. 22, pp. 3-35 of Ref.
24. (Note: the Zion curves are expressed in terms of floor slab accelera-
tion, rather than ground acceleration.)

It has been noted by Kennedy et al. 2 3 that the

"use of the lognormal distribution for estimating very low failure fre-
quencies of components or structures associated with the tails of the
distribution is considered to be conservative since the low probability
tails of the lognormal di-stribution generally extend further from the
median than actual structural response data might extend since such data
generally show cut-off limits beyond which there is essentially zero
probability of occurrence."
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In other words, Kennedy indicates that a more realistic analysis should trun-
cate the lower end of the fragility curve as indicated by experimental data.
(We chose to truncate when F(a) < 10-4 in Equation 2.1).

2.2.1.4 Seismically-Induced Failure Probabilities

The convolution of the derivative of a seismic hazard curve (e.g., Fig.
2.1) with a fragility curve, yields the annual probability of a seismically-
induced failure. This can be expressed by the equation:

:amax IdHI F(a)j da (2.2)Pi,j 0 Tai j

where Pi,j is the failure probability obtained from the convolution of
hazard curve i with fragility curve j, dH/dai is the derivative of the
hazard curve i (i.e., the annual frequency of o currence of peak ground accel-
eration, a, and F(a)i is failure probability at acceleration, a, for fragil-
ity curve j. Since ihe seismic hazard curve is not an analytic function, the
derivative dH/da and the integration are carried out numerically.

Given many hazard and fragility curves from which to choose, and there
being no a priori basis for choosing a particular pair, the convolution ex-
pressed in Eq. 2.2 can be carried out for each pair of curves with weighting
factors assigned to each of the curves in each set. The resultant collection
of Pi j gives a probability distribution which expresses the uncertainties
in the analysis. The probability density distribution obtained for the gener-
ic site is shown in Fig. 2.7.

At least in principle, the various hazard and fragility curves (sets i
and j) do not have an equal likelihood of being correct. Therefore, a weight-
ing factor (wi or wj) should be assigned to each curve which reflects an
"engineering judgement" of its relative validity for a specific site. The
mean probability for failure is then derived from the following expression,

Pf = lwiLj Pi,j / lwi,j ' (2.3)

where ýwi = 1, Jwj = 1 and ýwi j = Jwi j = 1. For the purposes of
illustration, the weighting factors listed in Table 2.5 were selected.
Results for each convolution without weighting factors are listed in Table
2.6. As can be seen from the table, the "best estimate" hazard curve has been
assigned a weighting factor of 0.5 with the remaining 0.5 distributed among
the median, 15 and 85 percentile curves. The "Kennedy" set of fragility
curves were assigned a total weighting factor of 0.75 with the remaining 0.25
distributed among the "Zion" set. Assuming an upper limit cutoff of 1.0 g,
the mean probability of failure, Pf, derived from the 24 sets of Pi,j,
using the weighting factors listed in Table 2.5 and Equation 2.3, would be

Tf = 2.2xlO- 5 /year
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2.2.1.5 Sensitivity Studies

In order to better understand the limitations in assessing the probabil-
ity of seismically-induced structural failures in spent fuel pools the results
of the convolutions of each pair of curves (seismic hazard against -fragility)
are listed in.Table 2.6. Each of the five hazard curves were convoluted with
seven fragility curves. Results range from

Pf = 2.6x10-4 to <<Ix10 0-1/Ry .

The primary contributors to the wide spread in the results are:

" uncertainties in how the tails of seismic hazard curves drop off at
PGA's < 700 cm/sec 2 .

" uncertainties in pool structural fragilities.

2.2.1.6 Conclusions on Seismic Risk

Available seismic hazard and fragility data are inadequate to assess the
probability of seismically-induced structural -failure of spent fuel pools
within a factor of 1000. The present results indicate that the pool failure
probability may be as high as 2.6x10-4/Ry, or as low as IxlO-10 /Ry. Further
work is need to narrow the uncertainties.

2.2.2 Structural Failures of Pool Due to Missiles

Missiles generated by tornadoes, aircraft crashes or turbine failure
could penetrate.the pool structure and result in structural failure.

The probability of tornado missiles depends on the frequency of tornadoes
at the site, the target area presented to the missile and the angle of im-
pact. An analysis made by Orvis et al. 2 6 for an average U.S. site derives a
probability of <lx10-/year for structural loss of pool integrity due 'tO a
tornado missile (Ref. 26, pg. 4-44). (WASH-1400 estimated <5xlO- 6 /yr. 3)

Similarly, the analysis for structural failure of a pool from an aircraft
crash yielded a probability of <1x10"l/year (Ref. 26, pg. 4-58).

The damage caused by Missiles generated by turbine failure depends on the
orientation of the turbine axis relative to the structure, as well as the fre-
quency of turbine failure. An analysis by Bush yields a..probability of
-4xl0-7 /year for spent fuel pool damage from a turbine :failure mis-
sile. 3 ,27 In the case of Ginna, the probability would be several orders of
magnitude smaller (i.e., essentially zero) because the spent fuel pool is
shielded from turbine missiles by the primary containment.

2.3 Partial Draindown of Pool Due to Refueling Cavity Seal Failures

On August 21, 1984, the Haddam Neck Plant experienced a failure of the
refueling cavity water seal, while the refueling cavity was flooded. The
water level in the refueling cavity dropped by about 23 feet to the top of the
reactor vessel flange within 20 minutes -- a loss of approximately 200,000
gallons, or a leak rate of about 10,000 gallons per minute. 28 At the time of
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the event, refueling had not begun. The gates of the transfer tube connecting
the refueling cavity to the spent fuel storage pool were closed.

Although the seal failure did not result in an accident or in the release
of radioactivity, the incident raised the question of whether similar failures
might occur while spent fuel was being transferred or while transfer gates to
the spent fuel basin were open, either case of which might result in exposure
of spent fuel to air and possible clad failure.

All licensed plants were instructed to evaluate the potential for and
consequences of a refueling cavity seal failure. 2 8

Refueling cavity seals seal the gap between the reactor vessel flange and
a flange on the inner periphery of the reactor cavity, or the floor of the
cavity.

Most BWR's have a permanently installed stainless steel bellows to seal
the gap, and are thus not subject to failure of the Haddam Neck type.

Many PWR's seal the gap with gaskets held down by a bolted flat steel
ring. Such systems have experienced difficulties in achieving tight seal be-
cause of surface irregularities and small vertical and concentric offsets in
the two flanges. Consequently, many plants have converted to inflatable
(pneumatic) rubber seals. Also, it should be noted that pneumatic rubber
seals are often used to seal the gates in transfer tubes or canals.

Licensee responses to the IE Bulletin indicate that the Haddam Neck cavi-
ty configuration is unique in that the width of the annular gap between the
reactor flange and the cavity flange is about two feet, whereas, in most
plants the gap is of the order of <1" to -3". As of summer 1985 some 45
units used pneumatic seals in the refueling cavity. 2 9

Typical pneumatic seals are illustrated in Figures 2.8-2.10. There are
many variations in the details of the designs, e.g., some plants have various
types of retainers to support the rubber seals (e.g., see Figure 2.10), others
rely on the rubber seal alone (e.g., see Figure 2.9). According to the re-
sponses of the licensees, even if a pneumatic seal should deflate, the leakage
would be expected to be small or negligible, because the wedged shaped upper
section would maintain a good seal (refer to Figure 2.8), i.e., the deflated
seal would not distort enough under the hydrostatic head to extrude through
the gap.

Aside from the Haddam Neck 1984 incident, a few cases have been reported
in which inflated seals have failed, either in the refueling cavity or trans-
fer gates. None of these events had significant radiological consequences.
The most serious loss of pool water inventory occurred December 3, 1986 at the
Hatch 1 & 2 spent fuel pool when a pair of pneumatic seals in the seismic gap
of the transfer canal deflated. About 141,000 gallons of water was lost from
the pool and the pool level dropped about five and one half feet before the
leak was detected.3 0

Several seal failure events are listed in Table 2.7. It is likely that
this list is not exhaustive. To the best of the authors' knowledge no data
base has been compiled (or is available) of the failure rate of pneumatic
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seals and their pressurizing systems of the types used in nuclear power
plants, or of similar seals used in non-nuclear industries.

Based on the limited experience cited in Table 2.7 the historical fail-
ure rate in seals/systems is in the range of -IxlO-/Ry. Because of ad-
vances in design, increased awareness and surveillance, the present failure
rate is estimated to be an order of magnitude smaller, i.e., ~Ix10- 3/Ry.

As is obvious from Table 2.7, a seal failure does not necessarily result
in the rapid loss of water inventory from spent fuel transit or storage loca-
tions. The limited experience indicates that the most probable time for a
refueling cavity seal to fail is shortly after installation, while the cavity
volume is being filled with water. According to the analyses supplied by
licensees in response to IE Bulletin No. 84-03, the failure of a pneumatic
refueling cavity seal in most PWR plants would not result in massive leaks
because of the relatively narrow gap to be sealed and the geometric shape of
the seal. Also, leaks from seal failures in transfer tube/canal gates would
be limited, in most cases, because the leakage would be into a confined
volume, e.g., from the storage pool into a drained up-ender sump. Taking
these factors into consideration, it is estimated that the frequency of a
serious loss of pool water inventory resulting from a pneumatic seal failure
to be in the range of 1x1O- 5 /Ry.

Even a large loss of water inventory from the spent fuel pool does not
necessarily result in uncovering and subsequent failure of fuel. Most spent
fuel pools are constructed with weirs below the transfer gates which preclude
complete drainage of the pool, even in the event of a Haddam Neck type failure
with the transfer tube/canal gates open. In most cases, the water level would
remain a foot or more above the active zone of the spent fuel assemblies. In
a few cases, the upper several inches of the fuel could uncover. (Note:
Licensee responses to IE Bulletin 84-03 did not always provide information
about the elevations of weirs and tops of stored assemblies.)

'In the event of a draindown of the pool to near the top of the fuel as-
semblies, there would still be time (1/2 to 1 hour) to close gates and restore
a supply of water before the residual water inventory reached the boiling
point. However, as noted in one licensee response, even if the fuel remained
covered "dose rate in the vicinity of the spent fuel pool would, however, be
high, complicating recovery from the event." 3 1

A pool heatup event similar to the partial draindown scenario described
above was considered by the NRC staff in Ref. 2. A conditional Irobability
for failure to restore adequate makeup water was taken to be 5x1O-. Combin-
ing this restoration failure frequency with the initiating frequency (Ix10-5 /
Ry), the probability of a pneumatic seal failure which results in exposure to
air of stored spent fuel with possible clad failure is estimated to be of the
order of

P - 5xlO- 7 /Ry.

2.4 Pool Structural Failure Due to Heavy Load Drop

WASH-1400 considered the probability of structural damage to the pool due
to the dropping of a fuel transfer cask (Ref. 3, pg. 1-97). In the analysis,
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it was anticipated that one spent fuel shipment per week would be the equilib-
rium shipping rate. The estimated rate for a drop resulting in pool failure
(for a single unit plant) was 4.5x1O- 7/Ry.

The above frequency was based on a crane failure probability of 3x10-6

per operating hour. It was further assumed that each lift was of 10 minutes
duration and for a 10 second period per lift the cask would be in a position
to cause gross structural damage to the pool wall if a crane failure oc-
curred. Human error was not considered.

Since very little spent fuel is currently being shipped, the likelihood
of such an accident is very low. However, at some point in the future as the
fuel pools are filled, spent fuel will have to be removed from the reactor
spent fuel pools, either to some onsite storage facility, or eventually to a
high level waste repository. At that time, the frequency of removal of spent
fuel will be correspondingly greater.

Orvis et al. 25 have reexamined the cask drop probability and have used

the following probabilities:

Mechanical failure of crane = 3x10- 6/operating hour

Electrical control failure of crane = 3x10- 6/operating hour

Human error = 6x10- 4/lift.

As can be seen, human error dominates the Orvis estimates for probability of a
cask drop. The Orvis datum for human error was based on a study by Garrick et
al. 3 ° which concerned human reliability in the positioning of heavy objects.
The applicability of the Garrick study to crane operations is not obvious.
Nevertheless, a human failure rate in the range of 10-3 to 10-4 per operation
appears to be consistent with data listed in the NRC handbook on human relia-
bility analysis 3' for cases in which the operation has one or more people who
serve as "checkers" and involves some degree of personal risk to the operating
personnel.

Obviously, not all human failures associated with the lifting and moving
of a spent fuel shipping cask would result in structural damage to the pool.
The section of the pool where the cask is set down generally has an impact pad
to absorb the impulse of a dropped cask. Accidents in unloading the cask from
or reloading on the transport vehicle would not involve the pool.

Only horizontal movements of the cask above a structurally critical sec-
tion of the pool would pose the threat of structural damage. As noted above,
WASH-1400 assumed that the sensitive section is the vertical wall at the pool
edge. It was implicitly assumed that all load drops on the pool edge would
result in structural failure. This assumption appears to be too simplistic
and consequently too conservative for the following reasons:

* many "load drops" would be partially attenuated by crane mechanisms
which limit descent rates, and reduce impact energy,
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" in case of some "off-center" hits, the full potential impact energy
would not be absorbed by the pool edge (cask tilted, one end strikes
floor first), and

• account should be taken of exterior cask fittings (e.g., cooling
vanes) which absorb some impact energy.

No rigorous structural analyses have been performed to scope the range of
damage to a pool edge from a cask drop. In the absence of such analyses, it
has been necessary to estimate the conditional probability of structural dam-
age given a cask drop in the vicinity of the pool edge. It is estimated that
the conditional probability is less than 100% and greater than 1%. A condi-
tional probability of 10% has been selected for the hazard calculation and
100% and 1% used for defining the range of uncertainties.

Since human error, rather than mechanical or electrical failure, appears
to dominate the hazard arising from shipping cask movements, the various steps
in the crane operation have been identified in Table 2.8, which also lists the
types of human error associated with each step. The distribution of failure
frequency in the various steps has been estimated and listed in the last col-
umn of Table 2.8. (This distribution was subjected to "peer review" by BNL
rigging personnel and managers who oversee operations of this type 34 as well
as human factors analysts.35)

It will be noted that most steps in the crane operation do not jeopardize
the structural integrity of the pool. Only in steps 5a and 5b (see Table 2.8)
could the cask strike the pool edge. An accident of the type listed in 5a
(horizontal movement with cask not high enough to clear the pool edge) would
probably not cause serious damage because of the limited kinetic energy of the
cask associated with the slow velocity of horizontal crane movements. Thus,
only step 5b in Table 2.8 is considered in the hazard calculation.

For purposes of calculating the cask drop hazard, i.e., the probability
of structural damage to the pool resulting from a cask dropping on the pool
edge, the assumptions listed in Table 2.9 were used. Table 2.9 also lists the
uncertainty ranges for each of the parameters. The results are as follows:

Probability of structural failure due to cask drop on pool edge caused by
mechanical or electrical failure of crane = 3.5x1O- 7/Ry.

Probability of structural failure due to cask drop on pool edge caused by
human error = 3.1x10-5 /Ry.

If the failure rates summarized in Table 2.9 are assumed to be statistic-
ally independent, then the uncertainty in the overall failure rate is domi-
nated by the uncertainty in the probability of pool failure. Thus the overall
uncertainty is about a factor of ten in either direction.

The NRC has proposed 36 a number of improvements in handling of heavy
loads which they estimate will substantially reduce the likelihood of load
drop accidents. With the recommended improvements in procedures and equipment
in place, the NRC estimated 3 6 that the likelihood of a cask drop or other
heavy load drop over the spent fuel pool would be between 2x10- 5 and 2x10-9
per reactor year. This is a substantial reduction in the likelihood of a load
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drop. With the previous estimate of pool failure per cask drop (0.001) the
pool failure rate would be 2x10 8- to 2x10- 1 2 per reactor year due to load drop
accidents.

2.5 Summary of Accident Probabilities

The probability estimates made in Sections 2.1-2.4 are summarized in
Table 2.10. These include only those accidents that result in the complete
loss of pool water inventory. It will be seen that shipping cask drop result-
ing from human error and seismic induced failures dominate in the hazards. As
previously discussed the uncertainty in both of these probabilities is quite
large and has been estimated to be an order of magnitude in either direction.
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Table 2.1 Typical Spent Fuel
Water Inventories

Pool Dimensions and

Length/Width/Depth Pool Volumes Nominal Water Inventory

(feet) (cubic feet) (cubic feet)

40 / 2 6 / 3 9 a 4.x10 4  3.5x10 4

43/22.25/40.25b 3.4xi0 4  3.3x104

aBWR, Vermont Yankee.
bPWR, Ginna.

Table 2.2 Decay Heat as a Function of Time Since Last
Refueling (Data from Appendix A)

Decay Heat Load (106 Btu/hour)
Decay Time Since Last Shutdown for Refueling

Plant 30 days 90 days 0.5 years 1.0 year

Millstone-1 4.43 3.10 2.38 1.76

Ginna 2.62 1.96 1.59 1.25

Table 2.3 Examples of Thermal-Hydraulic Transient Parameters,
Assuming Complete Loss of Pool Coolant Circulation

Rate of Time of Boil-Off
Temp. Increase Boilingb Rate

Docket No.a (°F/hr) (hours) (gpm) (ft 3/hr)

50-325 5.0 13.5 28 262
50-250 9.7 9.3 N.A. -
50-271 <3 >20 14 131
50-247 13.0 4.8 57 534
50-344 <6.3 >11 34 318

aSee Ref. 1.
bHours after complete loss of cooling capability.
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Table 2.4 Fragility Parameters Assumed in This Study
for Spent Fuel Storage Pools

A
Structure (g) OR 8u Ref.

Oyster Creek Reactor Buildinga 0.75 0.37 0.38 23

Zion Auxiliary Building
Shear Walls (N-S motion)b 1.1 0.12 0.20 24

36-inch Thick Reinforced 2.15 0.22 -- 25
Concrete Shear Wall

aDesignated as the "Kennedy" fragility curves in the text.
bDesignated as the "Zion" fragility curves in the text.

Table 2.5 Weighting Factors Assigned to the Various
Hazard and Fragility Curves for the
"Weighted" Analysis

Seismic Hazard Curves: !i

"Best Estimate" 0.50
15% Confidence Curve 0.10
Median Curve 0.30
85% Confidence Curve 0.10

13i = 1.00

Fragility Curves: 9

"Kennedy", Median 0.45
" 16% 0.15

84% 0.15
"Zion", Median 0.15

16% 0.05
,84% 0.05

7j = 1.00
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Table 2.6 Summary of Convolutions of Seismic Hazard Curves with
Fragility Curves. The Seismically-Induced Failure
Probabilties were Calculated from the Various Pairs
of Curves Using Equation 2.2

Fragility
F 'l tyCurve PROBABILITY OF FAILURE PER YEAR

Hazard -
Curve K16 K50 K84 Z16 Z50 Z84 SW36

SHCP 85 2.6E-4 8.8E-5 2.9E-5 3.OE-5 1.6E-5 6.4E-6 5.9E-7

SHCP "BE" 8.4E-5 2.9E-5 9.2E-6 1.OE-5 5.OE-6 2.OE-6 1.6E-7

SHCP 50 3.1E-5 9.3E-6 2.4E-6 2.OE-6 7.8E-7 2.4E-7 1.6E-8

SHCP 15 3.1E-6 7.OE-7 1.3E-7 6.4E-8 5.6E-8 3.5E-9 1.6E-1O

PSS 50 4.8E-6 9.3E-7 1.4E-7 1.5E-8 2.9E-10 neg.a neg.a

aneg. = <10-10

Key to seismic hazard curves:

SHCP 85: Ref. 11, 85 percentile (see Fig. 2.2).
SHCP "BE": Ref. 11, "best estimate" (see Fig. 2.1).
SHCP 50: Ref. 11, 50 percentile (see Fig. 2.2).
SHCP 15: Ref. 11, 15 percentile (see Fig. 2.2).
PSS 50: Ref. 20, 50 fractile (see Fig. 2.5).

Key to fragility curves:

K16, 50, 84: Ref. 23, 16, 50 and 84 percentiles (see Fig. 2.6).
Z16, 50, 84: Ref. 24, (Zion auxiliary building shear wall), 16, 50 and 84

percentiles.
SW36: Ref. 25 (36" thick reinforced concrete shear wall).
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Table 2.7 Events in Which Inflated Seals Have Failed

Seal Total

Date Plant Location Cause Leakage

9/72 Pt. Beach1  Transfer Gate Failure of air supply 11,689 gal.

10/76 Brunswick 2 Inner Pool Gate Air leak in seal plus (Pool level
compressor power supply dropped 5")
failure

5/81 Arkansas Nuclear Transfer Gate Maintenance error, air 1000 gal/min
One - 2 supply shutoff

8/84 Haddam Neck Cavity Seal Design weakness, seal 200,000 gal.
shifted in 20 min.

10/84 San Onofre 21 Gate Seal Air compressor power 20,000 gal.
failure

11/84 San Onofre 21 Cavity Seal 2  Manufacturing defect,
seal rupture

12/86 Hatch 3  Pool-Canal Valve to compressed 141,000 gal.
Flexible Joint air supply closed

'No spent fuel was in the storage pool.
2Failure occurred during installation and leak testing.3The leak went undetected for about 7-1/2 hours.
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Table 2.8 Estimated Distribution of Human Error in Heavy
Crane Operations. These Estimates, Made by BNL
Staff, 3 4 ,3 5 are Based on Engineering Judgement
and are Not Supported by Actuarial Data

Estimated
Fraction
of Total
Error

Operational Step Possible Human Errors Frequencya
(Per Cent)

1. Install rigging

2. Positioning of
crane over load,
apply tension

3. Lift load

4. Start horizontal
travel

5a, Horizontal travel
load not high
enough to clear
obstacles

5b. Horizontal travel

6. Lower load

7. Positioning of
crane over re-
ceiving cradle
and set-down
load

Wrong slings (e.g., hoist rigging not
qualified for task)
Improper installation (shackle, pins,

etc.)

Crane hook not over center of gravity
(load upset as tension applied)

Control error (wrong hoisting speed,
unintentional reversal of direction)

Control error (move wrong direction,
lift or lower instead of move)

Control error (unintentional reversal of
motion, overshoot stopping point)

Control error or delayed rigging failure
resulting in load drop of cask on fuel
pool wall

Control error (wrong direction, descent
too fast)

Inaccurate positioning cradle capsizes
during set-down

Set down too rapid

10

10

15

10

10

4

1

10

20

10

alt is assumed that the movement of a spent fuel shipping cask is carried out

by a qualified rigging crew consisting of a foreman, two or more riggers, and
a crane operator. The foreman and riggers check each step and crane move-
ments are signaled to the operator by the foreman who stands in a location
providing adequate surveillance of the load, and can be clearly seen by the
operator.
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Table 2.9 Assumptions 'Used in Calculating the Hazard of
Catastrophic Structural Damage to Pool
Resulting from the Drop of a Shipping Cask

Assumed Uncertainty
Item Value Range

Number of fuel shipments (eventual rate to reduce
accumulated inventory) per week

Number of passes over pool edge per shipment

Fraction of horizontal movement when cask is
above pool edge

Total operational time in each movement,
minutes per lift

Time over pool edge per lift, seconds per lift

Mechanical failure rate of crane, per
operating hour

Electrical failure rate of crane, per
operating hour

Total accident rate from human error,
failures per lift

Fraction of human error cask drop accidents
occurring during horizontal motion of
crane, fraction of total

Conditional probability of structural failure
of pool given a cask drop at pool edge loca-
tion, failures per drop

2

0

0.25

10

10

3x10 6

3x10-6

6x10-4

0.01

0.1

0.1 to 0.5

8 to 30

5 to 20

10-6 to 10- 5

10-6 to 10-5

10-4 to 10- 3

5x10- 3 to
5xlO- 2

10-2 to 1.0

aSome spent fuel pools have a special section for the shipping cask sepa-

rated from the main pool by a wall with a wier or gate. For such a configur-
ation the number of passes over the "pool edge" would be zero and hence the
risk to the main pool from a cask drop would be zero.
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Table 2.10 Summary of Estimated Probabilities for Beyond Design
Basis Accidents in Spent Fuel Pools Due to Complete
Loss of Water Inventory

Estimated Probability/Ry

Accident Millstone Ginna

Loss of Pool Cooling Capability 1.4x10- 6  5.7x10-7*

Seismic Structural Failure of Pool 2.6x10-4-Neg. 2.6x10-4-Neg.

Structural Failure from Tornado Missiles <1x10-8  <1x10"

Structural Failure from Aircrash <1x10-1  <1x10-10
38

Structural Failure from Turbine Missile 4x10-7 ~0*

Loss of Pool Water Due to Pneumatic Seal Failure 0*** 5x10_ 7

Structural Failure from Cask Dropi 3.1xlO-s 3.1xlO-1

Structural Failure from Cask Drop after
improvements recommended by Generic Issue A-36
resol ution. <2xlO- 8  <2x10-8

Neg. - Negligible.
lAfter removal of accumulated inventory resumes.

*With credit for third cooling system. Other PWRs which typically have two
spent fuel cooling systems would have an estimated fuel uncovery frequency
of about ixlO- 6/Ry.

**Typical PWRs maj have a failure frequency due to turbine missiles on the
order of 4xlO-- but Ginna's pool is shielded from the turbine.

***Most BWRs cannot lose ppol inventory even if refueling cavity leaks.
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Figure 2.1 Seismic Hazard Curve for the Millstone Site. The curve

shown is the mean of the hazard curves generated from

the "best estimate" input data of the ten experts par-

ticipating in the SHC study combined with the "best es-

timate" model of the ground motion panel. Site correc-

tions are included (Source: Ref. 11, Pgo 5-43).
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Figure 2.8 Cross Section of a Typical Pneumatic Seal (Source:
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50-327, 10/26/84 in response to IE Bulletin 84-03.
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Figure 2.9 Cross Section of Inflated Pneumatic Seal Seated on
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Cavity Wall (Source: submission by Sequoyah Nu-
clear Plant, Docket No. 50-327, 10/26/84 in re-
sponse to IE Bulletin 84-03.
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Figure 2.10 Uninflated Pneumatic Seal with Steel Hold-down
Ring (Source: submission by Indian Point Station,
Unit 2, Docket No. 50-247, 11/30/84 in response to
IE Bulletin 84-03).
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3. EVALUATION OF FUEL CLADDING FAILURE

Two previous studies 1 , 2 employing the computer codes SFUEL and SFUEL1W,
analyzed the thermal-hydraulic phenomena assuming a complete drainage of the
water from a spent fuel pool. The previous section addressed the possible
mechanisms for such an accident to occur and provided estimates for the acci-
dent frequency. This section provides a reevaluation of the results 1' 2 ob-
tained by SFUEL and SFUEL1W calculations and their applicability to beyond
design-basis accidents in spent fuel pools.

3.1 Summary of SFUEL Results

The SFUEL code was developed by Benjamin et al. 1 to analyze the behavior
of spent fuel assemblies after an accident has drained the pool. The results
reported in Reference 1 indicated a wide range of decay power levels for which
self-sustaining oxidation of the cladding would be predicted. Several limita-
tions in the SFUEL model were identified and addressed in a subsequent inves-
tigation. 2  But comparisons to small scale experiments were not very success-
ful.

Subsequent reviews of Zirconium/Zircaloy reaction rate data indicate that
the oxidation equation used in SFUEL is representative of the existing data
(see Appendix B). In this analysis it will be shown that self-sustaining oxi-
dation initiation is not very sensitive to the oxidation rate equation but is
dependent upon the calculated air flow (related to flow resistance) and the
power level. BWR spent fuel with its low power density and open flow config-
uration must be recently discharged (within about 3 months) for self-
sustaining oxidation to be initiated and unless it is a very high power bundle
(discharged within 10 days or less) there is only a slight chance of propaga-
tion to older low power fuel bundles.

However, PWR spent fuel racks typically have a higher power density in
storage and more flow restriction, thus self-sustaining oxidation may be ini-
tiated in fuel that has been discharged for one year or more.

3.1.1 Model Description

The SFUEL code was developed at SNL and is described in Reference 1.
Basically it is a finite difference solution of the transient conduction equa-
tion for heating of the fuel rods considering:

" The heat generation rate from decay heat and oxidation of the clad-
ding.

" Radiation to adjacent assemblies or walls.
" Convection to buoyancy-driven air flows.

The key assumptions in the analysis are:

" The water drains instantaneously from the pool.
• The geometry of the fuel assemblies and racks remains undistorted.
" Temperature variations across the fuel rods are neglected.
• The air flow patterns are one-dimensional.
" The spaces between adjacent basket walls are assumed to be closed to

air flow.
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These assumptions simplify the analysis and may affect the timing and
extent of fuel rod failure but they appear to provide a reasonable basis for
the present "scoping" calculations. In particular, fuel pool failure, if it
occurs, would not cause an instantaneous loss of water. Because of the large
water inventory, draining of the pool would occur over several hours or days.
The time to drain the pool would have a considerable impact on the likelihood
of mitigative action and the timing of the fuel rod heat-up if mitigation were
unsuccessful. The idealizations of undistorted geometry and one dimensional
flow appear to be reasonable up until the point of clad melting and reloca-
tion. Degraded fuel rod phenomenology beyond the melting clad point is beyond
the scope of this investigation but may also provide a mechanism for failure
propagation to low power assemblies.

The last assumption of no air flow between baskets is accurate for high
density configurations but may tend to underestimate cooling flow for some of
the older designs (e.g., cylindrical baskets) with large air spaces between
each basket.

After the water is drained from the pool the fuel rods heat up until the
buoyancy driven air flow is sufficient to prevent further heating. If the
decay heat level is sufficient to heat the rods to about 900'C, (1650'F) the
oxidation becomes self-sustaining. That is, the exothermic oxidation reaction
provides sufficient energy to match the decay heat contribution and the tem-
perature rises rapidly.

Reference 2 describes the modification of the SFUEL code to increase cal-
culational stability and assess propagation of Zircaloy "fires" from high
power to low power assemblies. This version of the code (SFUELIW) also elimi-
nated unrealistically high temperatures* by non-mechanistically removing each
node as it reaches the melting point of Zircaloy dioxide (2740'C or 4963'F).
In the present investigation, the oxidation cutoff has been reduced to 1900%C
(3450.'F), which is the melting point of Zircaloy. Recent experiments indicate
that Zircaloy relocation will restrict further oxidation occurring above the
clad melting point.

3.1.2 Clad Fire Initiation Results

An extensive review of the cladding oxidation models used in SFUEL,1,2

is given in Appendix B and summarized here:

1. The likelihood of clad fire initiation is not very sensitive to the
oxidation equation.

2. The oxidation equation used in SFUEL is a reasonable representation
of the data.

3. The likelihood of clad fire initiation is most sensitive to the decay
heat level and the storage rack configuration (which controls the ex-
tent of natural convection cooling).

*Since the code does not explicitly treat melting of the cladding, tempera-
tures as high as 3500 0 C were predicted. 2
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The critical conditions (i.e., the decay heat level which is sufficient
to cause a clad fire) for clad fire initiation as determined by SFUEL calcula-
tions are summarized in Table 3.1. Note that for the old style cylindrical
fuel racks with a large inlet orifice (3 inch diameter) the natural convection
cooling in air is predicted to be adequate to prevent self-sustaining oxida-
tion (cladding "fires") after 10 days of decay for BWR assemblies and 50 days
for PWR assemblies. However for the new high density fuel racks, natural con-
vective flows are so restricted that even after cooling for a year there is
potential for self-sustaining oxidation. As pointed out by Benjamin et al.'
there are a number of modifications to the fuel rack design which would en-
hance convective cooling and reduce the potential for cladding fires. How-
ever, the limited flow area of the high density designs make it difficult to
ensure adequate cooling by natural convection of air.

For the assumption of annual discharges, the critical decay time (the
shutdown time which is sufficient to preclude clad fire) can be expressed as a
fraction of the fuel cycle and translated into a likelihood of cladding fire
for a complete loss of pool water inventory. For the critical cooling times
given in Table 3.1 the fraction of time for which the decay heat is suffi-
ciently high to cause self-sustaining oxidation is approximately:

0.0 to 0.5 for BWRs with low density storage racks,

0.0 to 0.7 for PWRs with low density storage racks, and

1.0 for PWRs with high density storage racks.

3.1.3 Clad Fire Propagation

The SNL investigationsl, 2 of spent fuel behavior after a loss of pool
integrity accident (assumed to result in complete drainage of the pool), iden-
tified a range of power levels necessary for the initiation of self-sustaining
clad oxidation and substantially lower power levels at which adjacent fuel
bundles would oxidize once oxidation had been initiated. However, the phenom-
enology of propagation is not well understood and there was considerable
uncertainty in these estimates. Benjamin et al.,' Pisano et al., 2 Han 3 and
Johnsen4 have pointed out a number of limitations in the previous analy-
ses. 1,2 To put the present results in perspective it is worth mentioning
the most important limitations, and what has been done in this study to reduce
uncertainties.

1. The oxidation equation allows oxidation to continue beyond 1900%C
(3450'F) where clad melting and relocation is expected. PBF and KfK
tests show clad relocation at temperatures in the range of 1900' to
2200%C but the analyses have calculated temperatures as high as
3500%C (6330'F) without accounting for clad and fuel melting. At
such high temperatures the radiation heat flux becomes very large and
it is believed that the potential for propagation to adjacent bundles
will be overestimated.

To provide more realistic estimates of the potential for oxidation
propagation, BNL has chosen to terminate oxidation at the Zircaloy
melting point since recent severe accident research indicates that
Zircaloy relocation will occur and further oxidation will be limited.
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2. The SFUEL code had not yet been validated successfully against fuel
rod oxidation data. A preliminary comparison 2 against SNL data was
only partially successful.

The SFUEL code has been compared to the SNL data in a separate sec-
tion (3.2) and key portions of the code have been validated. Specif-
ically, the axial heat up (without oxidation) and the temperature at
which self sustaining oxidation is reached has been validated. If a
low power spent fuel bundle heats up to within one or two hundred 'C
of self-sustaining oxidation due to its own internal energy there is
a high likelihood that the additional energy from an adjacent high
power bundle will be sufficient to bring it to the initiation point.

3. The reaction rate equation has been criticized as being too low for
long term exposure at low temperatures (when oxide layers may flake
off and expose fresh Zircaloy).

Appendix B has shown that the SFUEL calculations are not very sensi-
tive to the low temperature oxidation rate.

4. The lack of a fuel and clad melting and relocation model has also
been criticized.

The modified SFUEL code (SFUEL1W2 ) has sufficient flexibility to-
estimate the importance of oxidation propagation via radiation heat
transfer to adjacent fuel racks. The subsequent behavior (e.g., fuel
rod slumping) after the clad melting temperature is reached may pro-
vide an additional mechanism for propagation (heating from below),
but this has been treated as an uncertainty in the extent of pool
involvement.

5. Johnsen 4 criticized the clad failure criterion used in the SNL ana-
lyses. 1 , 2  He noted that the clad structural failure could occur at
temperatures as low as 650% if the thermal loading is sustained for
several hours.

In view of the large uncertainty in the thermal behavior, we agree
that a prediction of temperatures in excess of 650%C should not be
viewed as successful cooling of the assembly. At these temperatures
cladding failure and fission product release -is very likely and the
potential for cladding "fires" is high due to the effects of asymmet-
ric heating (from adjacent high power bundles). Two cases for which
cladding failure is assumed without self-sustaining oxidation are
presented in Chapter 4.

It should be emphasized that SFUEL does not address the question of Zir-
caloy oxidation propagation after clad melting and relocation. For recently
discharged fuel (less than 90 days), or for severely restricted air flow
(e.g., high density PWR spent fuel racks) the oxidation reaction is predicted
to be very vigorous and failure of both the fuel rods and the fuel rod racks
is expected. Thus a large fraction of the fuel rods would be expected to fall
to the bottom of the pool forming a large debris bed. If water is not present
in the bottom of the pool, the debris bed will remain hot and will tend to
heat the adjacent assemblies from below. The investigation of debris bed
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formation is beyond the scope of the present study, but it appears to be an
additional mechanism for oxidation propagation.

Propagation of cladding "fires" by particulate (i.e., spallation) or zir-
conium vapor transport has been investipated and eliminated in an approximate
separate effects study by Pisano et al. However, the SNL results using the
modified SFUELIW code indicate that propagation due to the heat flux (radia-
tion and convection) from adjacent bundles is likely to occur even to very low
power assemblies (at power levels corresponding to 3 years of decays).

With these considerations in mind, a series of SFUEL calculations were
performed to establish the range of conditions for which propagation is pre-
dicted to occur. Both the power of the initiating bundle and the power of the
adjacent bundles have been varied as well as the ventilating conditions of the
spent fuel building. An example SFUEL input deck is provided in Appendix C
for documentation purposes.

Two fuel building ventilation conditions have been investigated as de-
scribed below but it must be recognized that both of these assumptions corre-
spond to very idealized conditions that are unlikely to be duplicated in an
actual accident. Rather these idealized conditions are provided to demon-
strate the sensitivity of the various assumptions. For a beyond design basis
seismic event, that ruptures the pool, it seems likely the failure of the fuel
building may also occur. Benjamin et al.' have shown that a very large hole
(at least 77 ft 2 ) must be opened to approximate the perfect ventilation case.

3.1.3.1 Perfect Ventilation

Under the perfect ventilation condition it is assumed that the fuel
building is maintained at ambient conditions by a high powered ventilation
system (note that the flow rate must be much higher than typical gas treatment
systems) or by a large opening (greater than 77 ft 2 ) in the building. Oxygen
is not depleted and the air entering the pool is assumed not to be heated by
the hot gases exiting the fuel assemblies. The conditions necessary to initi-
ate self-sustaining oxidation under perfect ventilation conditions are summar-
ized in Table 3.1 for three typical fuel rack configurations. Note that these
are "borderline" conditions in that a slightly lower power level or a larger
inlet hole size would predict that self-sustaining oxidation does not occur.
Note that the "critical" conditions outlined in Table 3.1 do not imply that
fuel rod failure would not occur for power levels below these conditions. The
power level must be reduced substantially (about 20%) to ensure that the
predicted clad temperature is below 650%C (the minimum temperature at which
clad structural failure and fission product release is likely to occur).

For power and flow conditions that are only slightly below the "critical"
conditions it should be obvious that the heat flux from a much higher power
adjacent bundle would have the potential to push the "non-critical" fuel over
the self-sustaining oxidation threshold. Thus the only real propagation ques-
tion is whether recently discharged (high power) spent fuel will radiate suf-
ficient energy to initiate self-sustaining oxidation in low power fuel bundles
that have been cooled for one or more years.
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In this context two limitations of the SFUEL1W2 code should be noted:

1. The fuel storage racks are assumed to be immediately adjacent so that
no air flow between racks is allowed. (The numerical approach used
to calculate the heat transfer is numerically unstable if flow is
allowed).

2. All fuel storage racks are assumed to be identical so that the ques-
tion of propagation from high power cylindrical racks to low power
high density racks cannot be addressed.

The first limitation probably represents current storage practices where
a number of fuel pools are approaching their design capacity. However, the
question of providing deliberate cooling channels between recently discharged
fuel and the older fuel cannot be directly addressed. Based on engineering
insight, it appears that, under the idealized perfect ventilation conditions,
the provision of an air space of 6 to 12 inches around the periphery of re-
cently discharged fuel would minimize the likelihood of oxidation propagation
to low power spent fuel assemblies. (Note that the code does allow for an air
space adjacent to the pool walls and 6 to 12 inches is found to be adequate if
flow through the bundles is not restricted.)

Since high density fuel storage racks are predicted to cause self-
sustaining oxidation even after storage for one or more years, it seems clear
that it would be undesirable to store spent fuel in high density storage racks
if it has been discharged within the last two years. (It may be worth noting
that current practice restricts the storage density of low burnup fuel due to
nuclear criticality considerations.) Thus the question of propagation from
cylindrical fuel racks to high density fuel racks should be addressed, but the
second limitation mentioned above precludes intermixing of the storage rack
configurations.

The propagation results with perfect ventilation are summarized in Table
3.2 for the high density rack configuration described in Reference 2. Note
that the lowest power (11.0 kW/MTU) for self-sustaining clad oxidation corres-
ponds approximately to fuel that has been discharged for one year, but the
oxidation reaction will generate sufficient energy to propagate to a fuel bun-
dle that is about 2 years old (6.0 kW/MTU). For a fuel assembly that has been
discharged for about 10 days (90 kW/MTU) the high decay heat level causes ex-
tensive clad oxidation in the high power bundle and a somewhat higher propen-
sity to propagate to low power fuel assemblies (as low as 5 kW/MTU which cor-
responds roughly to a 2-1/2 year old discharge).

The propagation results for a low density fuel rack (cylindrical) with a
3 inch diameter inlet hole is summarized in Table 3.3. Note that the range of
power for the high power assembly is limited due to the improved free convec-
tion within this type of fuel rack. Thus self-sustaining clad oxidation is
initiated at decay power levels at or above 30 kW/MTU (corresponding to about
90 days of cooling). Assuming that more than one discharge per year is un-
likely, the adjacent low power assembly must be less than or equal to about 19
kW/MTU (180 days of cooling). Thus propagation only occurs for fuel that has
been discharged less than 1 year with initiation from fuel that has been dis-
charged within 2 weeks.
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For a PWR cylindrical fuel rack with only a 1.5 inch diameter flow hole,
the air flow is much more restricted and the possibility of propagation is
stronger, as indicated in Table 3.4. For the 1.5 inch hole size propagation is
predicted to occur for cooling times as long as two years.

3.1.3.2 Inadequate Ventilation

As previously mentioned the case of perfect ventilation implies a very
high ventilation rate that is not normally possible. Benjamin et al. 1 extend-
ed the SFUEL code to consider limited heat removal to just keep the spent fuel
building at constant pressure. Details of the modeling are described in Ref-
erence 1,_ but the main result of the model is that the fuel building atmos-
phere heats up (due to decay heat and the chemical energy of oxidation) and
the oxygen is depleted. Benjamin' found that the heat-up of the building in-
creased the likelihood of self-sustaining oxidation (i.e., decreased the decay
power level necessary to initiate self-sustaining oxidation). This section is
intended to address the question of whether limited ventilation also increases
the l~ikelihood of propagation to low power bundles.

Table 3.5 provides a summary of propagation runs under inadequate venti-.
lation conditions. For the analyses the high power assemblies are modeled to
represent approximately 1/3 of the core for 1000 MWe plant and the fuel build-
ing is taken to have a volume of 150,000 ft 3 . The results given in Table 3.5
indicate that propagation is no more likely with inadequate ventilation than,
with perfect ventilation. In fact propagation does not occur for several con-
ditions listed in Table 3.5 for which propagation was predicted with perfect
ventilation. Although this result is somewhat surprising, it is simply a re-
sult, of the oxygen depletion calculation. That is, the oxidation of. the._re-
cently discharged assemblies uses up the oxygen supply before the lower power
assemblies can be heated to the point of self-sustaining oxidation.

In view of the potential for fuel building failure due to either the
assumed initiating event (e.g., a beyond design basis ea.rthquake). or the rapid
building pressurization from Zircaloy combustion and decay heat., BNL considers
the oxygen depletion calculation to be unrealistic. Thus, in 'spite of. the
many uncertainties, the perfect ventilation model, is expected to give.the best
approximation for the potential for propagation.

Conclusions Regarding Propagation

Based on the previous results we have concluded that the modified SFUEL
code (SFUEL1W2 ) gives a reasonable estimate of the potential for propagation
of self-sustaining clad oxidation from high power spent fuel to low power
spent fuel. Under some conditions, propagation is predicted to occur for
spent fuel that has been stored as long as 2 years.

The investigation of the effect of insufficient ventilation in, the fuel
building indicated that oxygen depletion is a competing factor with heating of
the 'building atmosphere and propagation is not predicted to occur for spent.
fuel that has been cooled for more than three years even without Ventilation.

These results are in general agreement with the earlier SNL studies,l,2
but tend to show a reduced likelihood of clad fire propagation due to the re-
duced oxidation cutoff temperature (2100%C) used in the BNL analysis.
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3.2 Validation of the SFUEL Computer Code

The SNL investigationsl' 2 of spent fuel behavior after a loss of pool
integrity accident (assumed to result in complete drainage of the pool), iden-
tified a range of power levels necessary for the initiation of self-sustaining
clad oxidation and substantially lower power levels at which adjacent fuel
bundles would oxidize once oxidation had been initiated. However, an attempt 2

to validate the code was only minimally successful in that the post-test ana-
lyses were able to match the heat-up rate in helium (without oxidation) but
the SFUEL code over-estimated the temperature transient after air was intro-
duced.

The objective of this section is to use the revised 3 oxidation rate equa-
tion in SFUEL to analyze the SNL small scale tests to aid in validating the
SFUEL code. The SNL tests are described in Reference 2, but in order to put
the test results in perspective several important conditions should be high-
lighted:

1. The test was of a small bundle of electrically heated rods (9 rods)
with a short length (38 cm).

2. In order to achieve self-sustaining clad oxidation (>850'C) the rods
were heated with a very low flow rate of helium before air was admit-
ted to the test assembly.

Under these test conditions the dominant heat loss is via radiation
whereas for the postulated accident the dominant heat loss is via free convec-
tion. These test conditions lead to laminar flow (a Reynolds number of about
100) in which oxygen diffusion to the cladding surface, limits the reaction
rate. Only one test (6) had a sufficiently high air flow rate to allow vig-
ourous oxidation.

Since the free convection and radiation calculations in SFUEL1, 2 were
inappropriate to the test configuration, Pisano et al. 2 created a stripped
down version called CLAD 2 which used a matrix inversion routine to calculate
radiation losses.

After several preliminary attempts to analyze the helium portion of the
tests BNL concluded that there were several errors which led to underestima-
tion of the convection portion of the heat losses. Since helium has a much
higher heat capacity and conductivity than air it appears to contribute to
establishing the initial conditions. In order to provide an adequate simula-
tion of the initial steady-state portion of the test we made two modifications
to the CLAD code:

1. Include helium properties with a switch to air properties at the
start of the transient.

'2. Include an energy balance on each gas control volume to force conser-
vation of energy.

With these changes we were able to obtain an adequate simulation of the
initial portion of the tests. Using this revised version of CLAD with the
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Weeks' oxidation correlation, 3 analysis of both the helium and the air por-
tions of the test looked reasonable, but still tended to over-predict the peak
temperatures during oxidation. In order to bring the calculations into rea-
sonable agreement with the small scale data the Weeks' correlation has been
reduced by a factor of four (note that this corresponds approximately to the
data scatter).

Results

The revised CLAD code has been used to analyze the SNL small scale exper-
iments Tests 4, 5 and 6. The other three tests were intended to simulate
propagation with nonuniform heating and structures that CLAD was not capable
of modeling. The CLAD results for Test 4 are compared to the data in Figure
3.1. These results still tend to overpredict the temperature in the center of
the test rod, but give reasonably good agreement at the top of the rod where
radiative heat losses are large.

The peak temperatures calculated by CLAD are summarized in Table 3.6 and
compared to the peak measured temperatures for the three tests. Note that
CLAD still overpredicts the peak temperature for the low flow rate tests (4
and 5) but gives good agreement with the high flow rate tests where adequate
oxygen is available. It should be noted that this "oxygen starvation" phenom-
enon appears to be a result of the extremely low laminar flow where oxygen
must diffuse to the clad surface. CLAD includes an oxygen depletion calcula-
tion but assumes that all the oxygen in each volume is immediately available
at the surface.

3.3 Conclusions Regarding SFUEL Analyses

After an extensive review of the SFUEL code and comparison to the SNL
small scale experiments, BNL concludes that the code provides a valuable tool
for assessing the likelihood of self-sustaining clad oxidation for a variety
of spent fuel configurations assuming that the pool has been drained.

The SNL small scale data provide a reasonable degree of validation for
the heat-up and oxidation models, but the results are extremely sensitive to
the natural'convection calculation which has not been validated.

When oxidation is terminated at the Zircaloy melting temperature (assum-
ing that the molten Zircaloy is relocated), oxidation propagation only occurs
for spent fuel bundles which are already approaching the "critical" conditions
for self-sustaining oxidation (see Table 3.1). However, this finding does not
mean that oxidation propagation is unlikely. On the contrary, for some high
density storage configurations the "critical" conditions are approached for
spent fuel that has decayed for two to three years. Thus clad "fire" propaga-
tion appears to be a real threat but the basic question remains as to what are
the "critical" conditions for initiation of oxidation and what the uncertainty
is for a given spent fuel configuration. The critical conditions are summar-
ized in Table 3.1 for several typical spent fuel racks. While the heat-up and
oxidation models have been validated to a limited extent by the SNL data (see
Section 3.2), the authors believe that the largest source of uncertainty is in
the natural convection flow rate. It is recommended that these free convec-
tion flow calculations be verified against large scale data. Preferably the
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data would be obtained from spent fuel assemblies in typical storage racks
(both high and low density).

3.4 References for Section 3

1. A.S. Benjamin, D.J. McCloskey, D.A. Powers, S.A. Dupree, "Spent Fuel Heat-
up Following Loss of Water During Storage," NUREG/CR-0649, March 1979.

2. N.A. Pisano, F. Best, A.S. Benjamin, K.T. Stalker, "The Potential for
Propagation of a Self-Sustaining Zirconium Oxidation Following Loss of
Water in a Spent Fuel Storage Pool," Draft Report, January 1984.

3. J.T. Han, Memo to M. Silberberg, USNRC, May 21, 1984.

4. G.W. Johnsen, Letter to F.L. Sims, EG&G, Idaho, April 4, 1984.
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Table 3.1 Summary of Critical Conditions Necessary to
Initiate Self-Sustaining Oxidation

Inlet Orifice Minimum Approx. Critical(l)
Spent Fuel Rack Diameter Decay Power Decay Time
Configuration (inches) (kW/MTU) (days)

High Density PWR
(6 assemblies per rack) 5 6 700

High Density PWR
(6 assemblies per rack) 10 11 360

Cylindrical PWR 5 90 10

Cylindrical PWR 3 45 50(2)

Cylindrical PWR 1.5 15 250(2)

Cylindrical BWR 1.5 14 180

Cylindrical BWR 3.0 70 <10

("Critical cooling (decay) time is the shutdown time necessary to reach a
decay power level below the minimum decay power for self-sustaining oxida-
tion. The cooling time to prevent cladding failure is at least 20% long-
er.

(2)Note that these critical cooling times are somewhat lower than that found
by Benjamin et al. 1 since the orifice loss coefficient was modified at BNL

Table 3.2 Summary of Radial Oxidation Propagation Results for a
High Density PWR Spent Fuel Rack with a 10 Inch Diame-
ter Inlet and Perfect Ventilation

Approximate
High Power Level Adjacent Power Level Decay Time

(kW/MTU) (kW/MTU) (days) Propagation

11.0 5.9 365 Yes

19.2 5.9 365 Yes

90 5.9 365 Yes

90 4.0 730 No
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Table 3.3 Summary of Radial Oxidation Propagation Results for a
Cylindrical PWR Spent Fuel Rack with a 3 Inch Diameter
Hole and Perfect Ventilation

Approximate
High Power Level Adjacent Power Level Decay Time

(kW/MTU) (kW/MTU) (days) Propagation

90 11.0 365 No

90 19 180 Yes*

*Note that this is an unlikely situation in that the conditions imply a
six month period between discharges.

Table 3.4 Summary of Radial Oxidation Propagation Results for a
Cylindrical PWR Spent Fuel Rack with a 1.5 Inch Diame-
ter Hole and Perfect Ventilation

Approximate
High Power Level Adjacent Power Level Decay Time

(kW/MTU) (kW/MTU) (days) Propagation

90 11.0 365 Yes

90 5.9 730 Yes

90 3.0 1100 No

15 11.0 365 Yes

15 5.9 730 No
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Table 3.5 Summary of Radial
Various PWR Spent

Oxidation Propagation Results for
Fuel Racks with No Ventilation

High Power Level Adjacent Power Level
Spent Fuel Rack (kW/MTU) (kW/MTU) Propagation

Cylindrical with
1.5 inch hole 90 5.9 Yes

Cylindrical with
1.5 inch hole 90 3.0 No

(02 depletion)

Cylindrical with
3 inch hole 90 5.9 No

Cylindrical with
3 inch hole 19.2 11.0 Yes

High Density with
10 inch hole 90 4.0 No

(02 depletion)

Table 3.6 Comparison-of SNL Small Scale Oxidation
Tests to Calculations with CLAD

Peak Temperatures
Data CLAD

Air Flow Rate ( 0C) (°C)
Test (1pm) Mid Top

4 12 1570 1900 1400

5 28.3 "1850 1960 1660

6 56.6 >2000* 2100 1800

*Thermocouple failure.
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4. CONSEQUENCE EVALUATION

A PWR and a BWR reactor were selected for risk evaluation based on a pre-
liminary screeningi of perceived vulnerability and the spent fuel pool inven-
tory. The reactors selected were Ginna and Millstone 1. Both are older
plants that were built before the current seismic design criteria were promul-
gated and have relatively large inventories of spent fuel.

4.1 Radionuclide Inventories

The radionuclide inventories for both the PWR and BWR pools were calcu-
lated using the ORIGEN2 Computer Code 2 for the actual operating and discharge
histories for Ginna and Millstone 1. The ORIGEN2 program in use at BNL was
verified by comparison with results obtained at ORNL for identical cases. 3

A description of the assumptions and methods of analysis is given in
Appendix A along with the detailed results for each species. The results for
the risk significant species are summarized in Table 4.1 (Millstone 1) and
Table 4.6 (Ginna).

For both plants, the noble gases and halogens in the spent fuel inventor-
ies are a small fraction of the inventory in an equilibrium core at shutdown
except for freshly discharged fuel, but cesium and strontium are more than
three times the equilibrium inventory (see Tables 4.1 and 4.6).

4.2 Release Estimates

The fission product release fractions have been calculated for two limit-
ing cases in which a Zircaloy fire occurs: In Case 1, the clad combustion is
assumed to propagate throughout the pool and the entire inventory is in-
volved. In Case 2 only the most recently discharged fuel undergoes clad com-
bustion.

The release calculations for Cases 1 and 2 make the assumption that if
the spent fuel pool suffers a structural failure, coolant inventory will be
totally drained, i.e., the leak rate will greatly exceed makeup capability
even if the coolant systems are still available. The probability of Zircaloy
fire and fission product release has been determined from BNL calculations de-
scribed in Section 3. In order for a cladding fire to occur the fuel must be
recently discharged (about 10 to 180 days for a BWR and 30 to 250 days for a
PWR). If a one year refueling cycle is assumed, the SFUEL results in Section
3 indicate that the fraction of time that the fuel must be cooled to preclude
overheating leads to a mean conditional probability for a Zircaloy fire of
about .25 for a BWR and .4 for a PWR. If the discharged fuel is put into high
density racks the air cooling capability is limited such that the critical
cooling time is increased to one to three years'and the conditional probabil-
ity of a Zircaloy fire is increased to nearly 1.0.

The BNL reevaluation of the cladding fire propagation calculations with
SFUEL (see Section 3) indicates that there is a substantial likelihood of
propagation to other fuel bundles that have been discharged within the last
one or two years. Subsequent propagation to low power bundles by thermal
radiation is highly unlikely, but with a substantial amount of fuel and
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cladding debris on the pool floor, the coolability of even low power bundles
is uncertain.

4.2.1 Estimated Releases for Self-Sustaining Cladding Oxidation Cases (Cases
1 and 2)

As discussed in Section 3.1 there are a broad range of spent fuel storage
conditions for which self-sustaining oxidation of the cladding will occur if
the water in the pool is lost. For Ginna with high density racks the condi-
tional probability of a cladding "fire" is predicted to be nearly 100% while
for Millstone 1 the probability is about 25%. If self-sustaining oxidation
occurs the fuel rods are predicted to reach 1500 to 2100%C over a substantial
portion of their length. At these temperatures, the release fraction is pre-
dicted to be substantial.

Rough estimates of the fractional release of various isotopes have been
presented in an attachment to Ref. 4. Included in the estimates were noble
gases (100%), halogens (100%), alkali metals (100%), tellurium (2 to 100%),
barium (0.2%), strontium (0.2%) and ruthenium (0.002%).

Estimated release fractions of other isotopes are given in Table 4.2.
These estimates are based on empirical fission product release correlations
used in the CORSOR code. 5  The uncertainty range included in Table 4.2 is
based upon the CORSOR coefficient for the reduced fuel rod temperatures pre-
dicted by the modified SFUEL1W code. Comments on the estimates listed in
Table 4.2 follow:

Cesium: The uncertainty range in the cesium releases include a
decontamination factor of 2 to 10.

Tellurium: The releases shown assume the lower limit of Ref. 4
based on the tellurium release model recently proposed by
Lorenz, et al. 6 The low release value assumes that a fraction
of the Zircaloy cladding relocates (melts and flows downward)
before oxidation is complete. 6

Alkali Earths: Because of the high boiling points of the oxides
of Sr and Ba, it is estimated that only a very small fraction
(2xlO- 3 ) of these elements of fission product origin in the fuel
pellets escape. It is estimated that 100% of the activation
product Sr-89 and Y-91 contained in the Zircaloy cladding are
released as aerosols.

Transition Elements: It is estimated that 100% of the transi-
tion element activation products contained in the cladding are
levitated as aerosols of the oxides (smoke). Note that the
small release fraction of Zr-95 (0.01) takes into account the
large inventory of fission product Zr-95 trapped in the fuel
pellets.

It is assumed that only 10% of the activation products in the assembly
hardware escapes (see Table 4.2, Fe-55, Co-58, Co-60 and Y-91). The Co-60
fraction is corrected for its small content in the cladding.
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Antimony: It is estimated that 100% of the Sb-125 is roasted
out of the fuel pellets, because of its high mobility.

Lanthanides and Actinides: A negligible release of the oxides
of the lanthanides and actinides is estimated because of their
chemical stability, low vapor pressures and ceramic character-
istics.

Case 1: Case 1, the "worst" case, assumes an accident that re-
sults in a Zircaloy fire that propagates throughout the entire
spent fuel inventory in the pool, and that the accident occurs
30 days after the reactor was shut down for discharge of the
last fuel batch. The estimated releases of radionuclides are
listed in Table 4.3. These were obtained by combining the "30-
day" inventory given in Column 3 of Table 4.1 with the release
fractions listed in Table 4.2.

Case 2: Case 2 assumes an accident that results in a Zircaloy
fire that involves only the last fuel batch to be discharged,
and that the accident occurs 90 days after the reactor was shut
down for fuel discharge. The estimated releases of radionu-
clides are listed in Table 4.4. These were obtained by combin-
ing the inventory in the last fuel batch (data tabulated in
Table A.6 of Appendix A) with the release fractions in Table
4.2.

4.2.2 Estimated Release for Low-Temperature Cladding Failure (Cases 3 and 4)

For a less severe accident in which fuel is exposed to air but does not
reach temperatures at which a Zircaloy fire ignites, it is assumed that the
cladding on many fuel rods will fail (i.e., develop leaks) resulting in a re-
lease limited to the noble gases and halogens. Two limiting cases have been
considered:

Case 3: in which the entire pool is drained but the decay time
since the last discharge is one year, and 50% of the fuel rods
suffer clad rupture.

Case 4: in which the pool drains to a level that exposes the
upper portion of the fuel assemblies, the decay time for the
last discharged fuel batch is 30 days, no Zircaloy fire occurs
but all of the fuel rods in the last discharged batch rupture.

The estimated releases for Cases 3 and 4 are given in Table 4.5.

4.3 Off-Site Radiological Consequences

4.3.1 Scenarios for Consequences Calculations

The off-site radiological consequences have been calculated using the
CRAC2 computer code. 7  The scenario used in the CRAC2 calculations consisted
of the following conditions:
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" a generalized site surrounded by a constant population density of 100
persons per square mile;

" generalized meteorology (a uniform wind rose, average weather condi-
tions); and

" the population in affected zones was relocated after 24 hours.

The radiological effects were calculated out to distances of both 50 and 500
miles.

CRAC2 calculations were made for a range of possible releases as de-
scribed in Section 4.2. While CRAC2 has been used extensively at BNL and
elsewhere to calculate consequences for core melt accidents, its use for spent
fuel accidents is subject to considerable interpretations. A sample input
file is provided in Appendix C for the purpose of documentation of the present
usage. The consequence calculations are summarized in Table 4.7.

4.3.2 Consequence Results

There are several unusual characteristics of a spent fuel accident that
cause anomalous results with respect to the radiation dose calculations. Spe-
cifically, the calculated radiation exposure is insensitive to fairly large
variations in the estimated release. This is due principally to the health
physics assumptions within CRAC. For the long lived isotopes (predominantly
cesium), the exposure is due mainly to exposure after the area is decontam-
inated and people return to their homes. The CRAC code assumes that decontam-
ination will limit the exposure of each person to 25 rem. Thus, for this type
of release the long term whole body dose is limited by the population in the
affected sectors (about 0.8 million people in the 16 sectors for a 50 mile
radius) to about 3x10 6 person-rem (only 3 of the 16 sectors are downwind).
The extreme cases (IA; immediately after refueling and 1B and IC; with the
total fuel pool inventory involved) result in much higher releases but no sig-
nificant change in population dose.

A more sensitive indication of the severity of a spent fuel accident is
the interdiction area (the area with such a high level of radiation that it is
assumed that it cannot ever be decontaminated). For these long lived isotopes
the interdicted area increases directly with the release fraction and provides
a convenient measure of the societal consequences. As indicated in Table 4.7
the worst spent fuel accident is calculated to result in an interdiction area
of 224 sq. miles.

For the nominal cases (2A and 2B) in which propagation is assumed not to
occur, the person-rem exposure is still high even with an assumed decontam-
ination factor of 10 (Case 2B). The interdiction area is seen to be reduced
substantially for Case 2B.

For cases in which the air cooling is sufficient to prevent clad fires
(Case 3), the bulk of the releases are noble gases and the consequences are
very small.
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Table 4.1 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories of Equili-
brium Core with Spent Fuel Assemblies for Select-
ed Isotopes (Millstone 1)

Equilibrium, Spent Fuel poola (time after last dlscharge)l
I sotooe Core au-a avs •U-o 8VS I veer i

(Total Radioactivity, Curies)

Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 1 03
Ru 106
Rh 1 06
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 125m
Te 127
Te 1 27m
Te 129
Te 129m
Te 1 32
I 129
I 131
I 132
Xe 1 33
Cs 1 34
Cs 136
Cs 1 37
Ba 1 37m
Ba 1 40
La 1 40
Ce 1 41
Ce 1 44
Pr 1 43
Pr 1 44
Nd 147
Sm 151
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Am 241
Cm 242
Cm 244

8.81 E+4
I .64E+5
5.35E+5
6.22 E+4
4.71 E+7
4.2 5E+6
4.37E+6
6.06E+7
8.70E+7
8.91 E+7
8.78E+7
7.69E+7
7.23E+7
2 .48E+7
2 .63E+7
9.07E+5
4.97E+6
1 .93E+5
4.92E+6
6.61 E+5
I .49E+7
2.2 4E+6
6.72E+7
I .75E+0
4.74E+7
6.83E+7
9.72E+7
6.1 OE+6
2.1 OE+6
5.84E+6
5.53E+6
8.36E+7
8.54E+7
7.94E+7
6.05E+7
7.37E+7
6.08E+7
3.1 6E+7
2 .44E+4
4.61 E+5
5.61 E+6
9.98E+8
9.33E+4
2 .49E+4
3.1 4E+4
7.1 9E+6
8.86E+3
2 .09E+6
6.72E+4

2 .2 9E+4
3.72E+5
1 .41 E+6
1 .01 E+4
8.39E+6
1 .42E+7
1 .43E+7
1 .1 8E+7
1 .94E+7
2 .54E+7
I .49E+4
1 .43E+4
I .53E+7
I .72E+7
1 .72E+7
1 .1 9E+6
8.21 E+3
2.84E+5
2.21 E+5
2.1 8E+5
2 .74E+5
4.21 E+5
3.74E+4
7.1 5E+O
I .22E+6
3.85E+4
7.2 9E+5
7.90E+6
2 .05E+5
2 .02E+7
1 .91 E+7
5.1 9E+6
5.97E+6
I .32E+7
2.64E+7
5.44E+6
2.64E+7
I .54E+6
8.22E+4
1 .34E+6
8.26E+5
5.59E+4
4.51 E+5
8.89E+4
1 .30E+5
2.29E+7
2 .88E+5
I .45E+6
2 .2 7E+5

1 .26E+4
3.1 5E+5
1 .39E+6
I .05E+3
3.63E+6
1 .42 E+7
I .42E+7
5 75E+6
1 .OOE+7
I .70E+7
3.1 2E-3
3.01 E-3
5.21 E+6
I .53E+7
I .53E+7
1 .1 4E+6
I .39E-1
2 .76E+5
I .45E+5
1 .48E+5
7.79E+4
1 .20E+5
8 .64 E-2
7.1 5E+O
6.35E+3
8.90E-2
2.30E+2
7.47E+6
8.1 3E+3
2.01 E+7
I .90E+7
I .90E+5
2.1 9E+5
3.61 E+6
2 .27E+7
2.41 E+5
2 .2 7E+7
3.36E+4
8.21 E+4
1 .32E+6
5.1 OE+4
2.88E+3
4 .53E+5
8.89E+4
I .30E+5
2.27E+7
2 .94E+5
I .1 2E+6
2.2 5E+5

8.54E+2
2 .85E+5
I .33E+6
3.84E-2
8.33E+4
I .39E+7
I .39E+7
2.21 E+5
5.1 OE+5
1 .11 E+6

neg.b
neg b

4.07E+4
9.1 3E+6
9.1 3E+6
9,48E+5n•jb
neg.b

2.31 E+5
2 .52 E+4
2.57E+4
2.68E+2
4.1 2E+2

neg b

7.1 5E+O
neg .b
neg b
neg~b

5.80E+6
3.91 E-3
I .97E+7
I .87E+7
6.41 E-2
7.37E-2
1 .03E+4
1 .1 6E+7
I .90E-1
1 .1 6E+7
1 .1 OE-3
8.1 6E+4,
I .25E+6.
I .80E-I
2 .88E+3
4.54E+5
8.89E+4
1 .30E+5
2 .1 9E+7
3.21 E+5
3.50E+5
2 .1 9E+5

aSpent fuel pool Inventory Includes discharges from 11
Ing the period from August 1972 through the projected
1987.

bneg. = less than 10-3 Curles.

refuelings cover-
refueling of April
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Table 4.2 Estimated Radionuclide Release Fraction
During a Spent Fuel Pool Accident Resulting
in Complete Destruction of Cladding (Cases
1 and 2)

Release Fractiona
Element or Value Uncertainty

Chemical Family Isotope Used Range

Noble gases Kr, Xe 1.00 0

Halogens 1-129, 1-131 1.00 0.5-1.0

Alkali Metals Cs, (Ba-137m) Rb 1.00 0.1-1.0

Chalcogens Te, (1-132) 0.02 .002-.02

Alkali Earths Sr, (Y-90), Ba (in fuel) 2 x 10-3 10-4_10-2
Sr, Y-91 (in clad) 1.00 0.5-1.0

Transition Co-58 (assembly hardware)b 0.10 0.1-1.0
Elements Co-60 (assembly hardware)b 0.12 0.1-1.0

Y-91 (assembly hardware) 0.10 0.1-1.0
Nb-95, Zr-95 (in fuel) 0.01 10-3_10-1
Nb-95, Zr-95 (in clad) 1.00 0.5-1.0

Miscellaneous Mo-99 I x 10-6 10-8-10-1
Ru-106 2 x 10-5 10-6_10-4

Sb-125 1.00 0.5-1.0

Lanthanides La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm; Eu 1 x 10-6 10-8-10-1

Transuranics Np, Pu, Am, Cm 1 x 10-6 10-8_10-5

aRelease fractions of several daughter isotopes are determined by their
precursors, e.g., Y-90 by Sr-90, Tc-99m by Mo-99, Rh-106 by Ru-106,
1-132 by Te-132, Ba-137m by Cs-137, and La-140 by Ba-140.

bRelease fraction adjusted to account for a 100% release of the small

amount of Co-60 contained in the Zircaloy cladding.
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Table 4.3 Estimated Releases of Radionuclides for Case 1
in Which a Zircaloy Fire Propagates Throughout
the Entire Pool Inventory (Worst Case)

Time after Last Discharge

Isotope 30-days 90-days - year

(Radioactivity, Curies)

Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 1 03
Ru 1 06
Rh 1 06
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 1 25m
Te 127
Te 127m
Te 129
Te 1 29m
Te 1 32
I 129
I 131
1 132
Xe 1 33
Cs 1 34
Cs 136
Cs 137
Ba I 37m
Ba 1 40
La 1 40
Ce 1 41
Ce 1 44
Pr 1 43
Pr 1 44
Nd 147
Sm 1 51
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Am 241
Cm 242
On 244

2.74E+3
4.46E+4
1 .41 E+6
1 .01 E+4
1 .68E+4
2.84E+4
2.84E+4
1 .1 8E+6
1 .63E+6
2 .1 3E+6
1 .49E-2
I .43E-2
3.06E+2
3.44E+2
3.44E+2
1 .1 9E+6
8.21 E+3
5.68E+3
4.42E+3
4.36E+3
5.48E+3
8.42E+3
7.48E+2
7.1 5E+0
I .22E+6
7.70E+2
7.29E+5
7.90E+6
2.05E+5
2.02 E+7
1 .91 E+7
I .04E+4
1 .1 9E+4
1 .32E+1
2.64E+1
5.44E+0
2.64E+1
1 .54E+0
8.22 E-2
1 .34E+0
8.2 6E-1
5.59E-2
4.51 E-1
8.89E-2
I .30E-1
2.29E+i
2.2 8E-1
1 .45E+0
2.2 7E-1

1 .51 E+3
3.78E+4
1 .39E+6
I .05E+5
7.26E+3
2 .84E+4
2 .84E+4
5.75E+5
8.39E+5
1 .42E+6

neg aneg. a

1 .04E+2
3.06E+2
3.06E+2
1 .1 4E+6
I .39E-1
5.52E+3
2.90E+3
2 .96E+3
I .56E+3
2 .40E+3
1 .72 E-3
7.1 5E40
6.35E+3
I .78E-3
2.30E+2
7.47E+6
8.1 3E+3
2 .01 E+7
1 .90E+7
3.80E+2
4.38E+2
3.61 E+O
2.27E+1
2 .41 E-1
2.27E+1
3.36E-2
8.21 E-2
I .32E+0
5.1 0E-2
2.88E-3
4.53E-1
8.89E-2
I .30E-1
2.27E+1
2.94E-1
1 .1 2E+0
2.2 5E-1

1 .02 E+2
3.42E+4
1 .33E+6
3.84E-2
I .67E+2
2.78E+4
2.78E+4
2.21 E+4
4.26E+4
9.27E+4

neg a
neg .a

8.1 4E-1
1 .83E+2
I .83E+2
9.48E+5neg a

4.62E+3
5.04E+2
5.1 4E+2
5.36E+0
8.24E+0

neg .a

7.1 5E+O
neg .a
neg a
neg a

5.80E+6
3.91 E-3
1 .97 E+7
1 .87E+7

neg a
neg a

I .03E-2
1 .1 6E+1

neg a

1 .1 6E+1
neg .a

8 .1 6E-2
1 .2 5E +0

neg .a

2 .88E-3
4.54E-1
8.89E-2
I .30E-1
2 .1 9E+I
3.21 E-1
3.50E-1
2.1 9E-1

aneg. = less than 10"3 Curies.
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Table 4.4 Estimated Releases of Radionuclides for Case 2
in Which Only the Last Discharged Fuel Batch
Suffers a Zircaloy Fire

Time after Last Discharge
Isotope 30-days 90-days 1 year

(Rad IoactIvIty, curles)

Co 58 2.28E+3 1 .26E+3 8.49E+l
Co 60 9.1 7E+3 8.68E+3 8.1 2E+3
Kr 85 2.39E+5 2.36E+5 2.2 5E+5
Rb 86 1 .01 E+4 1 .05E+3 3.84E-2
Sr 89 1 .79E+4 7.75E+3 1 .78E+2
Sr 90 3.84E+3 3.82E+3 3.78E+3
Y 90 3.86E+3 3.84E+3 3.78E+3
Y 91 2.66E+4 1 .30E+4 4.99E+2
Zr 95 1 .62E+6 8.37E+5 4.2 5E+4
Nb 95 2.11 E+6 1 .41 E+6 9.24E+4
Mo 99 1 .49E-2 neg. a neg a

Tc 99m 1 .43E-2 neg a neg a
Ru 1 03 3.06E+2 1 .04E+2 8.1 4E-1
Ru 106 2.24E+2 1 .99E+2 1 .199E+2
Rh 106 2.24E+2 1 .99E+2 1 .1 9E+2
Sb 125 4.1 7E+5 4.OOE+5 3.31 E+5
Sb 127 8.21 E+3 I .39E-1 neg a

Te 1 25m 1 .88E+3 1 .88E+3 1 .61 E+3
Te 127 4.28E+3 2.80E+3 4.86E+2
Te 127m 4.20E+3 2.86E+3 4.96E+2
Te 129 5.48E+3 1 .56E+3 5.36E+O
Te 129m 8.42E+3 2.40E+3 8.24E+0
Te 1 32 7.48E+2 1 .73E-3 neg.a

I 129 8.84E-1 8.86E-1 8.86E-1
1 131 1 .22E+6 6.35E+3 neg a

I 132 7.70E+2 1 .78E-3 neg. 8

Xe 133 7.29E+5 2.30E+2 neg.
Cs 134 3.53E+6 3.34E+6 2.59E+6
Cs 136 2.05E+5 8.1 3E+3 3.91 E-3
Cs 1 37 2.83E+6 2.81 E+6 2.77E+6
Ba 137m 2.67E+6 2.66E+6 2.62E+6
Ba 1 40 1 .04E+5 3.80E+3 1 .28E-3
La 140 1 .1 9E+4 4.38E+2 neg.a
Ce 141 1 .32E+1 3.61 E+O 1 .03E-2
Ce 1 44 1 .91 E+1 I .65E+1 8.43E+0
Pr 143 5.44E+0 2.41 E-I neg.a
Pr 1 44 1 .91 E+1 I .65E+I 8.43E+0
Nd 147 1 .54E+0 3.36E-2 neg.a
Sm 1 51 9.31 E-3 9.30E-3 9.2 5E-3
Eu 1 54 2.89E-1 2.85E-1 2.69E-1
Eu 156 8.37E-1 5.82E-2 neg. a
Np 239 5.36E-2 neg a neg a
Pu 238 6.73E-2 6.87E-2 7.1 8E-2
Pu 239 9.28E-3 9.28E-3 9.28E-3
Pu 240 1 .55E-2 I .55E-2 I .55E-2
Pu 241 3.73E+O 3.70E+0 3.56E+0
Am 241 6.01 E-3 7.00E-3 1 .1 4E-2
On 242 1 .31 E+0 1 .01 E+O 3.1 6E-1
On 244 5.88E-2 5.84E-2 5.68E-2

aneg. = less than 10-3 Curies.
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Table 4.5 Estimated Releases of Radionuclides for Cases 3
and 4 in Which Low-Temperature Cladding Failures
Occur

Isotope Case 3a Case 4 b
(Radioactivity, Curies)

Kr 85 6.65E+5 2.39E+5
1 129 3.58E+O 8.84E-1
1 131 neg.c 1.22E+6
1 132 - neg.c 7.70E+2
Xe 133 neg.c 7.29E+5

aCase 3
1.
2.
3.
4.

bCase 4
1.
2.
3.
4.

assumes:
last fuel discharge has decayed for 1 year.
no Zircaloy fire occurs.
50% of the fuel rods develop leaks.
100% release of noble gases and halogens from
leaking fuel rods.

assumes:
last fuel batch discharged has decayed for 30 days.
no Zircaloy fire occurs.
100% of fuel rods in last discharge develop leaks.
100% release of noble gases and halogens from
leaking fuel rods.

Cneg. = less than 10-3 Curies.
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Table 4.6 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories of Equili-
brium Core with Spent Fuel Assemblies for Select-
ed Isotopes (Ginna)

Equilibrium Spent Fuel poola (time after last discharge)
Isotope Core 30-days 90-days 1 year

(Total Radioactivity, Curies)

Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 1 03
Ru 106
Rh 106
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 1 25m
Te 127
Te I 27m
Te 129
Te 129m
Te 1 32
I 129
1 131
I 132
Xe 1 33
Cs 1 34
Cs 1 36
Cs 137
Ba 1 37m
Ba 1 40
La 1 40
Ce 1 41
Ce 1 44
Pr 1 43
Pr 1 44
Nd 147
Sm 1 51
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Ain 241
Cm 242
Cm 244

3.57E+5
3.20E+5
3.73E+5
6.53E+5
3.55E+7
2.95E+6
3.1 5E+6
4.57E+7
6.41 E+7
6.34E+7
6.83E+7
5.89E+7
5.85E+7
1 .95E+7
2.1 5E+7
6.04E+5
4.1 2E+6
I .27E+5
4.05E+6
5.1 9E+5
1 .21 E+7
I .80E+6
5.33E+7
1 .27E+0
3.76E+7
5.42E+7
7.64E+7
5.82 E+6
I .87E+6
4.21 E+6
4.OOE+6
6.55E+7
6.74E+7
6.28E+7
4 .24E+7
5.71 E+7
4.27E+7
2 .48E+7
1 .42E+4
4.09E+5
7.22E+6
7.81 E+8
1 .01 E+5
1 .35E+4
2 .02E+4
4.85E+6
4.99E+3
1 .91 E+6
1 .25E+5

5.93E+4
5.97E+5
9.84E+5
7.22E+3
3.53E+6
1 .02E+7
1 .02E+7
5.11 E+6
8.64E+6
1 .1 2E+7
7.03E+3
6.77E+3
7.86E+6
I .09E+7
I .09E+7
7.11 E+5
4.33E+3
I .70E+5
1 .1 9E+5
1 .1 7E+5
I .38E+5
2 .1 2 E+5
I .83E+4
5.32E+0
6.OOE+5
I .89E+4
3.52E+5
6.35E+6
I .26E+5
I .48E+7
1 .40E+7
2.47E+6
2 .85E+6
6.34E+6
1 .38E+7
2 .54E+6
I .38E+7
7 .42E+5
5.1 4E+4
I .09E+6
7.58E+5
3.02 E+4
4.46E+5
5.2 5E +4
8.60E+4
I .52E+7
2 .1 OE+5
9.33E+5
3.59E+5

3.26E+4
5.84E+5
9.74E+5
7.48E+2
1 .53E+6
1 .01 E+7
1 .01 E+7
2 .48E+6
4.46E+6
7.51 E+6
1 .48E-3
1 .42E-3
2.88E+6
9.71 E+6
9.71 E+6
6.82E+5
7.35E-2
1 .65E+5
7 .79E+4
7.95E+4
3.93E+4
6.03E+4
4.23E-2
5.32E+0
3.1 2E+3
4.36E-2
1 .11 E+2
6.OOE+6
4.99E+3
I .47E+7
I .39E+7
9.07E+4
I .04E+5
1 .72E+6
1 .1 9E+7
I .12E+5
1 .1 9E+7
1 .62E+4
5.1 3E+4
1 .07E+6
4.68E+4
3.26E+3
4.46E+5
5.2 5E +4
8.60E+4
1 .51 E+7
2 .1 4E+5
7 .20E+5
3.56E+5

2 .21 E+3
5.29E+5
9.27E+5
2 .74E-2
3.50E+4
9.95E+6
9.95E+6
9.54E+4
2 .27E+5
4 .93E+5neg.b

neg.b
2.09E+4
5.78E+6
5.78E+6
5 .65E+5neg b

1 .37E+5

I .36E+4
1 .38E+4
1 .35E+2
2 .07E+2

5.32 E+Oneg.
neg.b
neg b

4.66E+6
2 .40E-3
I .44E+7
I .37E+7
3.05E-2
3.51 E-2
4.91 E+3
6.09E+6
8.86E-2
6.09E+6

neg.b
5.1 OE+4
1 .01 E+6
I .66E-1
3.2 6E+3
4.46E+5
5.2 5E +4
8.61 E+4
1 .46E+7
2 .32E+5
2 .2 5E +5
3.46E+5

aSpent fuel pool inventory
Ing the period from April
1987.

Includes discharges from 15 refuelings cover-
1983 through the projected refueling of April

bneg. less than 10-3 Curies.
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Table 4.7 CRAC2 Results for Various Releases Corresponding to
Postulated Spent Fuel Pool Accidents with Total Loss
of Pool Water

Whole Body Dose Interdiction Area
Case Description (Man-rem) (sq. miles)

1A. Total inventory 2.6x10 6  224
30 days after discharge
50 mile radial zone

lB. Total inventory 2.6x10 6  215
90 days after discharge
50 mile radial zone

IC.* Total inventory 7.1x10 7  224
30days after discharge
500 mile radial zone

2A. Last fuel discharge 2.3x10 6  44
90 days after discharge
50 mile radial zone
(maximum release fraction)

2B. Last fuel discharge 1.1x10 6  4
90 days after discharge
50 mile radial zone
(mimimum release fraction)

3. 50% of all fuel rods leak 4.0 0.0
1 year after discharge
50 mile radial zone

*Note that the consequence calculations in NUREG-1150 are based on

a 50 mile radial zone. Case IC is given as a sensitivity result.
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5. RISK PROFILE

The likelihood and consequences of various spent fuel pool accidents has
been estimated in the previous sections. The risk is summarized in Table
5.1. As previously mentioned, the exposure results are tied to the health
physics assumptions regarding decontamination and maximum allowable exposure.
Thus the land interdiction area is included in Table 5.1 as a more meaningful
representation of severity. The-uncertainty in each of these risk indices is
quite large and is due principally to the uncertainty in the fragility of the
pools and the uncertainty in the seismic hazard, but there is also a signifi-
cant uncertainty in the human error contribution to the cask drop frequency
and the fission product release estimates.

Note that the risk results are calculated for two older plants with full
fuel pools which were identified as being potentially vulnerable to spent fuel
pool accidents. The present risk estimates are not expected to be applicable
to more recent plants for which the fuel pools have been designed to more
stringent seismic criteria (and can therefore be expected to be less suscepti-
ble to seismic failure). There is a potential for larger fission product
inventories when some of the newer dual unit plants begin to fill up the
pools. However, the seismic margin in the newer designs appears to contribute
to an overall risk reduction.

5.1 Failure Frequency Estimates

5.1.1 Spent Fuel Pool Failure Probability

The likelihood of the various postulated spent fuel pool accidents was
developed in Section 2 and summarized in Table 2.9. The major contributors to
the estimated accident frequency are:

1. Cask drop accidents,
2. Seismic induced pool failure,
3. Loss of pool cooling, and
4. Pneumatic seal failure.

Note that all of these potential accidents are plant specific and their
frequency will vary widely from plant to plant. In particular, most BWR's do
not have pneumatic seals so their failure frequency is zero. At least one
dual unit BWR (Hatch) has its fuel pool outside the reactor building and uses
pneumatic seals during refueling operations.

5.1.2 Spent Fuel Failure Likelihood

Previous investigations 1 , 2 of spent fuel behavior after a loss of pool
integrity accident focused on the conditions necessary to initiate cladding
"fires" after a spent fuel pool has drained. The present project has reeval-
uated these conditions using the SFUEL code 2 developed by SNL. The likelihood
of such cladding fires has been assessed in Section 3. For a PWR with high
density storage racks, the conditional probability of a clad fire given a pool
drainage event, was found to be about 1.0 while for a BWR with low density
storage racks the probability of a clad fire was found to be about 0.25. The
improved air circulation and the lower power density contribute to the im-
proved cooling (and reduced likelihood of fire) for the BWR storage racks.
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5.2 Conclusions Regarding Risk

The overall risk due to beyond design basis accidents in spent fuel pools
for the PWR and BWR plants is shown in Table 5.1. The unique character of
such an accident (substantial releases of long lived isotopes) makes it diffi-
cult to compare to reactor core melt accidents. The exposure calculations are
driven by assumptions in the CRAC modeling an'b the results are not sensitive
to the severity of the accident.

The uncertainty in risk in terms of person-rem/Ry is driven principally
by the uncertainty in the calculation of initiating event frequency for events
which completely drain the spent fuel pool. The uncertainty in event fre-
quency is, in turn, driven by the uncertainty in the seismic hazard and fra-
gility along with the uncertainty in human error for cask drop accidents.

5.3 References for Section 5

1. A.S. Benjamin, D.J. McCloskey, D.A. Powers, S.A. Dupree, "Spent Fuel Heat-
up Following Loss of Water During Storage," NUREG/CR-0649, March i979.

2. N.A. Pisano, F. Best, A.S. Benjamin, K.T. Stalker, "The Potential for
Propagation of a Self-Sustaining Zirconium Oxidation Following Loss of
Water in a Spent Fuel Storage Pool," Draft Report, January 1984.
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Table 5.1 Estimated Risk for the Two Spent Fuel Pools from
the Two Dominant Contributors

Spent Fuel Interdiction1

Accident Pool Fire Health Risk1  Risk
Initiator Probablity/Ry (Man-rem/Ry) (Sq. Mi./Ry)

Seismic induced
PWR pool failure 2.6x10 4-1.6x10, 1 0  600-Neg.* .011-Neg.

Seismic induced
BWR pool failure 6.5x10- 5 -4x10- 1 1  156-Neg. .003-Neg.

Cask drop 2 induced
PWR pool failure 3x10 5-- 3x10- 12  70-Neg. .001-Neg.
Cask drop 2 induced

BWR pool failure 8xlO 6-8xlO- 1 3  20-Neg. 4xl0-4-Neg.

*Neg. - Negligible.

1The upper end of the risk ranges assumes no fire propagation from the
last fuel discharge to older fuel. However, the fission products in
the last fuel discharge were assumed to be released during the fire
with no fission product decontamination on structures (Case 2A).

2After removal of accumulated inventory resumes. Presently, most plants
are accumulating spent fuel in the pool without shipping to permanent
storage. (Note that many new plants have pool configurations and admin-
istrative procedures which would preclude this failure mode.)
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6. CONSIDERATION OF RISK REDUCTION MEASURES

Due to diversity in the nature of initiating events for beyond design
basis accidents in spent fuel pools, there appear to be several possible ways
to reduce the risks. It must be emphasized that each of the contributors to
risk are plant specific and one or more of the risk significant sequences
identified in Section 5 may not be important at other plant sites. The fol-
lowing sections discuss the advantage and disadvantages of a number of pro-
posed risk reduction strategies. A cost benefit analysis has not been per-
formed. Rather, the phenomenological insights, developed during the investi-
gation, have been used to generate the lists of possible risk reduction
measures provided below.

6.1 Risk Prevention

1. Reduction of Stored Radioactive Inventory - Most of the consequences
of a release of radioactivity from a pool accident is associated with
the large inventory of isotopes of intermediate halflives, e.g.,
Cs-137, Sr-90. The potential release increases approximately in
proportion to the number of fuel assemblies in the storage inven-
tory. One obvious measure for risk reduction is to transfer part of
the inventory to alternative storage locations (e.g., see Ref. 1).

2. Air Circulation - The one universal prevention measure is to promote
air cooling in the event of loss of water cooling of the spent fuel.
The new high density fuel storage racks restrict air flow and make
even old spent fuel (one to two years) susceptible to heat-up and
self-sustaining oxidation. The older style fuel baskets with large
inlet holes (3 inch diameter or more per assembly) allow much freer
air circulation. If all recently discharged fuel (less than two
years) is kept in low density fuel baskets and they are separated
from the wall and the older fuel by a one foot gap then the likeli-
hood of self-sustaining oxidation would be reduced by a factor of 5
or more compared to the high density storage configuration.

3. Additional Cooling Systems - Although loss-of-pool cooling appears to
be risk significant, an additional cooling system is unlikely to be
cost beneficial (unless the cooling system for a specific plant was
substantially more unreliable than the two current systems). An
additional cooling system would not affect the risk from pool failure
events (seismic or cask drop accidents). Thus the net risk reduction
would be minimal unless loss-of-cooling were the dominant event.

4. Improved Procedures and Equipment - The likelihood of cask drop acci-
dents can be reduced by improving procedures, administrative controls
and/or installing more reliable equipment as suggested in the heavy
load drop investigation. 3  Improvements in operator training, heavy
load procedures and equipment, which is recommended as part of the
resolution for Generic Issue A-36, is estimated to reduce this fail-
ure mode by at least a factor of 1000. However, none of these im-
provements would reduce the risk from the other dominant sequences.
Thus the net risk reduction would have to be quantified on a plant
specific basis.
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5. Plant-Specific Risk Evaluation - This option provides for a limited
risk evaluation before spent fuel shipment is begun at each site. A
key piece of such an evaluation would be a structural analysis of the
pool response to the loading from a dropped cask or a seismic event.

6.2 Accident Mitigation

1. Post-Accident Spray - Water spray has the potential to terminate the
progression of a spent fuel pool accident whether or not the pool is
intact. However, large quantities of water must be available (it
would be necessary to continue spraying until the pool could be re-
paired and reflooded) and the equipment would have to be seismically
qualified to a higher ground motion (g) level than the pool structure
(in order for the sprays to have a high likelihood of surviving).
Some pools may have fire sprays available in the spent fuel pool
building. For those plants without sprays available, it seems un-
likely that the expense of a new safety grade spray system could be
justified considering the large uncertainty in the risk. Temporary
fire hoses were suggested by Benjamin et al., 2 but the radiation
levels would make such ad hoc measures extremely difficult. Further-
more, if the spray is not initiated before the rods reach 900 C or
there is insufficient flow, the water may aggravate the reaction by
providing additional oxidation potential. (The steam/Zircaloy reac-
tion is also highly exothermic.)

2. Filtering - For those plants with a standby gas treatment system
available, operation of the system has the potential to substantially
reduce the fission product release from the building. However, the
high temperatures and large aerosol production rate would tend to
rapidly degrade the effectiveness of the system. The performance of
such a filtering system would be difficult to characterize under fuel
pool accident conditions. It is unlikely to be cost effective to
install a new system large enough to handle the worst case spent fuel
pool accident scenarios.

3. Fuel Fire Retardation Modules - Certain materials are known to retard
fuel fires, as was demonstrated during the 1986 Chernobyl accident
(sand, boron, etc.). Such materials stored in large quantities on
site, with a special emergency transport system (helicopter, robots,
etc.) could allow for a viable spent fuel pool fire mitigation sys-
tem.

6.3 Conclusions Regarding Preventive and Mitigative Measures

For those plants which have a significant spent fuel pool risk, the one
preventive measure which appears to have a substantial effect on risk (a risk
reduction of 5 or more) is to maintain recently discharged fuel in low density
storage racks that are isolated from the rest of the fuel racks by a foot or
more of space (to provide free air circulation). However, there may be plant
specific features which make a substantial difference in the order of the dom-
inant contributors to risk. Therefore plant specific risk evaluations should
be performed before any changes are implemented at a given plant.
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6.4 References for Section 6

1. D.D. Orvis, C. Johnson, and R. Jones, "Review of Proposed Dry-Storage Con-
cepts Using Probabilistic Risk Assessment," prepared for the Electric
Power Research Institute by the NUS Corporation, EPRI NP-3365, February
1984.

2. A.S. Benjamin, D.J. McCloskey, D.A. Powers, S.A. Dupree, "Spent Fuel Heat-
up Following Loss of Water During Storage," NUREG/CR-0649, March 1979.

3. H. George, "Control of Heavy Loads at Nuclear Power Plants," U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commission, NUREG-0612, January 1980.
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APPENDIX A

RADIOACTIVE INVENTORIES

A.1 INTRODUCTION

The radionuclide inventories contained in various spent fuel batches has
been calculated for two older plants, Millstone-i (BWR) and Ginna (PWR). The
purpose of this appendix is to describe the methods used to simulate the oper-
ating history of the two plants and to summarize the calculated radioactive
inventories contained in the fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel basins.

A.2 SIMULATION OF OPERATING HISTORIES

A.2.1 Thermal Energy Production vs Time

The operating history of each plant was reconstructed from several
sources. The early history, prior to December 1, 1975 was reconstructed from
monthly summaries contained in Refs. 1-3. Data for the period December 1,
1975 through April 30, 1986 were taken from Ref. 4. Data from May 1, 1986 to
April 1, 1987 were extrapolated, based on recent average capacity factors and
scheduled shutdowns.

During each operating cycle (the period between successive refuelings),
the average thermal power was calculated from the total thermal energy pro-
duced during the cycle. No attempt was made to model variations in power lev-
els during an operating period. (Fluctuations in the monthly energy produc-
tion are illustrated in Fig. A.I.)

A.2.2 Fuel Burnup Calculations

The number of fuel assemblies discharged at each refueling and their spe-
cific burnup was obtained from a data base maintained by R.A. Libby of Pacific
Northwest Laboratories (PNL) for the U.S. Department of Energy. 5  It should be
noted that the inventory of spent fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel
basins at various points in time listed in the Libby data base differ from the
data listed in Ref. 4. It is apparent from the operating histories that the
data in the earlier volumes of Ref. 4 are less accurate.

In general , the burnups listed in the Libby data base differ by a few
percent from the burnups calculated by the methods described in the following
paragraphs. These discrepancies do not have significant effects on the over-
all inventories of radionuclides, but only on the distribution of the inven-
tories among the older fuel batches.

In order to model the burnup of the various discharged batches of spent
fuel, the following method was used. It was assumed that all fuel assemblies
in the core during a given operating cycle provided the average specific
power, i.e.,

(MWth/MT)i = (MWthD)i/Di(MT)core
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where for operating cycle, i, MWth/MT is the average specific power per met-
ric tonne of initial heavy metal, (MWthD)i is the total thermal energy
produced in Di days of the cycle, i, and MTcore is the metric tonnes of
initial heavy metal in the core.

The average specific burnup for each fuel batch, j, at discharge was cal-
culated from the formula,

(MWthD/MT)j = . (MWth/MT)iDi

where I is the summation over the several operating cycles, i, that the fuel
was in' the reactor. (As noted below, ORIGEN2 also calculates the specific
burnup which provides a check on internal consistency of the data).

The total burnup in the discharged fuel plus the burnup of assemblies re-
maining in the core at the time of the April 1, 1987 refueling equaled the
total thermal energy production over the preceding history of the plant (e.g.,
see Table A.4).

A.2.3 Calculation of Radioactive Inventories

The average radionuclide content in each metric tonne of discharged fuel
was calculated using the ORIGEN2 Computer Code. 6 The calculations treated the
reactor core as a homogeneous body operating at an average specific power.
Account is taken of radionuclide decay during and following irradiation, decay
chains, and successive neutron captures.

The BNL version of ORIGEN2 was benchmarked against the version in use at
Oak Ridge National Laboratory by calculating an identical case, which yielded
identical results. 7

The results obtained from an ORIGEN2 calculation are slightly sensitive
to the size of the time steps used in the irradiation calculation. Several
preliminary calculations were made to select an appropriate set of time steps
for which the sensitivity was negligible. (Shorter time steps give higher
precision results, but at the expense of increased computer time. The crite-
rion adopted was that the time-step sensitivity be less than 0.1% in the cal-
culated concentration of several key nuclides.)

In a mature operating nuclear power plant fuel management strategies are
complicated (e.g., see Ref. 8). Most fuel assemblies remain in the core for
several operating cycles and are often shifted in location during refueling so
as to optimize burnup. Also, U-235 enrichment is varied. ORIGEN2 as used at
BNL did not take account of such detail, nor of the axial and radial distribu-
tion of the power density. Thus, the radioactivity calculated for a particu-
lar assembly would not correspond exactly to an actual assembly. Neverthe-
less, the total calculated radioactivity in a discharged batch closely approx-
imates the total in a real batch (in so far as the precision of ORIGEN2
allows).
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The calculations do take account of the irradiation times in each operat-
ing cycle and the decay that occurs during shutdowns for refueling or pro-
longed shutdowns for maintenance and repair.

As used at BNL, the input for each irradiation cycle is the average spe-
cific power and the length of the cycle. ORIGEN2 calculates the total average
burnup of each fuel batch over the irradiation cycles during which it was in
the core. This calculated burnup was cross checked against "hand" calcula-
tions for each batch, the "hand" calculations being based on the operating
history (see Section A.2.2).

The input for ORIGEN2 requires the specification of the elements con-
tained in the fuel including trace impurities, the U-235 enrichment and the
composition and amount of alloys used in the fuel cladding and assembly hard-
ware. For each plant, BWR and PWR, only a single fuel and assembly composi-
tion was modeled which is typical of fuel of recent vintage for the respective
reactors. Data for the fuel models were taken from Reference 9.

The output of ORIGEN2 includes isotopic concentrations (of stable as well
as radioactive isotopes), activity of radionuclides, and thermal power produc-
tion of each radionuclide. These are given at specified decay times for acti-
vation products (in cladding, hardware and trace elements in the fuel pel-
lets), fission products and actinides.

The BNL calculations were made for each fuel batch from the date of the
end of irradiation to the projected dates of May 1, 1987, July 1, 1987, Octo-
ber 1, 1987 and April 1, 1988.

A.3 DATA FOR MILLSTONE 1

A.3.1 Reactor and Fuel Cycle Parameters

Table A.1 summarizes several of the major reactor characteristics and
fuel cycle parameters for Millstone 1.

A.3.2 History of Operations

Several milestones in the operation of Millstone-i are summarized in
Table A.2. Monthly gross thermal energy production from 1976 through 1984 is
plotted in Fig. A.I. During the first 10 years of operation the plant
experienced two prolonged outages, i.e. Sept. 1972 to March 1973 (198 days)
and October 1980 to June 1981 (254 days). Otherwise the refueling/maintenance
outages have ranged from 35 to 76 days in duration averaging about 57 days.

A more detailed narrative of the plant operating history from 1970
through 1981 appears in Ref. 10, Appendix F, pp. F-31 through F-70. The only
unusual experience with fuel cladding failures that has been noted occurred in
1974 when some 25 assemblies were found to have leaking fuel elements which
forced a temporary power derating to stay within off-gas release limits. 1 1

Since mid-1981, the plant has operated, with nearly 100% unit service factor
except for scheduled refueling outages. 4

There have been 10 refueling campaigns since beginning of commercial op-
erations on March 1, 1971 (see Table A.3). The next scheduled refueling will
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be about April 1987. During the first 10 years, refueling occurred at some-
what irregular intervals, being dictated by unscheduled forced outages. Since
1981, refueling has been scheduled for approximately 18 month intervals, oc-
curring in April or September. During the lifetime of the plant the average
fuel burnup has generally increased from about 20,000 MWD/MT in 1972 to about
28,000 MWD/MT at present.

A.3.3 BWR Fuel Assembly Model Used in ORIGEN2 Calculations

A nominal BWR fuel element has been modeled, based on data presented in
Ref. 9. This is an 8x8 element assembly of 2.75% U-235 enrichment, containing
1.5873 kg of gadolinium burnable poison per metric tonne of uranium. The fuel
cladding is Zircaloy-2. Other alloys present in the fuel assembly hardware
include Zircaloy-4, Inconel X-750, SS302 and SS304. The alloy contents of the
assembly hardware are included with weighting factors to take account of the
axial variation of neutron flux which results in lower neutron activation at
the ends of the assemblies. In addition to the fuel, the cladding and the as-
sembly hardware, an allowance was made for the presence of "crud" composed of
Fe, Co, and Ni on the outer surfaces of the cladding and assembly hardware.

A.3.4 Calculated Radioactive Inventories

The calculated inventories of selected radionuclides* are listed in Table
A.5 for the reactor core at the end of operating cycle number 11 projected to
be on April 1, 1987. Also listed are the inventories in the spent fuel basin
on May 1 and July 1, 1987 and April 1, 1988 assuming that 167 assemblies will
be discharged in the April 1987 refueling.

It should be noted that many of the isotopes that are of considerable im-
portance *in a core melt accident are those of short half-lives which are no
longer present in the spent fuel after afew days of decay, e.g., Rb-91, Rb-
93, Sr-93, Sr-95, Y-94, Y-95, Tc-104, 1-134, 1-135, 1-136, Cs-138, Cs-140. On
the other hand, the spent fuel inventory contains much larger quantities of
several long-lived isotopes than does the equilibrium core. Noteworthy among
these are H-3, C-14, Sr-90 (Y-90), 1-129, Cs-137, Ba-137m, Eu-154, Pu-239,
Pu-240, Pu-241, Am-241, and Cm-244.

Table A.6 gives a comparison of the radionuclide inventories in the last
fuel batch to be discharged with the summation of the inventories contained in
the ten batches discharged in the period from 1972 through 1985.

A.3.5 Decay Heat

Table A.7 summarizes the decay thermal production in the yarious dis-
charged batches. The data shown is for the whole batch, i.e., the specific
thermal power (kilowatts per metric tonne) multiplied by the metric tonnes in
the batch.

,Table A.8 summarizes the fraction of the decay heat contributed by vari-
ous isotopes. The main contributors change with decay time, e.g., in the

*The selection of radionuclides was based on several criteria including poten-
tial for biological concern, thermal power, and total curies'6f activity.
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oldest fuel (batches 1, 2, etc.) the largest contributors are Y-90 and
Ba-137m, whereas the last discharged batch 11 is dominated by Cs-134, Rh-106,
and Pr-144. The actinides are relatively small contributors.

A.4 DATA FOR GINNA

A.4.1 Reactor and Fuel Cycle Parameters

Table A.9 summarizes several of the major reactor characteristics and
fuel cycle parameters for Ginna.

A.4.2 History of Operations

Several milestones in the operation of Ginna are summarized in Table
A.1O. A narrative of the operating history from 1969 through 1979 can be
found in Ref. 12, Appendix F.

Reconstruction of the refueling history during the early years of opera-
tion has been difficult using data readily accessible to BNL Staff (direct ac-
cess to the Licensee for information was precluded). Table A.11 lists the re-
fueling data used by BNL for the ORIGEN2 calculations, which were carried out
in 1985.

Subsequently, additional information has been located that would permit a
revision of the data in Table A.11, but repeating the ORIGEN2 calculations did
not seem worthwhile since only minor changes in the spent fuel radioactive in-
ventories would have resulted. At the time Table A.11 was constructed, no
data on the first refueling in February, 1971 was available. Also, some 84
fuel assemblies from early refuelings could not be accounted for. Later, it
was learned that 81 assemblies had been shipped for reprocessing at the West
Valley facility. These apparently were returned in 1985 to Ginna for storage
in the spent fuel pool. 13

At the time of the April 1972 refueling, cladding distortions due to fuel
densification was discovered and 61 assemblies were replaced (Ref. 12, pg.
F-56). Thus, the entry in Table A.11 for the second discharge is incorrect.

The total burnup not accounted for in the ORIGEN2 calculations amounts to
4.2% of the total thermal energy production from 1969 through April 1, 1987.
The missing 4,2% burnup is for fuel discharged on or before April 1972.

A.4.3 PWR Fuel Assembly Model Used in ORIGEN2 Calculations

A nominal PWR fuel element has been modeled based on data presented in
Ref. 9. This is a 17x17 element assembly' (264 fuel elements per assembly) of
3.2% U-235 enrichment containing 461.4 kg of uranium. The cladding is
Zircaloy-4. Other alloys present in the fuel assembly hardware include
Inconel-718, Nicrobraze 50, SS-302 and SS-304. The alloy contents of the
assembly hardware are included with weighting factors to take account of the
axial variation of the neutron flux which results in lower neutron flux which"
results in lower neutron activation at the ends of the assemblies. In addi-
tion to the fuel, the cladding and the assembly hardware, an allowance was
made for the presence of "crud," composed of Cr, Fe, Co and Ni , 'on the outer
surfaces of the cladding and hardware.
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No corrections were made in the ORIGEN2 calculations to account for
stainless steel clad fuel that was used in the early history of the plant.

A.4.4 Calculated Radioactive Inventories

The calculated inventories of selected radionuclides* are listed in Table
A.12 for the end of operating cycle number 16 projected to be on April 1,
1987. Also listed are the inventories in the spent fuel basin on May 1 and
July 1, 1987 and April 1, 1988, assuming that 24 assemblies will be discharged
in the April 1987 refueling.

It should be noted that many of the isotopes that are of considerable
importance in a core melt accident are those of short half-lives which are no
longer present in the spent fuel after a few days of decay, e.g., Rb-91,
Rb-93, Sr-93, Sr-95, Y-94, Y-95, Tc-104, 1-134, 1-135, 1-136, Cs-138, Cs-140.
On the other hand, the spent fuel inventory contains much larger quantities of
several long-lived isotopes than does the equilibrium core. Noteworthy among
these are H-3, C-14, Sr-90 (Y-90), 1-129, Cs-137, Ba-137m, Eu-154, Pu-239,
Pu-240, Pu-241, Am-241, and Cm-244.

Table A.13 gives a comparison of the radionuclide inventories in'_,the last
fuel batch to be discharged with the summation of the inventories contained in
batches 2-15 discharged between 1976 and 1986.

A.4.5 Decay Heat

Table A.14 summarizes the decay heat production in the various-discharged
batches. The data shown is for the whole batch, i.e., the specific thermal
power (kilowatts per metric tonne) multiplied by the metric tonnes in the
batch.

Table A.15 summarizes the fraction of the decay heat contributed by vari-
ous isotopes. The main contributors change with decay time, e.g., in the
oldest fuel (batches 2, 3, etc.) the largest contributors are Y-90 and Ba-
137m, whereas the last discharged batch 16 is dominated by Cs-134, Rh-106 and
Pr-144. The actinides are relatively small contributors.

*The selection of radionuclides was based on several criteria including poten-
tial for biological concern, thermal power and total curies of activity.
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Table A.1 Reactor and Fuel Cycle Parameters for Millstone 1
(Sources: Refs. 1-4)

Assemblies in core: 580

Licensed thermal power: 2011 MWth (gross)

Thermal power corresponding to maximum dependable capacity:
2006.5 MWth (gross)

Nominal initial metric tonnes of heavy metal (IMTHM) per
assembly: 0.1833 MT

Average refueling cycle interval (,since initial commercial
operation): 21 to 22 months

Recent refueling cycle interval (since April, 1979):
about 18 months

Average number of assemblies per discharge: about 173

Average IMTHM per discharge: about 31.7 MT

Average number of fuel cycles per assembly: about 3.35

Average period of irradiation (including downtime): about 72 months

Authorized Storage Pool Capacity (as of 1985): 2184 assemblies
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Table A.2 Summary of Operational Milestones for Millstone 1
(Source: Ref. 4)

Date of Initial Criticality: October 26, 1970

Date of First Electricity Generation: November 29, 1970

Date of Commercial Operation: March 1, 1971

Lifetime Cumulative Data: (January 1, 1971 - March 31, 1986)

Hours, Generator on Line: 100,307.9 hours

Gross Thermal Energy: 184.83 x 106 MWh

Capacity Factor (MDC net): 67.4%
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Table A.3 Summary of Spent Fuel Batches in Millstone 1
(With Projections to 1987)

Storage Basin

Cumulativeb
Decaya Gross Weight

Date of Number Weight Avg. Days to Cumulative of Spent Fuel
Spent Fuel End of of H.M. Burnup 5/1/87 Assemblies in Pool
Batch No. Irradiation Assemblies (MT) (MWD/MT) (days) in Pool (MT)

1 08/31/72 28 5.132 12686 5356 28 8.95

2 08/31/74 204 38.126 19695 4626 236 75.47

3 09/11/75 144 26.395 26581 4250 380 121.52

4 09/30/76 124 22.729 21290 3865 504 161.18

5 03/10/78 124 22.729 24090 3339 628 200.83

6 04/27/79 148 27.128 24354 2926 776 248.16

7 10/03/80 168 30.794 24998 2394 944 301.89

8 09/11/82 192 35.194 23670 1693 1136 363.29

9 04/12/84 172 31.528 26763 1114 1308 418.30

10c 10/01/85 178 32.627 28052 577 1486 475.22

Iic 04/01/87 167 30.611 29963 30 16 53 d 528.63

aDecay days from end of irradiation to 5/1/87.
bGross fuel tonnage in pool includes heavy metal plus cladding and hardware but not including fuel

racks. Each assembly contains approximately 0.1833 metric tonnes of heavy metal, 0.0246 tonnes of
oxygen (in U02 ) and 0.1119 tonnes of hardware, totaling 0.3198 metric tonnes gross.

CProjected data.
dThe present authorized storage capacity is 2184 assemblies. After the 04/01/87 refueling, the accumu-
lated assemblies plus the 580 assemblies in the core would exceed the authorized storage capacity
should a full core discharge be required.



Table A.4 Comparison of Cumulative Gross Thermal Energy Production
with Calculated Fuel Burnup from Start of Operations in
1970 to April 1, 1987 (Millstone 1)

Total Cumulative Total Burnup
Gross Thermal Energy Spent Fuel in Batch

(MWD x 10-') Batch No. (MWD x 10-)

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

65.10

750.88

701.61

483.91

547.54

660.68

769.78

833.05

843.78

915.25

917.21

612.74

329.55

8440.01

8

9

10

11

12*

13*

Total 8440.25

*Burnup in fuel remaining in the core.
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Table A.5 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories in Reactor Core
and Spent Fuel Basin (Millstone 1). The Assumed
Refueling Scenario is Described in Section A.3.4

Reactor Spent Fuel Storage Basina
Isotope Core 5/1/87 7/1/87 10/1/87 4/17/8

(Radioactivity, Curles)

H3
C 14
Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 103
Ru 106
Rh 1 06
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 1 25m
Te 127
Te 1 27m
Te 129
Te 129m
Te 1 32
I 129
I 131
I 132

Xe 1 33
Cs 1 34
Cs 136
Cs 1 37
Ba 1 37m
Ba 1 40
La 1 40
Ce 1 41
Ce 144
Pr 1 43
Pr 1 44
Nd 147
Sm 1 51
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Am 241
Cm 242
Cm 244

4 .95E+4
1 .02 E+2
8.81 E+4
I .64E+5
5.3 5E+5
6.22 E+4
4.71 E+7
4.25E+6
4.37E+6
6.06E+7
8.70E+7
8.91 E+7
8.78E+7
7.69E+7
7.23E+7
2 .48E+7
2 .63 E+7
9.07E+5
4.97E+6
1 .93E+5
4.92E+6
6.61 E+5
I .49E+7
2 .24E+6
6.72E+7
I .75E+0
4.74E+7
6.83E+7
9.72E+7
6.1 OE+6
2 .1 OE+6
5.84E+6
5.53E+6
8.36E+7
8.54E+7
7.94E+7
6.05E+7
7.37E+7
6.08E+7
3.1 6E+7
2.44E+4
4.61 E+5
5.61 E+6
9.98E+8
9.33E+4
2 .49E+4
3.1 4E+4
7.1 9E+6
8.86E+3
2 .09E+6
6.72 E+4

I .38E+5
4 .12 E+2
2.2 9E+4
3.72E+5
1 .41 E+6
1 .01 E+4
8.39E+6
1 .42E+7
1 .43E+7
1 .1 8E+7
1 .94E+7
2 .54E+7
1 .49E+4
1 .43E+4
I .53E+7
I .72E+7
1 .72E+7
1 .1 9E+6
8.21 E+3
2 .84E+5
2.21 E+5
2 .1 8E+5
2.74E+5
4.21 E+5
3.74E+4
7.1 5E+O
I .22E+6
3.85E+4
7.29E+5
7.90E+6
2 .05E+5
2 .02E+7
1 .91 E+7
5.1 9E+6
5.97E+6
1 .32E+7
2 .64E+7
5.44 E+6
2 .64E+7
1 .54E+6
8.22 E +4
1 .34E+6
8.26E+5
5.59E+4
4.51 E+5
8.89E+4
I .30E+5
2.29E+7
2.88E+5
I .45E+6
2.27E+5

I .37E+5
4.1 2E+2
I .26E+4
3.1 5E+5
I .39E+6
1 .05E+3
3.63E+6
I .42E+7
1 .42E+7
5.75E+6
I .OOE+7
1 .70E+7
3.1 2E-3
3.01 E-3
5.21 E+6
1 .53E+7
I .53E+7
1 .1 4E+6
1 .39E-1
2 .76E+5
I .45E+5
I .48E+5
7.79E+4
I .20E+5
8.64E-2
7.1 5E+O
6.3 5E+3
8.90E-2
2 .30E+2
7.47E+6
8.1 3E+3
2.01 E+7
1 .90E+7
1 .90E+5
2.1 9E+5
3.61 E+6
2.27E+7
2.41 E+5
2 .27E+7
3.36E+4
8.21 E+4
1 .32 E +6
5.1 OE+4
2.88E+3
4.53E+5
8.89E+4
I .30E+5
2 .27E+7
2 .94E+5
1 .12E+6
2 .2 5E+5

I .35E+5
4.12 E+2
5.12 E+3
3.04E+5
I .37E+6
3.44E+1
I .03E+6
1 .41 E+7
1 .41 E+7
1 .98E+6
3.70E+6
7.35E+6

neg~b

I .03E+6
I .29E+7
I .29E+7
I .07E+6
neg .b

2 .61 E+5
8.06E+4
8.23E+4
1 .1 7E+4
I .79E+4
neg.b

7.1 5E+0
2.28E+0

neg. b

1 .21 E-3
6.86E+6
6.2 6E -8
2.OOE+7
I .89E+7
I .30E+3
I .50E+3
5.07E+5
1 .81 E+7
2 .1 9E+3
1 .81 E+7
I .05E+2
8.1 9E+4
I .29E+6
7.76E+2
2 .88E+3
4.54E+5
8.89E+4
I .30E+5
2 .2 5E+7
3.03E+5
7.60E+5
2 .23E+5

1 .31 E+5
4 .1 2E+2
8.54 E+2
2 .85E+5
1 .33E+6
3.84E-2
8.33E+4
1 .39E+7
1 .39E+7
2.21 E+5
5.1 OE+5
I .11 E+6

neg b
neg.b

4.07E+4
9.1 3E+6
9.1 3E+6
9.48E+5
neg.b

2.31 E+5
2.52 E+4
2.57E+4
2.68E+2
4 .1 2E+2

*b
neg .b

7.1 5E+O
neg.
neg .b

neg.b
5.80E+6
3.91 E-3
1 .97E+7
I .87E+7
6.41 E-2
7.37E-2
I .03E+4
1 .1 6E+7
1 .90E-I
1 .1 6E+7
1 .1 OE-3
8.1 6E+4
1 .25E+6
1 .80E-1
2.88E+3
4.54E+5
8.89E+4
I .30E+5
2.1 9E+7
3.21 E+5
3.50E+5
2 .1 9E+5

aSpent fuel pool inventory Includes discharges from 11 refuel Ings cover-

Ing the period from August 1972 through the projected refueling of April
1987.

bneg. = less than 10-3 Curies.
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Table A.6 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories of Most Recently
Discharged Fuel Batch (Batch 11) with Longer Aged Dis-
charged Batches (Batches 1-10) (Millstone 1)

Spent Fuel Batch ,a Spent Fuel Batch I-,0b

Isotope 5/1/87 7/1/87 10/1 /87 471/8 5/1 187 7/1 /87 10/1 /87 4117W

(Radioactivity, Curies)

H3
C 14
Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 103
Ru 1 06
Rh 1 06
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 1 25m
Te 127
Te 127m
Te 129
Te 129m
Te 1 32
I 129
I 131
1 132
Xe 133
Cs 134
Cs 136
Cs 137
Ba 1 37m
Ba 140
La 140
Ce 141
Ce 1 44
Pr 143
Pr 144
Nd 147
Sm 151
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Am 241
Cm 242
Cm 244

2 .27E+4
5.1 8E41
2.28E+4
7.64E+4
2.39E+5
1 .01 E44
8.39E+6
I .93E+6
1 .93E+6
1 .1 8E+7
1 .94E+7
2 .53E+7
1 .49E+4
I .43E+4
I .53E+7
1 .12E+7
1 .1 2E+7
4.1 7E+5
8.21 E+3
9.42E+4
2 .1 4E+5
2.1 OE+5
2 .74E+5
4.21 E+5
3.74E+4
8.84E-1
1 .22E+6
3.85E+4
7.29E+5
3.53E+6
2 .05E+5
2.83E+6
2.67E+6
5.1 9E+6
5 .97E+6
I .32E+7
1 .91 E+7
5.44E+6
1 .91 E+7
1 .54E+6
9.31 E+3
2 .89E+5
8.38E+5
5.36E+4
6.73E+4
9.28E+3
1 .55E+4
3.73E+6
6.01 E+3
1 .31 E+6
5.88E+4

2.24E+4
5.1 8E+1
1 .2 6E+4
7.48E+4
2.36E+5
1 .05E+3
3.63E+6
1 .92 E+6
1 .92E+6
5.74E+6
1 .OOE+7
I .69E+7
3.1 2E-3
3.01 E-3
5.21 E+6
9.98E+6
9.98E+6
4.OOE+5
I .39E-1
9.39E+4
1 .40E+5
1 .43E+5
7.79E+4
1 .20E+5
8.64E-2
8.86E-1
6.35E+3
8.90E-2
2.30E+2
3.34E+6
8.1 3E+3
2.82E+6
2.66E+6
I .90E+5
2.1 9E+5
3.61 E+6
I .65E+7
2.41 E+5
1 .65E+7
3.36E+4
9.30E+3
2 .85E+5
5.1 8E+4
5.26E+2
6.87E +4
9.28E+3
I .55E+4
3.70E+6
7.OOE+3
1 .01 E+6
5.84E+4

2.21 E+4
5.1 8E+1
5.101E+3
7.24E+4
2.32E+5
3.44E+1
I .03E+6
1 .91 E+6
1 .91 E+6
I .93E+6
3.69E+6
7.33E+6

neg.
neg.

I .03E+6
8.40E+6
8.40E+6
3.76E+5
neg.

9.04E+4
7.79E+4
7.95E+4
1 .1 7E+4
I .79E+4

neg.
8.86E-1
2 .28E+0

neg.
1 .21 E-3
3.07E+6
6.26E+1
2.80E+6
2.65E+6
I .30E+3
I .50E+3
5.07E+5
1 .32 E +7
2.1 9E+3
I .32E+7
1 .05E+2
9.28E+3
2 .79E+5
7.76E+2
5.26E+2
7.02 E+4
9.28E+3
1 .55E+4
3.65E+6
8.48E+3
6.86E+5
5.79E+4

2 .1 5E+4
5.1 8E+1
8.49E+2
6.77E+4
2.2 5E+5
3.84E-2
8.33E+4
I .89E+6
I .89E+6
2.21 E+5
5.09E+5
1 .11 E+6

nag.
nag.

4.07E+4
5.95E+6
5.95E+6
3.31 E+5

nog.
8.07E+4
2.43E+4
2.48E+4
2.68E+2
4.1 2E+2

nag.

B.86E-1
nag.
neg .
neog.

2.59E+6
3.91 E-3
2.77E+6
2 .62E+6
6.41 E-2
7.37E-2
I .03E+4
8.43E+6
I .90E-1
8.43E+6
1 .1 OE-3
9.2 5E+3
2.68E+5
I .83E-1
5.26E+2
7.1 8E+4
9.28E+3
I .55E+4
3.56E+6
1 .1 4E+4
3.1 6E+5
5.68E+4

1 .1 6E+5
3.61 E+2
1 .1 8E+2
2.4 5E+5
1 .1 7E+6

neg c
5.39E+3
I .23E+7
I .23E+7
2.11 E+4
5.90E+4
1 .31 E+5
neg.
neg.

I .09E+3
5.98E+6
5.98E+6
7.76E+5
neog.

1 .89E+5
7.1 5E+3
7.30E+3
3.85E+O
5.91 E+O

neg.
6.26E+0
neg.
neg.
nag.

4.37E+6
neg.

1 .73E+7
I .64E+7
neg.
nag.

1 .31 E+2
7.23E+6

neg .
7.23E+6

neg.
7.29E+4
1 .05E+6
neg.

2.35E+3
3.84E+5
7.96E+4
1 .1 5E+5
1 .92 E+7
2 .82E+5
1 .39E+5
I .68E+5

1 .1 5E+5
3.61 E+2
6.48E+1
2.40E+5
1 .1 6E+6

nag.
2.33E+3
I .23E+7
1 .23E+7
1 .02 E+4
3.05E+4
6.76E+4
neg.
nag.

3.73E+2
5.30E+6
5.30E+6
7.44E+5

neg.
1 .82 E+5
4.85E+3
4.95E+3
I .09E+O
1 .68E+0

neg.
6.26E+0
neg.
neg.
neg.

4.1 3E+6
neg.

1 .73E+7
I .63E+7

nog.
neg.

3.57E+1
6.23E+6

nog.
6.23E+6
neg.

7.28E+4
1 .04E+6

nog.
2.35E+3
3 .84E+5
7.96E+4
1 .1 5E+5
1 .91 E+7
2 .87E+5
1 .08E+5
I .67E+5

1-.1 3E+5
3.61 E+2
2.63E+1
2.32 E+5
1 .1 4E+6

nag.
6.60E+2
1 .221E+7
I .22E+7
3.44E+3
1 .1 2E+4
2.49E+4

negg.
neg.

7.35E+1
4.48E+6
4.48E+6
6.99E+5
neg.

I .70E+5
2 .70E+3
2 .76E+3
I .64E-1
2 .52 E-1

naog.

6.26E40
naog.
neg.

nog.
3.80E+6
nlog.

1 .72 E+7
I .63E+7

neg.
neg.

5.02 E+0
4.98E+6

neg.
4.98E+6
neg.

7.26E+4
1 .02 E+6

negg.
2 .3 5E +3
3.83E+5
7.96E+4
1 .1 5E+5
1 .88E+7
2 .95E+5
7.33E+4
1 .65E+5

I .1 OE+5
3.61 E+2
4.39E+0
2.1 7E+5
1 .1 OE+6

neg.
5.35E+1
1 .21 E+7
1 .21 E+7
3.94E+2
1 .55E+3
3.44E+3

neg.
neg.

2.91 E40
3.1 8E+6
3.1 8E+6
6.1 6E+5
neg.

I .50E+5
8.44E+2
8.62E+2
3.76E-3
5.77E-3

neg.
6.26E+0

neg.

nog.
3.21 E+6

neg.
I .70E +7
1 .61 E+7

neg.
neg.

1 .01 E-1
3.1 9E+6

neg.
3.1 9E+6

neg.
7.24E+4
9.75E+5

neg.
2.35E+3
3.82E+5
7.96E+4
1 .1 5E+5
1 .84E+7
3.09E+5
3.47E+4
I .62E+5

aFuel batch II Is projected discharge during April 1987.
bFuel batches 1-10 weie discharged between August 1972 and October 1985.
Cneg. = less than 10- Curies.
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Table A.7 Decay Heat Released from Spent Fuel Inventory for
Various Discharged Fuel Batches (Millstone 1)

Decay Heat Released by Batch
Date, End of Batch Sizea May 1, 1987 July 1, 1987 April 1, 1988
Irradiationa (Metric Tonnes) (Kilowatts, Thermal)

1 08/31/72 5.13 1.8 1.8 1.8

2 08/31/74 38.13 22.0 21.9 21.5

3 09/11/75 26.40 21.8 21.7 21.2

4 09/30/76 22.73 15.2 15.1 14.8

5 03/10/78 22.73 18.4 18.3 17.7

6 04/27/79 27.13 23.5 23.3 22.4

7 10/03/80 30.79 30.3 29.9 28.2

8 09/11/82 35.19 41.5 40.3 35.9

9 04/12/84 31.53 67.4 63.6 50.9
10 lo/01/ 8 5 b 32.63 146.0 132.7 91.8
i1 0 4 /01/ 8 7 b 30.61 909.0 537.7 210.5

Totalc 1-10 272.38 387.9 368.5 306.3

Totalc 1-11 302.99 1297.0 906.3 516.8

aSee Table A.3.
bprojected dates.
cTotals may not equal sum of the entries due to rounding of decimals.
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Table A.8 Radionuclide Contributions to Decay Heat for Various Spent Fuel Batches. The
Percentage Contributions Depend on the Total Burnup of Each Batch, as well as
Decay Time After End of Irradiation (Millstone 1)

Spent Fuel Batch Number
Isotope 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

(PERCENT OF TOTAL DECAY HEAT)

Sr 90 7.48 6.79 6.14 6.61 6.32 6.18 5.85 5.23 3.78 2.34 1.39
Y 90 35.73 32.44 29.33 31.82 30.21 29.52 27.92 24.97 18.06 11.17 4.96
Zr 95 ---_a ........................ 0.01 1.13
Nb 95 ---.--.. .. .......... 0.02 2.33
Rh 106 ... ... ... ... ...- 0.81 1.89 5.75 13.49 22.53 27.10
Cs 134 0.43 0.98 1.76 2.24 3.74 5.15 7.65 11.63 16.26 16.66 12.53
Cs 137 9.02 8.77 8.43 8.70 8.45 8.28 7.87 6.95 5.16 3.22 1.45
Ba 137m 30.29 29.44 28.30 29.22 28.29 27.80 26.43 23.34 17.34 10.82 4.88
Ce 144 ..................- 0.06 0.26 0.79 1.73 2.66
Pr 144 ... ... ... ... ... ...- 0.64 2.93 8.80 19.20 29.42
Eu 154 1.22 2.15 3.03 2.63 3.15 3.32 3.52 3.30 3.03 2.15 1.12
Pu 238 2.14 4.85 7.33 4.66 5.38 5.31 5.33 4.49 3.72 2.37 1.13
Pu 239 2.16 1.54 1.14 1.36 1.16 1.10 0.99 0.88 0.57 0.33 0.14
Pu 240 1.84 1.90 1.79 1.78 1.68 1.61 1.49 1.27 0.90 0.53 0.23
Pu 241 0.19 0.22 0.23 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.24 0.22 0.17 0.11 0.05
Am 241 7.57 7.96 7.34 6.70 5.84 5.12 4.22 2.92 1.61 0.70 0.18
Cm 242 0.01 0.04 0.05 0.02 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.05 0.21 1.21 5.52

Totalsb 98.08 97.08 94.87 95.98 94.59 94.47 94.13 94.19 93.89 95.10 96.22

aDashes indicate less than 0.01%.

bTotal percentage of isotopes listed. The balance of the decay heat is distributed among many other less
important contributors.



Table A.9 Reactor and Fuel Cycle Parameters for Ginna
(Sources: Refs. 1-4)

Assemblies in core: 121

Licensed thermal power: 1520 MWth (gross)a

Thermal power corresponding to maximum dependable capacity:
1499 MWth (gross)

Nominal initial metric tonnes of heave metal (IMTHM) per
assembly: 0.375 MT

Average refueling cycle interval (s.ince initial -commercial
operation): 12.6 months

Average number of assemblies per discharge: 1975-1980: 37
1981-1987: 24

Average IMTHM per discharge: 1975-1908: 15.3 MT
1981-1987: 9.0

Average number of fuel cycles per assembly: 1975-1980: 3.27
1981-1987: 5.04

Average period of irradiation (including down time): 1976-1980: 3.3 years
1981-1987: 5.0 years

Authorized storage pool capacity: 1016

aOn March 1, 1972 the Atomic Energy Commission authorized an increase in
gross thermal power from 1300 to 1520 MW.
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Table A.1O Summary of Operational Milestone for Ginna
(Source: Ref. 4)

Date of Initial Criticality: November 8, 1969

Date of First Electricity Generation: December 2, 1969

Date of Commercial Operation: July 1, 1970

Lifetime Cumulative Data: (January 1, 1968-March 31, 1986)

Hours, Generator on Line: 107,134.3 hours

Gross Thermal Energy: 149.26 x 106 MWh

Capacity Factor (MDC net): 70.3%
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Table A.11 Summary of Spent Fuel Batches
(With Projections to 1987)

in Ginna Storage Basin

Cumulativeb
Decaya Gross Weight

Date of Number Weight Avg. Days to Cumulative of Spent Fuel
Spent Fuel End of of H.M. Burnup 5/1/87 Assemblies in Pool
Batch No. Irradiation Assemblies (MT) (MWD/MT) (days) in Pool (MT)

1 02/27/71 (37)c 14.778 6933 -- 0 0
2 04/13/72 (4 7 )c 18.772 16695 5832 28 18.4
3 12/31/73 8 3.195 30039 4869 36 23.7
4 03/08/75 29 11.583 38043 4437 65 42.8
5 01/28/76 37 14.778 36958 4111 102 67.1
6 04/14/77 41 16.375 36022 3669 143 94.1
7 03/23/78 41 16.375 27921 3326 184 121.1
8 02/09/79 40 15.976 25451 3003 224 147.4
9 03/28/80 36 14.378 26088 2590 260 171.1
10 04/17/81 28 11.183 27884 2205 288 189.5
11 01/25/82 ` 24 9.586 31054 1891 312 205.3
12 03/25/83 20 7.988 33772 1467 332 218.4
13 03/01/84 23 9.186 37532 1156 355 223.6
14 02/28/85 25 9.985 40533 792 380 250.0
15 03/30/86 24 9.586 42360 397 404 265.8
16d 04/01/87 24 9.586 45673 30 4 2 8e 281.6

aDecay days from end of irradiation to 5/1/87.
bGross weight of fuel stored in pool includes heavy metal plus cladding and hardware but not the fuel
racks. Each assembly contains approximately 0.4614 tonnes of heavy metal, 0.0620 tonnes of oxygen,
0.1345 td6ne's'of hardware, totaling 0.6579 tonnes gross.

CAt the time of the ORIGEN2 calculations some 56 assemblies could not be accounted for using available
data.

dprojected data.
eAuthorized capacity is 1016 assemblies.
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Table A'.12 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories in Reactor
Core and Spent Fuel Basin (Ginna)

Reactor Spent Fuel Storaae Basina
Isotope Core 5/1/87 7/1/87 4/1/88

(Radioactivity, Curies)

H 3 3.32E+4 9.29E+4 9.20E+4 8.82 E+4
C 14 6.42E+1 2.64E+2 2.64E+2 2.64E+2
Co 58 3.57E+5 5.93E+4 3.26E+4 2.21 E+3
Co 60 3.20E+5 5.97E+5 5.84E+5 5.29E+5
Kr 85 3.73E+5 9.84E+5 9.74E+5 9.27E+5
Rb 86 6.53E+5 7.22E+3 7.48E+2 2.74E-2
Sr 89 3.55E+7 3.53E+6 1 .53E+6 3.50E+4
Sr 90 2.95E+6 1 .02E+7 1 .01 E+7 9.95E+6
Y 90 3.1 5E+6 1 .02E+7 1 .01 E+7 9.95E+6
Y 91 4.57E+7 5.11 E+6 2.48E+6 9.54E+4
Zr 95 6.41 E+7 8.64E+6 4.46E+6 2.27E+5
Nb 95 6.34E+7 1.12E+7 7.51 E+6 4.93E+5
Mo 99 6.83E+7 7.03E+3 1 .48E-3 neg.b

Tc 99m 5.89E+7 6.77E+3 1 .42E-3 neg.b

Ru 103 5.85E+7 7.86E+6 2.88E+6 2.09E+4
Ru 106 1 .95E+7 1 .09E+7 9.71 E+6 5.78E+6
Rh 106 2.1 5E+7 1 .09E+7 9.71 E+6 5.78E+6
Sb 125 6.04E+5 7.11 E+5 6.82E+5 5.65E+5
Sb 127 4.12E+6 4.33E+3 7.35E-2 neg .b

Te 1 25m 1 .27E+5 1 .70E+5 1 .65E+5 1 .37E+5
Te 127 4.05E+6 1 .1 9E+5 7.79E+4 I .36E+4
Te 1 27m 5.1 9E+5 1 .1 7E+5 7.95E+4 I .38E+4
Te 129 1 .21 E+7 1 .38E+5 3.93E+4 I .35E+2
Te 129m 1 .80E+6 2.1 2E+5 6.03E+4 2.07E+2
Te 1 32 5.33E+7 1 .83E+4 4.23E-2 neg.b
I 129 1 .27E+0 5.32E+0 5.32E+0 5.32E+0
1 131 3.76E+7 6.OOE+5 3.12E+3 neg.b
1 132 5.42E+7 1 .89E+4 4.36E-2 neg.b

Xe 133 7.64E+7 3.52E+5 1 .11 E+2 neg.b
Cs 134 5.82E+6 6.35E+6 6.OOE+6 4.66E+6
Cs 136 1 .87E+6 1 .26E+5 4.99E+3 2.40E-3
Cs 137 4.21 E+6 1 .48E+7 1 .47E+7 1 .44E+7
Ba 137m 4.OOE+6 1 .40E+7 1 .39E+7 1 .37E+7
Ba 140 6.55E+7 2.47E+6 9.07E+4 3.05E-2
La 140 6.74E+7 2.85E+6 1 .04E+5 3.51 E-2
Ce 141 6.28E+7 6.34E+6 1 .72E+6 4.91 E+3
Ce 144 4.24E+7 1 .38E+7 1 .1 9E+7 6.09E+6
Or 143 5.71 E+7 2.54E+6 1 .12E+5 8.86E-2
Pr 144 4.27E+7 1 .38E+7 1 .1 9E+7 6.09E+6
Nd 147 2.48E+7 7.42E+5 1 .62E+4 neg.b
Sm 151 1 .42E+4 5.1 4E+4 5.1 3E+4 5.1 OE+4
Eu 154 4.09E+5 1 .09E+6 1 .07E+6 I .01E+6
Eu 1 56 7.22 E+6 7.58E+5 4.68E+4 I .66E-1
Np 239 7.81 E+8 3.02E+4 3.26E+3 3.26E+3
Pu 238 I .01 E+5 4.46E+5 4.46E+5 4.46E+5
Pu 239 1 .35E+4 5.2 5E+4 5.2 5E+4 5.2 5E+4
Pu 240 2.02E+4 8.60E+4 8.60E+4 8.61 E+4
Pu 241 4.85E+6 1 .52E+7 1 .51 E+7 1 .46E+7
Am 241 4.99E+3 2.1 OE+5 2.1 4E+5 2.32E+5
Cm 242 1 .91 E+6 9.33E+5 7.20E+5 2.25E+5
Cm 244 1 .25E+5 3.59E+51 3.56E+5 3.46E+5

aSpent fuel pool Inventory Includes discharges from 15 refuellngs cover-
ing the period from April 1983 through the projected refueling of April
1987.

bneg. = less than 10-3 Curies.
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Table A.13 Comparison of Radioactive Inventories of Most Recently
Discharged Fuel Batch (Batch 16) with Longer Aged Dis-
charged Batches (Batches 2-15) (Ginna)

Spent Fuel Batch 1 6 a Spent Fuel Batch 2-1 5 b

Isotope 51/1/87 7/1/87 10/71/897" 4// 571 /87 7/I/87 1 0/1 /87 4/1876f
(Radioactivity, Curies)

H3
C 14
Co 58
Co 60
Kr 85
Rb 86
Sr 89
Sr 90
Y 90
Y 91
Zr 95
Nb 95
Mo 99
Tc 99m
Ru 103
Ru 106
Rh 106
Sb 125
Sb 127
Te 1 25m
Te 127
Te 127m
Te 129
Te 129m
Te 1 32
I 129
1 131
I 132

Xe 1 33
Cs 1 34
Cs 1 36
Cs 137
Ba I 37m
Ba 1 40
La 1 40
Ce 1 41
Ce 1 44
Pr 1 43
Pr 1 44
Nd 1 47
Sm 1 51
Eu 1 54
Eu 1 56
Np 239
Pu 238
Pu 239
Pu 240
Pu 241
Am 241
Cm 242
Cm 244

9.89E+3
2.20E+1
5.77E+4
9.92 E+4
1 .07E+5
7.22E+3
3,50E+6
8.56E+5
8.57E+5
5.04E+6
8.47E+6
I .09E+7
7.03E+3
6.77E+3
7.86E+6
5.82 E+6
5.82 E+6
1 .84E+5
4.33E+3
4.1 3E+4
I .08E+5
I .06E+5
I .38E+5
2 .1 2E+5
1 .83E+4
4.22E-1
6.00E+5
I .89E+4
3.52E+5
2.26E+6
I .26E+5
I .34E+6
I .27E+6
2.47E+6
2.85E+6
6.34E+6
8.25E+6
2.54E+6
8.25E+6
7.42 E+5
3.47E+3
1 .67E+5
7.58E+5
2.74E+4
4.87E+4
3.05E+3
6.01 E+3
I .58E+6
2.05E+3
7.57E+5
8.06E+4

9.80E+3
2.20E+1
3.1 8E+4
9,70E+4
I .05E+5
7.48E+2
1 .52E+6
8.53E+5
8.53E+5
2.45E+6
4.37E+6
7.33E+6
1 .48E-3
I .42E-3
2.68E+6
5.1 9E+6
5.1 9E+6
1 .76E+5
7.35E-2
4.12E+4
7.05E+4
7.1 9E+4
3.93E+4
6.03E+4
4.23E-2
4.23E-1
3.1 2E+3
4.36E-2
1 .11 E+2
2.1 3E+6
4.99E+3
1 .34E+6
I .26E+6
9.07E+4
1 .04E+5
I .73E+6
7.11 E+6
1 .12E+5
7.11 E+6
I .62E+4
3.47E+3
1 .65E+5
4.68E+4
4.59E+2
4.95E+4
3.05E+3
6.01 E+3
1 .57E+6
2.47E+3
5.85E+5
8.00E+4

9.66E+3
2 .20E+1
1 .29E+4
9.39E+4
1 .04E+5
2.45E+`1
4.29E+5
8.48E+5
8.48E+5
8.23E+5
1 .62 E+6
3.1 9E+6

neg .c
neg.

5.28E+5
4.37E+6
4.37E+5
I .65E+5

neg.
3.97E+4
3.93E+4
4.01 E+4
5.88E+3
9.04E+3

neg.
4.23E-1
I .122+0

neg.
neg.

I .96E+6
3.84E+4
I .33E+6
I .26E+6
6.1 9E+2
7.1 3E+2
2.43E+5
5.68E+6
1 .02E+3
5.68E+6
5.08E44
3.46E+3
1 .61 E+5
7.02E+2
4,59E+2
5.04E+4
3.05E+3
6.01 E+3
I .55E+6
3.1 0E+3
3.96E+5
7.93E+4

9.39E+3
2.20E+1
2.1 5E+3
8.79E+4
I .00E+5
2.73E-2
3.48E+6
8.38E+5
8.38E+5
9.41 E+4
2 .23E+5
4.83E+5

neg.
neg.

2.09E+4
3.09E+6
3.09E+6
1 .46E+5

neg.
3.55E+4
I .23E+4
I .25E+4
1 .3 5E+2
2.07E+2

neg.
4.23E-1

neg.
neg.
neg.

I .66E+6
2.40E-3
1 .31 E+6
1 .24E+6
3.05E-2
3.51 E-2
4.91 E+3
3.64E+6
8.86E-2
3.64E+6

neg°.

3.45E+3
I .55E+5
I .66E-1
4.59E+2
5.1 3E+4
3.05E+3
6.02 E +3
1 .51 E+6
4.33E+3
1 .82E+5
7.78E+4

8.29E+4
2.42E+2
I .60E+3
4.98E+5
8.78E+5

neg.
2.39E+4
9.32 E +6
9.32E+6
6.86E+4
1 .64E+5
3.68E+5

neg.
neg.

1 .1 8E+4
5.06E+6
5.06E+6
5.28E+5

neg .
I .78E+5
I .09E+4
I .12E+4
6.98E4+
1 .07E+2

neg .
4.89E+0

neg.
neg.
neg,

4.09E+6
neg #

1 .34E+7
I .27E+7

neg,
neg *

2.53E+3
5.58E+6

neg.
5.58E+6

neg.
4.79E+4
9.1 9E+5

neg,.

2.80E+3
3.97E+5
4.95E+4
8.OOE+4
I .37E+7
2.0BE+5
I .75E+5
2.78E+5

8.22E+4
2.42E+2
8.78E+2
4.87E+5
8.68E+5

neg.
1 .04E+4
9.28E+6
9.28E+6
3.33E+4
8.48E+4
I .89E+5

neg.
negg.

4.02E+3
4.51 E+6
4.51 E+6
5.06E+5

neg.
1 .24E+5
7.42E+3
7.58E1+3
I .98E+1
3.05E+1

neg.
4.89E40

neg.
neg.
neg.

3.87E+6
negg.

I .34E+7
1 .26E+7

neg.
neg.

6.89E+2
4.81 E+6

neg.
4.81 E+6

neg.
4.79E+4
9.06E+5

neg.
2,80E+3
3.97E+5
4.95E+4
8.OOE+4
1 .35E+7
2.1 2E+5
1 .36E+5
2.76E+5

8.1 OE+4
2.42 E+2
3.57E+2
4.71 E+5
8.54E+5

neg.
2.93E+3
9,23E+6
9.23E+6
1 .12E+4
3.1 3E+4
6.96E+4

neg.
neg.

7.93E+2
3.80E+6
3.80E+6
4.75E+5

neg.
1 .1 6E+5
4.1 4E+3
4.22E+3
2.97E+0
4.57E+0

neg.
4.89E+O

neg.
neg.
neg.

3.55E+6
neg.

I .33E+7
I .26E+7

neg.
neg.

9.69E44
3.84E+6

neg .
3.84E+6

neg.
4.78E+4
.8.88E+5

neg.
2.80E+3
3.96E+5
4.95E+4
8.00E+4
I .34E+7
2.1 7E+5
9.21 E+4
2.74E+5

7.88E+4
2.42 E+2
5.94E+1
4.41 E+5
8.27E+5

neg.
2.38E+2
9.1 2E+6
9.1 2E+6
1 .28E+3
5.60E+4
9.57E+3

negg.
neg.

3.1 4E+1
2.69E+6
2.69E+6
4.1 9E+5

neg.
1 .02•E +4
1 .29E+4
I .32E+3
6.82E-2
1 .05E-1

neg.
4.89E+0

neg.
neg.
neg.

3.01 E+6
negg.

1 .31 E+7
1 .24E+7

neg.
neg.

1 .96E+0
2.46E+6

neg.
2.46E+6

neg.
4,76E+4
8.53E+5

neg.
2.80E+3
3.95E+5
4.95E+4
8.00E+4
1 .31 E+7
2.28E+5
4.30E+4
2.68E+5

aFuel batch 16 Is projected discharge during April 1987.
bFuel batches.2-15 we5 e discharged between April 1972 and April 1986.
Cneg. = less than 10- Curies.
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Table A.14 Decay Heat Released from Spent Fuel Inventory for
Various Discharged Fuel Batches (Ginna)

Decay Heat Released by Batch
Date, End of Batch Sizea May 1, 1987 July 1, 1987 A ril 1, 1988
Irradiationa (Metric Tonnes) •(Kilowatts, Thermal

2 04/13/72 18.772 8.5 8.5 8.4

3 12/31/73 3.195 2.9 2.9 2.8

4 03/08/75 11.583 14.3 14.2 13.9

5 01/28/76 14.778 18.1 18.0 17.6

6 04/14/77 16.375 20.5 20.4 19.8

7 03/23/78 16.375 15.8 15.7 15.1

8 02/09/79 15.976 14.7 14.5 14.0

9 03/28/80 14.378 14.7 14.5 13.7

10 04/17/81 11.183. 13.7 13.4 12.4

11 01/25/82 9.586 15.0 14.6 13.2

12 03/25/83 7.988 17.2 16.5 14.2

13 03/01/84 9.186 28.6 27.1 22.0

14 02/28/85 9.985 50.9 47.2 35.3

15 03/30/86 9.586 96.1 85.8 56.5

16 04/01/ 8,7b 9.586 437.2 260.4 107.7

Totalc 2-15 331.0 313.3 259.0

Totalc 2-16 768.3 573.7 366.8

aSee Table A.11.
bprojected dates.
cTotals may not equal sum of entries due to rounding of decimals.
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Table A.15 Radionuclide Contributions to Decay Heat for Various Spent Fuel Batches. The Percentage Contributions Depend on the
Total Burnup of Each Batch, as well as Decay Time After End of Irradiation (Ginna)

Spent Fuel Batch Number
Isotope 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16

(PERCENT OF TOTAL DECAY HEAT)

Sr 90 7.32 6.26 5.56 5.61 5.61 6.23 6.32 6.07 5.61 5.01 4.23 3.43 2.51 1.60 0.90
Y 90 34.95 29.89 26.57 26.82 26.79 29.77 30.20 29.01 26.79 23.95 20.19 16.37 12.01 7.64 4.31
Zr 95 __-a ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...............- 0.04 1.01
Nb 95 ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ............... 0.08 2.08
Rh 106 --- 0.02 0.05 0.08 0.19 0.41 0.76 1.46 2.86 4.65 8.19 12.24 18.16 24.96 27.54
Cs 134 0.33 1.12 1.77 2.26 3.29 4.01 4.95 6.72 9.38 12.21 15.67 18.46 20.18 19.07 15.65
Cs 137 8.89 8.42 7.93 7.94 7.89 8.23 8.19 7.89 7.38 6.75 5.81 4.83 3.63 2.33 1.35
Ba 137m 29.85 28.26 26.64 26.67 26.48 27.65 27.50 26.51 24.79 22.68 19.51 16.22 12.18 7.84 4.52

CD Ce 144 ... ... ... ... ...- 0.01 0.02 0.05 0.11 0.19 0.39 0.63 1.07 1.78 2.24
Pr 144 ... ... ...- 0.01 0.03 0.09 0.23 0.52 1.21 2.13 4.31 6.99 11.84 19.75 24.80
Eu 154 1.33 2.73 3.37 3.48 3.66 3.21 3.05 3.20 3.41 3.64 3.60 3.41 2.88 2.02 1.29
Pu 238 2.90 6.98 9.46 9.12 8.67 5.77 4.76 4.71 4.83 5.18 5.06 4.82 3.95 2.58 1.58
Pu 239 1.84 1.07 0.81 0.82 0.80 1.01 1.05 0.97 0.84 0.69 0.54 0.41 0.28 0.17 0.09
Pu 240 1.80 1.69 1.49 1.49 1.45 1.53 1.47 1.38 1.27 1.13 0.94 0.74 0.53 0.32 0.17
Pu 241 0.17 0.21 0.20 0.20 0.21 0.22 0.22 0.22 0.21 0.20 0.18 0.15 0.11 0.08 0.04
Am 241 7.88 7.68 6.60 6.20 5.56 5.19 4.67 4.07 3.31 2.69 1.97 1.39 0.82 0.37 0.13
Cm 242 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.21 0.70 2.20 6.22
Cm244 0.25 2.74 6.45 5.94 5.63 2.18 1.52 1.64 2.03 2.87 3.47 4.25 4.35 3.32 2.52

Totalsb 97.52 97.10 96.93 96.67 96.29 95.53 94.93 94.44 94.05 94.00 94.13 94.55 95.20 96.15 96.441

aDashes indicate less than 0.01%.

bTotal percentage of isotopes listed. The balance of the decay heat is distributed among many other less important contributors.
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APPENDIX B

IMPACT OF REVISED REACTION RATE EQUATION ON THE LIKELIHOOD OF
ZIRCONIUM FIRES IN A DRAINED SPENT FUEL POOL

The SNL investigationi of the potential for cladding oxidation during
loss of fuel pool inventory accidents has been controversial due to many
unique features of the postulated "beyond design basis accident." The purpose
of the BNL investigation has been two-fold:

1. Provide an independent assessment of several important areas of the
phenomenological treatment of the SFUEL code. 1

2. Provide an estimate of the likelihood and consequences of the postu-
lated accidents so that the risk can be compared to the risk of
severe reactor accidents evaluated in typical PRAs.

The purpose of this appendix is to re-evaluate the oxidation rate equa-
tion used in the SFUEL code and to perform a sensitivity study to demonstrate
the influence of the reaction rate on the results of the SFUEL analysis.

The oxidation rate equation is also a key factor which affects the possi-
ble propagation of Zircaloy fires to low power (i.e., older) spent fuel bun-
dles. Based on the information available to date it appears impossible to
justify any major changes to the Sandia equation; in particular, the curve
from the work of White at temperatures above 1150'C appears to be all we
have. However, this was obtained on unalloyed Zr, not Zircaloy, and the high-
er rates for Zircaloy-4 over those for unalloyed Zr observed by Pawel and
Campbell in steam may also exist in air. For temperatures from 800-1150'C,
the new German data fit in well with the previous data. However, if the expo-
sure is for periods greater than 30 minutes, this curve may not be conserva-
tive, as shown in the new German data plotted in Figure B.3.

After an extensive review of the zirconium/Zircaloy reaction rate data
and recent unpublished data, BNL has concluded that the reaction rate in Equa-
tion (1) is representative of the existing data.

w2/t = 3.09 x 108 exp(-56600/RT) (1)

where: w is the oxygen consumption (mg/cm2 )
t is time (sec)
T is the clad temperature (K)
R is the gas constant (1.987 cal/K)

This equation is equivalent to that suggested by Benjamin et al.1 except that
it provides a smooth transition to the self-sustaining oxidation regime (above
800°C) and does not put undue emphasis on the threshold effect of a shift in
oxidation rate due to metallic phase change.

The reaction rate has been varied by a factor of four based on. the data
scatter in the temperature range of 800 to 900%C (where self-sustaining oxida-
tion is initiated). Only a slight change (±50'C) in the initiation tempera-
ture occurs for this broad range of uncertainty in the oxidation rate. This
translates into an uncertainty of ±25% in the critical decay power. This
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insensitivity to the oxidation rate equation basically confirms the SNL analy-
sis' for zirconium fire initiation in a dry spent fuel pool.

As Benjamin et al.' pointed out, the most sensitive parameters for clad
fire initiation are the decay heat level and the fuel rack geometry (related
to natural circulation flow resistance). Thus, for BWRs with low power den-
sity and relatively open fuel storage racks, the critical cooling time (to
ensure that air cooling will keep the fuel rods below 800'C) is about 1 to 5
months. Whereas PWRs with higher power density and tighter storage racks
require 2 months to 2 years (the longer time is required for the new high den-
sity storage racks).

Note that even temperatures as low as 650%C can be expected to cause clad
failure and release of some fission products if the temperatures are sustained
over a long period (several hours). However, below 800%C the energy from oxi-
dation is insufficient to significantly increase the fuel rod temperature.

The results indicate that the SNL code (SFUEL) and the clad oxidation
rate equation used therein accurately represents the potential for self-
sustaining oxidation in a drained fuel pool. The largest uncertainty appears
to be due to uncertainties in natural convection flows in the transition flow
regime. Changes in the storage rack configuration result in large changes in
the calculated flow rate and correspondingly large changes in the "critical
power level" (above which self-sustaining oxidation is predicted to occur).

Based on the review of the cladding oxidation rate model and the sensi-
tivity study, it is concluded that the conditional probability of self-
sustaining clad oxidation and resultant fission product release, given a loss
of pool integrity event, is about 10% to 40% for BWRs and 16% to 100% for
PWRs, depending on the storage rack configuration.

In terms of power level, our sensitivity studies indicate that the criti-
cal power level (above which self-sustaining oxidation will occur) varies from
about 50 kW/MTU (for cylindrical racks with large openings) to 6 kW/MTU for
the new high density PWR fuel storage racks.

In order to ensure that self-sustaining oxidation in the current high
density racks will not occur, it is recommended that spent fuel not be stored
in high density racks until it has been stored for 2 or more years in the old
style cylindrical racks with adequate coolant openings (3 or more inch diame-
ter holes).

It is also recommended that a test program be initiated to confirm the
capability of natural air convection cooling capability for high density stor-
age racks. Such tests could be performed with old low power spent fuel (2 to
4 kw/MTU) and minimal instrumentation (such as thermocouples placed near the
top of the fuel bundle).

Two Sandia reports 1 , 2 deal with the question of rapid zirconium oxida-
tion in a spent fuel ..pool following loss of water. Both the computer modeling
and the experimental simulation, as described in these reports, suggested that
in certain fuel racking configurations (a) a self-sustaining zirconium-air
oxidation reaction can be initiated, and (b) this self-sustaining reaction can
propagate from one region of a pool to another. There are large uncertainties
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associated with the phenomenology of Zircaloy oxidation and its propagation in
spent fuel assemblies. This review addresses some of these uncertainties and
their effects on the initiation and propagation of a self-sustaining Zircaloy-

; air oxidation reaction.

1. The propagation rates of rapid Zircaloy clad oxidation in air from
the hottest section of the pool (after a loss of water incident) to
adjacent sections were estimated (in Ref. 2) under the conditions
that the spent fuel in the hottest section of the pool was generating
30 kw/MTU in a room maintained at constant temperature. As pointed
out by Han, 3 this estimate should be re-calculated under inadequate
room ventilation conditions, to simulate properly the conditions at
many licensed facilities. Similarly, additional calculations should
be performed in which the hot spent fuel decay power is varied from
20 to 90 kw/MTU for both the adequate and inadequate room ventilation
conditions. These studies would determine how sensitive the oxida-
tion propagation is to the decay power of the spent fuel stored adja-
cent to hot fuel, assuming the input oxidation rate data are known
with sufficient accuracy.

2. The above assumes the Zircaloy-air reaction rate equation used in the
Sandia work is sufficiently accurate. There are a number of uncer-
tainties associated with this equation. We discuss each of these un-
certainties in turn.

A. Experimental Data: A literature search4- 14 7 has revealed that
there is a great deal of data for zirconium oxidation; most of it,
however, is concerned with oxidation in steam or oxygen. The data
for zirconium (Zircaloy)-air oxidation presented in Refs. 1 and 2
appear to be the best available. These are shown in Figure B.I. The
authors (of the SNL reports) fit the data with three separate
Arrhenius plots over the temperature range 500-1500'C; one break
occurs at the a-s transformation temperature for zirconium, the other
at the temperature at which the oxide undergoes a monoclinic-
tetragonal transformation. (N.B. two of the sets of data are for
zirconium, the other for Zircaloy-4). These assumptions are reasona-
ble. It should be noted, however, that there is no a priori reason
to expect that the data would be fit by an Arrhenius expression, par-
ticularly above the a-s transformation temperature where a number of
different processes are occurring simultaneously (discussed further
below); therefore the use of the Arrhenius expression should be
viewed in this case only as a computational tool. It is difficult to
assess the validity of the data employed. What are really required
are new experiments to determine the oxidation rate of Zircaloy in
air over the temperature range of interest, for both isothermal and
non-isothermal conditions.

B. Kinetics: The questions was raised 2 as to whether the assumption
of parabolic kinetics was valid. Data were presented (from Refs. 86
and 126) which show examples of linear as well as cubic kinetics.
However, they all apply at temperatures below the a-B transformation
temperature. Since almost all rapid oxidation occurs above the a-0
transformation temperature, where the oxidation rate is controlled by
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one or more diffusion processes, the assumption of parabolic kinetics
appears to be reasonable.

C. Zirconium vs. Zircaloy: It is assumed in the Sandia work that
the oxidation rates of zirconium and Zircaloy are essentially the
same. Recent work by Pawel and Campbell 1 3 6 has shown that this is
not the case. Oxidation in steam of both pure zirconium and
Zircaloy-4 was studied in the temperature range of rapid oxidation
(1000-C-1500-C). It was found that at all temperatures the oxidation
rate of Zircaloy-4 was higher than that of zirconium; the ratio of
the two rates is approximately 3 at 1000C and decreases with in-'
creasing temperature to a value of approximately 1.5 at 1500%C (cf.
Figure B.2). The higher oxidation rate of Zircaloy-4 is attributed
to increased oxygen diffusivity in the oxide phase; a lower activa-
tion energy was observed, implying that some mechanistic differences
exist. Analogous results are expected to apply for oxidation in air.

D. Oxidation Model: The oxidation in steam of both zirconium and
Zircaloy-4 (in the temperature range 1000-1500'C) is a multi-phase
layer process. 1 36  Not only is an oxide layer formed, but also
(beneath it) a layer of oxygen-stabilized a-phase (zirconium or Zir-
caloy). The multi-phase model is only significant above the a-a
transformation temperature (approximately 900 0 C), but this is exactly
where rapid oxidation occurs. The parabolic rate constants for oxide
layer growth, a-layer growth, and oxygen consumption were determined
in Ref. 136 from experimental data and computer modeling. The rate
of oxygen consumption is significantly higher at all temperatures
than the rate of oxide formation for both zirconium and Zircaloy-4.
For zirconium the ration of oxygen consumption rate to oxidation rate
is approximately 4 at 1000% and increases with increasing tempera-
ture to a value of approximately 5.4 at 1500°C; for Zircaloy-4 the
corresponding values are approximately 3.0 and 4.5 at 1000C and
1500 0 C, respectively (cf. Figure B.2). Although these results were
obtained for oxidation in steam, analogous results are again expected
for oxidation in air.

E. Effect of Nitrogen: Before discussing the reaction of zirconium
with air, let us consider the reaction with nitrogen alone. 1 48 - 15 1

The rate of reaction of nitrogen with zirconium is much less than the
corresponding reaction rate with oxygen; weight gain data 15 1 after
one hour (800°C<T<1200 0 C) indicate that zirconium reacts with nitro-
gen about 20 times slower than with oxygen. The overall process is
very similar to oxidation in view of the high solubility of nitrogen
in zirconium, and involves a large amount of dissolution along with
film formation. In the case of nitriding in the a-region, a two
phase diffusion process describes the behavior whereas a-phase
nitriding involves three phases (nitrogen, like oxygen, stabilizes
the a-phase, leading to a wide range of a between the nitride and the
a-matrix). The reaction product is zirconium nitride (ZrN); the
reaction is exothermic, releasing approximately 82 kcal/mole. (The
energy released in forming the oxide is approximately 262 kcal mole.)
The thickness of the zirconium nitride layer has been found'14 to be
much smaller than that of the dissolution zone (in the temperature
range 750'C-1000°C) which indicates that the rate constant for film
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formation is considerably smaller than the rate constant for nitrogen
dissolution. In fact, at 1O000C, 84% of the total nitrogen uptake
was due to dissolution in the metal.

The role of nitrogen in the hi gh temperature reaction of zirconium
with air has been investigated. 51  The reaction process is multi-
phase in nature. Adjacent to the s-phase of the zirconium is a layer
of c-phase (stabilized by both oxygen and nitrogen) and a surface
layer of ZrO2. In general, a certain amount of nitride (ZrN) is
formed. For temperatures up to approximately 1050%C the nitride is
found as. a layer between the stabilized a-phase and the oxide layer;
above .1050%C the nitride occurs as discrete particles dispersed in
the oxide.

It is doubtful whether any appreciable amount of nitride is formed in
the problem currently being considered. At the lower temperatures
(.during heat up) the reaction rate is very slow. Once rapid oxida-
tion is initiated (approximately 900'C) the self-sustaining reaction
proceeds very quickly, and there may not be sufficient time for ZrN
to be formed. Any nitride that does form, however, will contribute
to the chemical energy release for the self-sustaining reaction.

The reaction rate of zirconium is higher with air than with oxygen
alone. The explanation advanced is that nitrogen dissolves in ZrO2.
By replacing oxygen ions in the oxide structure, the higher valency
nitrogen can increase the anion vacancy concentration, thus permit-
ting a higher rate of diffusion of oxygen through the anion-deficient
zirconia.

There are a number of uncertainties associated with the Zircaloy-air
reaction equation. These are particularly important above 900%
where rapid oxidation occurs. The most significant appear to be (i)
the difference in the oxidation rates of zirconium and Zircaloy, and
(ii) the multi-phase nature of the oxidation process itself at these
temperatures. The results given above in Section C and D (i.e., for
zirconium vs. Zircaloy-4, and oxygen consumption rate vs. oxidation
rate, respectively) apply to oxidation in steam only. Analogous
results are expected for oxidation in air, i.e., it is expected that
the oxidation rate in Zircaloy will be greater than that in zir-
con.ium, and the rate of oxygen consumption will be greater than the
rate of oxide formation in both materials. The relative magnitude of
these effects cannot be deduced from the steam oxidation data. What
are required are new experiments and computer modeling (similar to
those carried out by Pawel and Campbell 16 for oxidation in steam)
for the high temperature reaction of zirconium and Zircaloy with
air. In lieu of these, we suggest that additional calculations be
performed for two other zirconium-air reaction correlations which
will serve as bounds for those presented in Figure B.1. (a) The high
temperature correlation for zirconium (above the phase change of
Zr0 2 ) should be multiplied by a factor ml to account for the higher
reaction rate in Zircaloy. (b) The correlations above the a-a trans-
formation temperature should be divided by a factor m2 to account for
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the difference in oxygen consumption rate and rate of oxide forma-
tion. Values of m, and m2 as large as five should be considered.

F. New Data: The Pawel and Campbell data are compared with the
Sandia curve in Fiqure B.3. It is immediately apparent that the
Pawel and Campbel1 15g2 parabolic rate constants are considerably lower
than the curve used by Sandia. While the rate controlling step in
the high temperature oxidation of zirconium or Zircaloys is the dif-
fusion of oxygen through the oxide and/or though the solid solution
of oxygen in Zircaloy that underlies it in both steam and air oxida-
tion, there is a significant decrease in the oxidation rate observed
in a steam environment due to an effect of the hydrogen produced
during this oxidation on these diffusion constants. This effect has
been observed by several workers, but it is not sufficiently quanti-
fied to permit the use of high temperature steam data (such as those
of Prater and Courtright 1 5 3 and those of Pawel and Campbell 152) to
estimate oxidation rates under the fuel pool accident scenario. This
leaves only the White 1 2 4 data in the high temperature range.

Some new unpublished data from Leistikow show roughly a parabolic
corrosion rate behavior (slope of 1/2 on the log log plot) for the
first 30-60 minutes in both air and steam. They also show that the
difference between the air and the steam rates increases with temper-
ature. After 30-60 minutes, however, the rate at all but the highest
temperature increased dramatically, especially in air. This may be
due either to difficulty in controlling the temperature of the highly
exothermic zirconium/air oxidation, or to some "breakaway" type phe-
nomenon in the surface oxides exposing the bare metal underneath.

At lower temperatures, zirconium and Zircaloy are known to oxidize
according to the cubic law, which would mean a slope of 1/3 on a log
log plot. The high temperature data used by Benjamin et al. were
all approximated using parabolic growth, which is more typical of
diffusion controlled phenomenon such as are believed to occur at high
temperatures. The new German data show a slope somewhere between 1/3
and 1/2 for the first 30 minutes or so. In an attempt to compare
these data with the Sandia curve, a parabolic rate constant was cal-
culated for Leistikow's data and compared with the Sandia curves and
the Pawel and Campbell data in steam in Figure B.3. It is apparent
that the German steam data and those of Pawel and Campbell for
Zircaloy-4 in steam are consistent in the temperature range in which
they overlap. The new German air data are consistent with some of
their own work (at short exposure times) published some years
earlier. 125 The new German data can be approximated by the rate
equation:

( w 3.09 x 108 exp (- 56,600 (2)
t R

where w is in mg 02 reacted per square cm, t is in seconds, and T is
in OK.
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The instantaneous rate, dw/dt at time t and temperature T is given by
dw_ 156,600•

dw 2 3.09 x 108 exp (- 5T (3)dT 2w_ RT

The Sandia' curve shows an abrupt increase in oxidation rate at 10 4 /T
= 7, which was attributed to the mono-tetragonal phase change of
ZrO2 . As can be seen in Figure B.3, the Pawel and Campbell data do
not show such an abrupt change at this temperature; however, these
data were obtained in steam. The recent results of Prater and
Courtright1 53 (which were presented at the 1985 Symposium on Zirco-
nium) show that for reactions in steam they find a similar jump at
temperatures as high as 1500%C (l/T is 5.5 x 104). This may be due
to effects of the hydrogen produced by steam reaction on the oxide
structure on the Zircaloy. Unfortunately, Prater and Courtright
plotted their data in terms of thickness of the ZrO2 film, and thus
these could not readily be transferred to Figure B.3 which is in wt.
of 02 reacted. Since a considerable amount of the oxygen that reacts
either from air or steam exists in high concentration solid solutions
in the Zircaloy, and since the heat generated by this reaction is the
main concern, it is important that the total oxygen consumption be
considered rather than just the thickness of the layer. It is anti-
cipated that the free energy of formation per gram atom of oxygen
reacted would be approximately the same for the zirconium oxygen
solid solution as for ZrO2 at these high temperatures.
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APPENDIX C

EXAMPLE IMPACT FOR SFUEL AND CRAC2 CALCULATIONS

C.1 INTRODUCTION

As discussed in the main report the uncertainty, in the risk estimates
for spent fuel pool accidents is dominated by the uncertainty in the frequency
estimate for loss of pool integrity events. However, the phenomenological
progression and the resulting source terms for such accidents also have large
uncertainties. In order to provide documentation of the methods used to
analyze the phenomena, typical input files for SFUEL1, 2 and CRAC2 3 are pro-
vided in this appendix.

C.2 SFUEL INPUT

The SFUEL code 1 , 2 was developed at Sandia National Laboratories (SNL)
to address the problem of spent fuel pool heating after a loss-of-coolant
event. The code has been used extensively in the previous investigations to
address the conditions (geometry and power level) which would result in self-
sustaining oxidation of the fuel rod cladding. The purpose of the present
investigation is to provide an independent assessment of the SFUEL code and
its ability to predict cladding oxidation and failure propagation. A review
of the oxidation data is given in Appendix B and a summary of the propagation
results is given in Section 3 of the main report. In order to ensure repeata-
bility of the results, an input deck is provided in Figure C.1. The input
corresponds to a PWR high density storage rack.

C.3 CRAC2 INPUT

CRAC2 3 has been used extensively to calculate off-site consequences for
hypothetical core melt accidents. While its input options provide a wide
range of user features which are subject to individual interpretation, in
practice the input has become standardized. Unfortunately, these standardized
features become less useful for spent fuel pool releases which tend to be dom-
inated by long lived isotopes (principally cesium). In order to facilitate
further sensitivity studies or possible plant specific analyses, the input
file for a typical run (Case 2A) is provided in Figure C.2. Note that the
fission product inventory has been changed from the "normal" assumption of an
equilibrium core after shutdown to the release estimates given in Section 4 of
the main report.

REFERENCES FOR APPENDIX C

1. A.S. Benjamin, D.J. McClosksy, D.A. Powers, and S.A. Dupree, "Spent Fuel
Heatup Following Loss of Water During Storage," prepared for the U.S.
Nuclear Regulatory Commission by Sandia National Laboratories, NUREG/CR-
0649 (SAND77-1371), May 1979.

2. N.A. Pisano, F. Best, A.S. Benjamin and K.T. Stalker, "The Potential for
Propagation of a Self-Sustaining Zirconium Oxidation Following Loss of
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tory Commission by Sandia Laboratories, (Draft Manuscript, January 1984)
(Note: the project ran out of funds before the report was published.)
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tion, August 28-September 1, 1983, pg. 4.4-1, American Nuclear Society
Order 700085, ISBN 0-89448-1112-6.
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10 in,hd,lyr,vent

ASINK= O.OOOE+00
CSINK = O.OOOE+00
DAMP= O.O00E+00
DELT= 5.000E+01
DLFACT= 5.000E+00
DMWTR= O.O00E+00

O.OOOE+O0
O.OooE+O0

FL= 3.660E+02
FSTR= 1.000E+00
IBLOCK= 3
ICHEM= 1
IPLOT= 0
N= 21
NCEND= 1
NPRINT= 36
NPRNEW= 36
NROD= 289
NSECT= 3
POWO= 4.614E-01
PRMAX= 1.150E+06
RCI= 4.1SOE-01
RCO= 4.750E-01
RF= 4.01OE-01
ROWS= O.OOOE+00
SMB= 2.500E-02
TIMAX= 6.OOOE+04
TIMWOF= 1.OOOE+09
TIMWON= O.OOOE+00
TRDELT= 1.400E+03
TRMAX= 6.OOOE+03
TRPNT= 2.400E+03
UL= O.OOOE+00
VENT= O.OOOE+00
VROOM= 4.250E+09
WS= 2.160E+01
WW= 2.160E+01
XB= 6.350E-01
XL= 6.350E-01
XS= O.OOOE+00
XTB= 4.060E+01
XW= 3.510E-01
XWL= 4.060E+01
XWW= 3.690E+00

J NASS TIMEO

1 4 O.OOOE+00
2 4 O.OQOE+00
3 4 O.OOOE+00

CPCON= 1.047E+00
CPL= 4.600E-01
CPNI= 1.130E+O0
CPOX= 1.130E+00
CPS= 3.640E-01
CPW= 4.600E-01"
EPC= 7.OOOE-01

Figure C.1 Input data for the SFUELIW code corresponding to
a PWR high density rack.
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EPL= 3.OOOE-O1
EPS= 7.OOOE-O1
EPT= 7.OOOE-O1
EPW= 3.OOOE-O1
FMULT= -1.O00E+O0
KMAX= i5
NDECAY= 3
RHOC= 6.500E+00
RHOCON= 2.340E+00
RHOF= 1.040E+O1
RHOL= 7.820E+00
RHOS= 6.500E+00
RHOW= 7.820E+00
SMKCON= 1.200E-02
TO= 2.830E+02
XKBOT= 1.650E+02
XKTOP= O.OOOE+O0

I TWOOL

1 1.O00E-O1
2 1.OOOE+O0
3 1.OOOE+O1

FDECAY

4.OOOE+O0
5. 900E+00
1. 100E+01

Figure C.1 (Cont'd)
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Figure C.2 Input data for the CRAC2 code for spent fuel release
corresponding to 1/3 core after 90 days decay (Case
2A in Table 4.7.
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